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MICROWAVE SPECTRAL LINE LISTING 
William F. White 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
The Langley Research Center has completed a program of measurement and tabu­
lation of microwave rotational resonance (MRR) absorption spectra suitable for chemical 
analysis. Data on 9615 spectral  lines belonging to 75  different molecules have been pub­
lished. Most measurements were made in the frequency range from 26 500 to 40 000 MHz, 
with additional spectra measured for some inolecules in the 18 000 to 26 500 MHz range. 
All  measurements were made by a computer -controlled, Stark modulated spectrometer.  
The previously published data include measured values of absorption frequency, peak 
intensity , and integrated intensj ty along with experimental conditions such a s  Stark field 
intensily , sample temperature and pressure ,  and microwave power level. 
This report includes a listing of the spectral  lines in order of increasing frequency, 
together with the line peak intensity and the name of the corresponding chemical compound. 
A table is also provided which references the publication in which complete data may be 
found for each molecule and l is ts ,  in addition to the tabulated name, synonyms by which 
each is coinnioniy known. 
INTRODUCTION 
The potential of microwave spectrc~scopjra s  a method of chemical analysis has long 
been recognized. However, for many years  the technique was not feasible because of the 
lack of suitable instrui:~entation and reference data. At present the major obstacle to the 
routine use of microwave analytical techniques is the lack of reference -data catalogs s im ­
ilar to those available in other wavelength regions. As  a f i r s t  step toward providing such 
a catalog, the Langley Research Center has recently completed a program of measure ­
rnent of spectral  data for 75 molecules. The measurements were made by a computer-
controlled, Stark inodulated spectrometer in the frequency range from 26 500 to 40 000 MHz. 
In addition, spectra  for some molecules w e r e  run in the range from 18 000 to 26 500 MHz. 
Measurements made on 9615 spectral  lines have been published in references 1 to 3. 
The data in references 1 to 3 a r e  tabulated by molecule name. Each table contains 
the resonant frequency, frequency measurement uncertainty, peak intensity, integrated 
intensity (where measured),  and the following data on experimental conditions: Stark 
field intensity, sample pressure,  sample temperature,  microwave power level, and a code 
number explaining the reason for  any missing data or rounding off of data for  each line. 
Remarks are also included regarding sample purity, verification of identity, and other 
pertinent details. 
The type of table described above is useful when dealing with a sample of known 
composition but is unwieldy to use in  the identification of an  unknown spectral  line. This 
report  addresses  the problem by presenting a tabulation of all the previously measured 
spectral  lines arranged in order  of increasing frequency. The tabulation includes the 
intensity of each line and the name of the molecule to  which it belongs. Once a tentative 
identification (or identifications) has been established for  a line, further information 
needed for  a positive identification may be found in references 1 to 3. Table I l is ts  in 
alphabetical o rder  all 75 molecules, along with other names by which each is commonly 
known and the reference in which further data may be found. 
Descriptions of the spectrometer and computer subsystems, software, and experi­
mental procedures have been previously published in references 1, 2,  and 4. 
EXPLANATIONOFSPECTRALTABLE 
Frequencies 
The f i r s t  and fourth columns on each page of table I1 l is t  the resonant frequencies of 
the lines in MHz, in ascending order.  The tabulated frequencies are the observed values 
under the experimental conditions specified in the appropriate table from reference 1, 2 ,  
o r  3.  In some cases  the lines are affected by overlap or Stark lobe interference, and the 
observed frequencies may vary with pressure  and/or Stark field intensity. The frequen­
cies  were measured with a precision of 0.001 MHz but are rounded off to the nearest  
0.01 MHz whenever the experimental uncertainty is 0.1 MHz o r  greater .  The uncertain­
ties a r e  tabulated in references 1 to 3. 
Intensities 
The second and fifth columns of table I1 list the peak absorption intensities observed 
under the specified conditions from reference 1, 2,  o r  3. Intensities are given in the form 
-10 log y /y r  where y is the Beer 's  law absorption coefficient in cm-' and the sub­
scr ipt  r denotes a reference value. The reference value y r  is chosen to be unity so  
that the tabulated intensities are numerically equal to -10 log (Absolute intensity). Fo r  
simplicity the column headings are given as just -10 log y.  
All intensities were measured with a precision of 0.01 dB and tabulated to the near­
e s t  0.1 dB. For  the reasons mentioned in references 1to 3, many of the measurements 
are again rounded off to the nearest  1 dB. Those lines which have intensities tabulated 
2 
to 0.1 dB may be assumed to have an intensity coefficient which is relatively insensitive 
to pressure  so long as care  is taken to avoid power saturation or  undermodulation. In 
general, the spectrometer was operated so  that the minimum detectable line intensity was 
of the order  of 1.6 X (-10log y = 68). For  some molecules the sensitivity was varied, 
and these variations a r e  given in references 1 to 3.  
Names 
The third and sixth columns of table I1 l ist  the names of the molecules to which the 
lines belong as they are tabulated in references 1 to 3.  The naming system is that of 
Chemical Abstracts, volume 76, 1972. Table I also l i s t s  other names by which each mole­
cule is known. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This frequency atlas provides a convenient means of identifying the chemical species 
to which an observed spectral  line belongs. It is not self-sufficient for that purpose, 
since observation of a single spectral  line is not, in general ,  evidence for positive iden­
tification of a molecule. The primary value of this report  is to provide quickly one o r  
more tentative identifica-tions, which may then be verified by use of further data on the 
molecules in question. I t  should also be remembered that all spectral  lines for a molecule 
do not appear in this listing, since the spectrometer was programed to ignore lines with an 
itensity less  than 1.6 x for most molecules. 
Langley Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Hampton Va .  23665 
August 15,  1975 
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TABLE I.- MOLECULES FOR WHICH SPECTRAL DATA ARE INCLUDED 
Name Reference  Synonyms 
(a) . . 
Acetaldehyde 2 Ethanal  
Acetoni t r i le  1 Methyl cyanide,  e thaneni t r i le  
Ammonia 1 
2-Butenal 2 Crotonaldehyde 
3-Buteneni t r i le  1 Allyl cyanide,  vinyl acetoni t r i le  
Carbon oxide sulf ide 1 Carbonyl  sulf ide,  carbon oxysulfide 
Chlorobenzene 3 Phenyl  chlor ide 
Chlorodifluoromethane 3 Freon-22  
Chloroethane 3 Ethyl  chlor ide 
Chloroethene 3 Vinyl ch lo r ide ,  chloroethylene 
Chloromethane  3 Methyl chlor ide 
1-Chloropropane 3 n -P ropy l  chlor ide 
2 -Chloropropane  3 Isopropyl  chlor ide 
Chlorotr i f luoroniethane 3 F reon-13 ,  Genetron-13,  Isotron-13 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 3 F reon-12 ,  Genetron-12,  Isotron-12, Ucon-12 
1,l-Dichloroethane 3 Ethylidene chlor ide 
1,2 -Dichloroethane 3 Ethylene ch lo r ide ,  ethylene dichlor ide 
c i s  1 ,2-Dichloroethene 3 1,2 -Dichloroethylene,  acetylene dichlor ide 
Dichloromethane 3 Methylene chlor ide 
1,l-Difluoroethene 3 1.1-Difluroethylene , vinylidene f luoride,  
Genetroil-1132A 
2,5 -Dihydrofuran 2 
2(3H) -Dihydrofuranone 2 I -Butyrolactone,  4hydroxybu tano ic  acid lactone,  
?.-hydroxybutyric acid lactone 
Dimethyl disulfide 1 Methyl disulf ide,  methyldithinmelhane 
Epoxybutane 2 1,Z-Epoxybutane 
Ethanamine 1 Ethylamine,  aminoethane  
Ethanethiol 1 Ethyl mercap tan  
Ethanol 2 Ethyl a lcohol  
Ethylene glycol cycli sulf i te  1 Tthylene su l f i t e ,  glycol sulf i te  
Fluorobenzene 3 Phenyl f luoride 
Fluoroethene 3- Fluoroethylene,  vinyl f luoride 
1 -Fluoro-4 -methylbenzene 3 >-Fluorotoluene 
Formaldehyde 2 Wethanal 
Formamide  1 Wethanamide 
Formic  ac id ,  methyl  e s t e r  2 vIethyl f o r m a t e ,  methyl methanoate 
? w a n  2 ?u r fu ran ,  oxole 
!-Furancarboxaldehyde  2 ! -Furaldehyde,  fu r fu ra l  
Iydrocyanic  acid 1 lydrogen cyanide,  p r u s s i c  acid 
aReference  in  which complete  data  on the molecule  may be found. 
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TABLE I.- Concluded 




Isoxazole  1 
Methanamine 1 Methylamine,  aminomethane 
Methanethiol 1 Methyl m e r c a p t a n  
Methanol 2 Methyl a lcohol  
2 -Methylfuran 2 Sylvan 
Methyloxirane 2 P ropy lene  oxide,  1 , 2-epoxypropane,  propene oxide 
Methyl sulf ide 1 Dimethyl  sulf ide,  niethylthiomethane 
Methyl t h i i r ane  1 Propy lene  sulf ide 
Nitroethane 1 
Nitromethane 1 
Oxetane 2 1.3-El)oxypriil):uie. t r imethylc~ne(rxide 
0xir:ine 2 Ethylene iixlde, 1.2 -ep(~xyfth:llle 
2 -oxo - ~ ~ l ~ , l ~ l ~ l l ~ > l l  2 M < ~ t h y I ~ l y o x ; i l ,pyruvaldeliyde, pyruvir  ; i ldehydr 
0xybisnic~th;ine 2 D i m r t h y l  e ther ,  mr lhy l  c t h r r ,  ~n r t lu~xymr t l i : i ne  
P r o ~ ~ a l ~ a l  2 I ' r i i p i ~ i n ; ~I d ~ ~ h y d c  
Prrqxincnitrile 1 Ethyl  vg:inidr, p r ~ q i ~ ~ i i i ~ l r ~ l r  
1-Propalrol 2 11 Propy l  a lcuhol  
2 -Propanol 2 Isopropyl  a lcohol  
2 -Prol)aiione 2 Acetone ,d im e thy 1 ketone 
2 -P ropena l  2 Acro le in ,  acrylaldehyde 
2 - Prupenen i l r  i le  1 Acry lon i t r i l e ,  vinyl vy,inide 
2 -P rupc t i e - l - th io l  1 AI1y1 iiie r c  a pt an 
2-pl'lJ1)C'lI 1 -<I1 2 Allyl . 1 1 ~ ~ 1 h o l  
P r ~ ~ p y i i e  2 M~~t l iy l acc~ ty l rnc  
2 -P r<q)y l l - l - ( l l  2 PrG ,p i rgy1  ~ l l l ~ , ~ h l l l ,~ ~ r ' " ~ " ' l 1 1 C  .11roh111 
Pyridine 1 
Py r ru l e  1 A m l e  
Sulfur  dioxide 1 
Telral iydrofurnn 2 1.4 - E ~ i ~ a y l ~ u t ; i n e ,tc t rniur t i iylrne oxide 
T r t r a h y d r o t h i ~ i ~ ~ h e n e  1 
Thiazole  1 
Thietnne 1 Tr ime thy lene  su l f ide  
Th i i r ane  1 Etliylcne sulf ide 
Thiophene 1 Thiofuran 
1,1,1-Tr i rh lo roe thane  3 Methylrhloroforni  
T r i rh lo roe thene  3 Tr i rh lo roe thy lene ,  e thinyl  t r i ch lo r ide  
Tr i ch lo ro f lu~ i romethane  3 Freon-11 ,  Genetron-11,  Isotron-11,  Ucon-11 
Tr i rh lo romethane  3 Chloroform 
"Reference i n  which comple t e  da t a  on molecule  m a y  be found. 
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TABLE 11.- MICROWAVE SPECTRAL LINES 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
1 8 0 1 7  - 3 3  1 5  
1 8 0 4 5  - 5 2 5  6 9  
1 8 0 4 8 . 9 2 0  6 9  
18102.23  65 
1 8 1 0 3 . 6 1  5 6 2  
1 8 1 2 7 . 1 0  5 4  
1 8  142.445 6 6  
1 8 1 4 3 . 2 7 3  6 8  
1 8 1 6 1 . 3 7  6 7  
1 8 1 6 2 . 3 5  5 4  
18214.252 67  
18218.342 65 
18220.140 6 6  
1 8 2  20.23 6 1  
18269.740 6 5  
1 8 2 8 5 . 4 3  5 1  
18341.293 6 8  
18376.222 6 6  
1 8 3 8 4 . 9 1 3  6 8  
1 8 3 9 1 . 4 8  56 
1 8 3 9 6 . 7 6  5 9  
1 8 3 9 8 . 0 2  5 6  
1 8 3 9 9 . 9 0  6 3  
1 8 4 0 7 . 8 1  6 9  
1 8 4 4 1 . 7 4 2  6 9  
1 8 4 5 1 . 8 2  6 6  
1 8 4 5 3  0 9  6 4  
1 8 4 9 9 . 3 9  4 6  
18540.595 6 9  
1 8 5 6 2 . 4 3 3  6 9  
18 564.13d 65 
18573.344 7 0  
18681.495 67  
18682.99  6 8  
18683.65  6 9  
1 8 7 0 5 . 6 9  6 9  
1 8 7 2 3 . 1 6 8  6 9  
1 0 7 4 9  2 4 0  6 5  
18808.50  4 7  
1 8 8 3 2 . 3 2 4  7 0  
Name 
A Y M O N  I A 

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

O I C H L I j R O M E  T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I  R A N �  

A M M C N I A  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

A M M O N I A  

O I C H L O R O M E T Y A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

0 I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

A M M O N I A  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O O I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

A M M O N I A  





A C E T O N I T R I L E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

A C E  T O N  I TR I L E  

A C  E T C N  I T R I L E  

At4HON I A 

E T H A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I  R A h E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

FLUCIROE T H E N E  

E T H A N O L  

A M M O N I A  

O I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
18840.378 6 2  
18877.550 67  
18884.70  4 8  
18936.825 6 6  
1 9 0 1 0 . 6 0  7 5  
1 9 0 1 1 . 0 6  68 
19013.32 53 
1 9 0 7 3  - 1 7 5  7 2  
19110.631 5 9  
1 9 1 4 0 . 8 5  6 9  
1 9 1 5 6 . 2 3  6 9  
1 9 1 6 3 . 3 5 2  6 4  
1 9 2 1 8 . 4 6  4 6  
1 9 2 2 5 . 5 7 3  67  
1 9 2 3  8.695 Sd 
1 9 2 5 0 . 0 3 4  71 
1 9 2 6 2 . 1 6 4  6 4  
1 9 2 6 5 . 1 5 0  5 4  
1 9 2 6 8  - 1 7 0  67  
19281.138 6 3  
1 9 2 8 8 . 2 1  7 0  
19288.437 6 8  
19355.954 67  
1 9 3 9 0 . 1  1 67 
, 19410.46  7 0  
19515.065 6 9  
1 9 5 8 9 . 0 3  6 8  
19595.18  65 
1 9 5 9 8 . 9 2  b 8  
1 9 6 1 4 . 4 1  6 9  
1 9 6 3 7 . 1  1 5 6  
1 9 6 4 5 . 7 3 6  6 9  
1 9 6 5 9 . 4 7  7 0  
1 9 6 7  4.3 88 62  
1 9 7 2 4 . 6 9 7  59 
1 9 7 3 8 . 7 2  6 9  
19754.893 5 8  
1 9 7 5 7 . 5 6  4 2  
1 9 7  7 5.43 7 66  
1 1 9 7 7 5 . 9 4 3  6 9  
Name 
D I C H L O R O M E  T H A N E  

O I C H L O R G M E T P A h E  

A M M O N I A  

E T H A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N  AM I N E  

D I C H L O R O O I  F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N O L  

2 - P R  OP A N O L  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

AMMON I A 

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

E T H A N O L  

O I C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

O I C H L O R O M E T I - A h �  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

O I C H L O R O O I  F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

F O R M A L D E H Y O E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

D I C H L O R C W E  T h A  h E  

M E T H Y L O X  l R A N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

FL U O R O E T H E  N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

A M M O N I A  

F L U O R O E T H E  N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y NameMHz Frequency' 1~ -10log y NameMHz 
1 I
" 197 77.41 ' 6 7  
20231.622 65 
20235.90 7 1  
20243.465 58 
20259.f985 66  
20259.904 6 4  
20260.726 6 6  
20278.297 6 4  
20298.65a 7 1  
20239.961 6 1  
20 302 7 65 6 9  
20305.573 7 1  
20325.75 6 8  
20335.40 52 
20346.83 6 1  
20361.617 7 2  
203 71 4 5  45 
M E T H A N A M I N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A M M J N I  A 

D I CHLOP OM E T  h ANE 

M E T H A N A M I  N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D  I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N @ L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

f LUOROE T H E  N E  

D I C HLOP.0 ME T H  AN E 

D I C H L O R O M E T F A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D 1 C HLOR 0 ME THANE 

E T H A N O L  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

ME T H A N A M I  N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

E T H A N O L  

' M E T H A N O L  

f L U O R O E T H E N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

O I C H L O R O M E  THANE 

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 

FL UOROE T H  E N E  
D I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  
D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 
M E T H A N A M I N E  
I D I C H L O R O O I  F L U C R O M E T H A N E  
M E T H A N A M I  NE 

S U L F U R  DIOXIDE 

M E T H A N O L  

0 I C H L O R O D  I FL UOROMETHA N E  

AMMON I A 

20456.85 i 6 9  
20495.586 6 9  
. 20514.386 66  
20514.37  57 
25545.773 6 9  
20547 - 2 9 0  60  
20547 - 3 4 3  68 
29575.152 6 9  
20614.64 6 9  
20629.94  68  
20645.07 67 
206 4 5.9 9 6 9  
20646 - 6 0  6 9  
23689.64 70  
2071 9.22 4 1  
20719 - 6 1 4  7 0  
20727.468 75 
207 3 5 - 4 5  46 
20765.903 7 1  
20795.683 6 1  
20804.85 43 
20837.16  6 9  
20807.908 67 
20808.64 69 
2031 9.555 67 
20831.181 6 0  
2 0 8 3 4  -53 7 0  
20848.357 75 
20 8 5 2.5 3 5 0  
20869.43 68  
20308.54 7 1  
20908.85 58 
20911.589 7 5  
20941.195 6 9  
20957 - 6 2 3  7 1  
20957.9 1 4  63  
20958.207 72 
20910.65 57 




E T H A N O L  





ME THY L OX I R ANE 

METHANAM I N E  

E T H A N O L  







M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

E T H A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A M M O N I A  

D I C H L O R O M E  T b A N E  

O I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

AMMONI  A 

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

A M M O N I A  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I CHLOROME T H A N E  

ME T H A N  AM I N E  

E T H A N O L  









M E T H A N O L  

M E T  HANAM I NE 

M E T H A N A M I N E  

DI CHLOROO I FLUOROME T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O D I F L U O K O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

ME T H A NAM I N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

m TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10log y NameMHz 
20975 -794 70 D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  21296.883 
20978.295 70  D I C H L O R O M E T H A K E  21311.874 
20979 .O 1Z 70 D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  1~ 21336.574 
20981.518 70  O I C H L O R O M E T H A W E  21347.097 
20986.27 79 2 - P R O P A N O L  2 1  37 1.0 14  
20994.627 64  M E T H A N A M I N E  21371.813 
20994.63 4 1  A M M O N I A  21391.62 
20995.993 71 M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  21414.976 
21008.66 74  G I C Y L O R O M E T H A N E  21461.359 
21011.356 65 D I C H L O R O M E  T Y A N E  21478.84 
21012.14 70 D I C H L O R O M E  T H A N E  2 153 9.4 19 
21012.861 66 I M E T H A N A M I N E  21 51  9.157 
21013.00 7 1  DI C H L O R O M E  T H A N E  21 550.2 8 
21018 a06 71  METHYLClX I R A N E  21565.005 
21018.85 7 1  M E T H Y L O X I  R A N �  2 1568 .6 2 
21019.074 60 M E T H A N A M I  N E  21569.47 
21019.61 71  M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  21593.11 
21026.51 66 M E T H A N A M I N E  21597.99 
21029.535 67 M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  21606.398 
21030.957 68 0 I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  21611.28 
21031.942 67 M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  2161 1.89 
21O32.618 64 D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  21615.130 
21034.267 68 0 I C H L O R C M  E T  b A N E  2161 R. 7 27 
21035.23 67 M E T H A N A M I N E  21626.445 
21048.507 69 E T H A N O L  21637.90 
21051.541 60 M E T H A N A M  I N E  21642.614 
21070.74 48 A M M O N I A  21643.00 
21099.405 74  D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  21652.06 
21115.171 60 M E T H Y L O X I R A h E  21653.07 
21134.30 48  AMMON I A 21653.68 
21142.065 66 D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  21682.14 
21146.74 72 M E T H A N O L  21692.28 
21151.379 75 D I C H L O R O D  I F L U O R O M E  T H A N E  21703.36 
21167.14a 67 D I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  21705.67 
21202.703 70 M E T H A N A M I N E  2 1708.64 
21244.21 70 M E T H A N O L  21712 -642 
21268.84 68  2 - P R O P A N O L  21740.22 
21281.588 68 E T H A N O L  2 1744.284 
21285.28 38 A M M O N I A  21765.13I 21285.934 68 E T H A N O L  ' 21 815.874 












































M E T H A N A M I N E  

E T H A N O L  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  

D I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O C E T H A h E  

D I C H L O H O D I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

AYMON I A 

F 1.UOROETHE N E  

D I C H L O R O M E  T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

D I C H L O R O O  I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N O L  

0 I C H L O R O D I  F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2- P R O P A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

M E T H Y  L O X 1R A N �  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A t 4 E  

ME THY L O X  I R A N E  

AMMON I A 

O I C H C O R C M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2 - P R O P  ANOL 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

O X  I R A N  E 

AMMON I A 

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N O L  

METHANAM I N E  

2- P R O P A N O L  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

M E T H A N A M I  N E  

D I C H L O  ROME T h A N E  

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y NameMHz 
6 4  
2 1 9 3 0 . 0 0  6 5  
2 1 9 3 1  - 4 2 1  67 
2 1 9 9 0 . 2 0 6  6 5  
2 2 0 6 0  e 4 3 3  6 4  
2 2 0 6 5  . 6 a  6 2  
2 2 0 7 8  . b 9  6 9  
zzoao. 771. 6 9  
2 2 0 8 7 . 1 3 4  6 8  
2 2 1 0 9 . 4 8 5  6 8  
2 2  112.1O6 6 4  
2 2 1 6 2 . 1 6 0  70  
2 2 1 9 2 . 4 6  7 1  
2 2 2 0 0 . 5 6 9  6 6  
22220.36 6 3  
2 2 2 2 1  - 2 1 4  6 8  
2 2 2 3 1  5 2  6 8  
2 2 2 3 3  - 2 1  5 a  
2 2 2 3 3 . 4 6  5 8  
2 2 2 3 4 . 3 9  6 0  
2 2  234.51)  46 
22 2 58.3  a 6  57 
2 2 2 9 8 . 6 1  71  
22  3 0 2  - 6  1 6 8  
2 2 3 0 3 . 3 2 0  6 6  
2 2 3 0 4 . 0 4  6 9  
2 2 3 0 8 . 0 4  6 3  
2 2 3  1 3 . 1 4 4  6 6  
j 2 2 3 1 3 . 5 3 0  6 9  
2 2 3 1 7 . 7 6  








M E T H Y L O X I  RANE 









D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  





SULFUR D I O X I D E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

D I C H L U R C M E T H A N E  

MET HANAM I NE 





A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

' 	SULFUR D I O X I D E  











AYMON I A  













O I C H L O R O M E T b A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  









2 2 3 4 5 . 3 4  I 6 5  
2 2 3 4 6 . 4 7  6 5  
2 2 3 5 3 . 9 1  5 a  
2 2 3 5 7 . 3 6 5  6 9  
2 2 3 5 8 . 7 1  6 8  
2 2 3 5 9 . 0 7  6 8  
2 2 3 6 0 . 4 0 6  6 9  
2 2 3 6 4 . 4 1  70 
2 2 3 6 9 . 4 0  7 1  
2 2  3 6  9 .8  07 6 9  
2 2 3 a i . 9 7 5  6 9  
2 2 3 9 9 . a i  70 
2 2 4 2 8 . 0 5 4  68 
2 2 4 4 5 . 7 1  6 9  
2 2 4 6 0 . 1 8  6 9  
2 2 4 7 0 . 2 7 0  70 
2 2 4 7 4 . 4 0 5  6 9  
2 2 4 8 2 . 5 6  5 1  
2 2 4 9 6 . 1 8  67 
2 2 5 2 0 . a 4  6 8  
2 2 5 2 7 . 9 5  5 1  
2 2 5 3 1  . a 9 9  6 7  
2 2 5 3 2 . 1 3 4  6 8  
2 2 5 4 0 . 9 8 6  7 2  
2 2 5 8 1 . 4 4 7  6 4  
2 2 5 8 8 . 0 5  6 8  
2 2  5 a  a. 2 87 65 
2 2 6 2 6 . 6 5 8  7 3  
2 2 6 3 6 . 6 1 5  70 
2 2 6 4 9 . 8 6  5 9  
2 2 6 5 3 . 0 2  3 9  
2 2 6 7 5 . 4 5  6 9  
2 2 6 ~ 6 . a 5 5  7 1  
2 2 6 8 8 . 3 1  3 6  
2 2 7 2 2 . 5 7 9  5 9  
2 2 1 2 2 . 4 3  3 9  
1 	 2 2 7 3 3 . 9 6  6 2  
2 2 7 3 4 . 4 1 1  6 9  
2 2 7 4 5 . 7 9 0  1 t i  
2 2 7 4 7  .I a 
A C E T A L U E H Y D E  







D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R C C E T H A K E  





M E T H A N A M I N E  

ME THA NAM INE 













ET HANO L 





E T H A N O L  

F E T H A N A M I N E  

ET HANO L 

D ICHLOROME THA NE 

D ICHL OROD I F L U  GROMET HANE 





ME THAN AM I N  E 

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C H E T H A K E  











M E T H A N A M I N E  

AMMCN I A 

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

D I C H L O K O D  I F  LUOROMETHANE 

D I C H L O R G M E T H A N E  

D ICHLOROME THANE 

I I 
TABLE II.- Continued 
I 
22747.52 6 8  
22148.902 6 9  
2 2 1 5 8  - 4 1  6 8  
22759.22 5 5  
22765.701 6 9  
6 1  
5 9  
7 2  
7 0  
6 9  
6 9  
3 9  
6 8  
65 
71 
6 9  
7 1  
6 9  
6 2  
6 8  
3 7  
63  
6 9  
52 
7 1  
60 
6 9  
6 3  
6 8  
6 9  
71 
7 3  
5 6  
6 8  
66 
6 0  
6 6  
69 
6 9  
















D ICHLOROD I FLUORGMETHANE 







AMMON I A 







































0 ICHLORODIF LUORCFETHANE 

’ 	 SULFUR DIOXIDE 
2-PROPANOL 
DICHLOROMETHANE 
’ 	 2-PROPANOL 
METHANAMINE 
METHANAMINE 
, 	 METHANAMI NE 
METHANAMINE 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz~ 
23097.84 5 3  
23038.16  5 2  
23098.82 43 
23099.48 5 2  
23099.79 53 
23108.88  6 7  
2 3 1  18.964 57 
23121.02 56 
23127.71  70 
23120.22 6 9  
23130.19 6 0  
23 134.21  5 3  
23 1 6  5.71 6 7  
23170.90 7 2  
23 1 7  7.564 67 
23209.20 68 
23217.68 67 
23219.156 63  
23219.459 68  
23222.56 6 9  
23232.23 41 







2 3 3 1  1.424 67 
23315.551 6 4  
23340.21 6 6  
2 3 3 4 0  -7  26 6 2  
23341.25 67 
2 3 3 4 1- 3  2 64 
23346.95 66  
23364.768 70 
2 3 3 6 1- 5 5  6 5  
23374.31 6 6  
23386.28 b 6  
I 23309.54 68 
Name 
AMHON I A 
AYMON I A 
AMMON IA 
AYMONI A 



















2-PROP AN0 L 
OX IRANE 















TABLE II.- Continued 
! 
' - I
Frequency, -10 log y Name NameMHz I 
23414.24 52 
23421.9a 6 1  
2342a.697 7 2  
23420. ia2 66 
23429.369 6 0  
23432.a30 6 4  
2 3 4 4 4 . i a  5 5  
23446.179 70 
23449.43  6 3  
23450.153 6 1  
2 3 4 5 3  e 1 0 1  67  
23454.ao  65 
23456.485 67 
23493.47 1 1  
23493.71  7 1  
23498 300 6 9  
23505.759 7 4  
23511.10  1 0  
23526.994 71 
23552.685 6 9  
2 3 5 6 1 - 05  67 
23576.23 67 
2 3 5 a i . 2 1 2  6 6  
2 3 5 a i . 0 3  6 6  
23587.17 7 1  
23596.41 70 
23608.24 71 
23610.3a 5 1  
23630.40  7 1  
23651 .41  4 3  
23 E 65.04 6 9  
23665.53  6 9  
23670.90  7 1  
23683.316 59 
23692.97 4a 
23394.44 6 7  2-PROPANOL 23696.03 I 48  
23409.2ia 6 0  ' M E T H A N A M I  N E  23717.114 7 2  
S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  2 3 1 2 0  e512 7 0  
AMMON I A 23720.60 49  
D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  2 3 1 2 1  - 3 6  4a 
E T  HA NOL 2 3 7 2 2  6 4  37 
M E T H A N A M I N E  23123.92  4a 
M E T H A N A M I  N E 23724.69  4a 
M E T H A N O L  23731.29  55 
D I C H L O R O M E T I - A N E  23732 .98  6 3  
23142.3a3 71 
23 749.10 71 
23155.553 1 2  
23707.a72 12 
2 3 a i o . a b  70 
2 3  011.50 70 
2 3 a i 2 . a i 5  7 2  
2 3 a i i . 4 8  67  
2 3 a54.2 4 6 2  
2 3 8 6 1  - 3 0 2  59  
23861 .a3  4 1  
23868.46 46 
2 3  a i  o .13 3 4  
23a71.79  47 
23872.44  4a 
23a73.497 56 
23 876.934 6 7  
2 3 8 8 1  .ii 6 9  
~ 23aqa.21 66 
2389a .083  6 4  
23a99.15 66 
23906.542 73 
23937.79  6 7  
2 3 94 7.318 70 
23947.56 69  
M E T H A N A M I  N E  23947.591 69  
A M M O N I A  2 3  941.9 6 6 9  
AMMONI  A 23979.006 71 
A M M O N I A  239a5.236 67 
A M M O N I A  239a8 .62  65  
A M M O N I A  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  





A M M O N I A  

A H M O N I  A 

A M M O N I A  

A Y M O N I  A 

CARBON O X I D E  S U c f  I D E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  





D I C H L O R O D I  F LUCROMETHANE 





2 - P R O P A N O L  





M E T H A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

AMMON I A 

A Y M O N I  A 





A M M O N I A  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

E T  HANO L 

D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 

D I C H L  OROME T P A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  

D I CHLOROME T H A N E  





D I C H L O R O M E  1 H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

D I C H L O R O D  If LUOROME T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 





TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
23991.970 6 7  
23999.04  7 1  
24010.237 71 
24019.04 57 
24028.047 6 9  
24037 -16 1  7 2  
24039.63 5 0  
2 4 0 4 1  e337 6 0  
24045.302 6 3  
24046.157 7 0  
2 4 0 4 9  - 2 6 0  6 9  
24060.350 5 1  
2 4 w a . 7 9 4  6 7  
24003.47 5 2  
2 4 1 0 0  - 5 6  7 1  . 
2 4 1 0 1  e237 6 9  
24  103.9 5 6 9  
24106.655 7 1  
24  124.200 6 9  
24126.999 6 9  
24136.96 5 1  
24137.51  5 1  
24139.42 3 6  
24  1 4  1.32 7 1  
2 4 1 4 1  e32 5 1  
24141.07 52 
24 205.29 4 3  
24247.6 5 6 2  
24253.30 60  
242 80.613 69  
24293.47 6 6  
24311.420 71 
24319.65 5 a  
243 25.9 2 41 
24337.157 6 9  
243 55.56 54  
24361.15 6 6  
2 4 3 a o . w  5 4  
2 4 3  03.2 65 6 5  
24406 6 1 3  7 3  
Name 
~~ 
D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

P C E T A L O E H Y  D E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I  N E  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

0 I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

0 I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T I - A N E  

F O R M A L O E H Y O E  

M E T H A N A M I  N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

0 IC H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y  LOX I R A N E  

E T H A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

A M M O N I A  

A M M O N I A  

A M M O N I A  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

A M M O N I A  

A M M O N I A  

A M M O N I A  

C A R B O N  O X I D E  S U L F I D E  . 

C A R B O N  O X I O E  S U L F I D E  

E T H A N O L 
!‘ 	 2 - P R O P A N O L  
D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  
S U L F U R  D I O X  ID� 
C A R B O N  O X I O E  S U L F I D E  
O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  
C A R B O N  O X I O E  S U L F I D E  

O X I R A N E  

C A R B O N  OX I D E  S U L F I D E  

E T H A N O L  

O I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  
 I 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
24406.966 69  
2 4 4 0 7  - 3 1 6  7 3  
24447.304 65 
2 4 4 1 9  .9ao 63 
24404.07  7 0  
2 4 4  0 5.63 67 
24520.479 6 9  
24521.32 7 0  
24530.43  52 
245 3 0.90 5 2  
24531.11  7 0  
24532.99  3 6  
24536.240 6 9  
2 4  5 70.3 06 65 
2 4 5 7 1  -11 69 
24573.097 7 1  
2 4 5 7 7  -09 67 
2 4  57 a .642 63 
2 4 5 1  9 - 3  9 67 
265 0 0 -441 67 
24609.272 6 9  
2 4 6 3 3  - 5 5 1  7 0  
24637.292 6 6  
24640.20 6 4  
24642 - 7  1 66 
2 4 6 4 3 . 1 0 4  66  
24661.00  7 1  
24663.449 7 0  
2 4  677.99  6 9  
24678.45  69  
24703 - 4 6  6 0  
2473 5.02 6 0  
24746.234 7 0  
24740.955 6 6  
2 4 7 5  0.190 6 6  
24753.656 7 2  
2 4 7 5  0.30 69  
24709.5 0 6 9  
2 4 0 0 2  - 2 0 4  6 7  
24808.a77 70  
Name 
D I C H L O R O O I  F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

0 I C H L O R O O I F  L U O R O M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R G M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

ME THY L OX I R A h  E 

ME THY L O X  I R A N E  

A C E T A L  DE HY D E 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

AMMON I A 

A M M O N I A  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

ANMON I A 

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

ME THY L OX I R A N  E 

01C H L O R O D I  F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

O I C H L O R O M E T P A h E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O O I  F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

01CHLOROME T H A K E  

0 I C H L O R O M E T H A  NE 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

O I C H L O R C M E T I - A N E  

A C E T A L  DE HY D E  

M E T H Y  L O X  I R  A N �  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  







M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y  L O X  IR A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

D IC H L0ROO I F LUC ROME TH A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

A C E T A L O E H Y  D E  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

TABLE II.- Continued 
6 9  
24812.329 6 9  
24815  . o i k  7 0  
24a25.004 7 0  
24834.26 4 8  
24334.26 b b  
24847.90a 6 7  
24aba.735 5 9  
24879.73  6 9  
2 4 0 8 1  - 9 2  4 8  
2 4 8 a 9 .  3 8 6  5 0  
24889.77 5 2  
24091.614 7 2  
24923.65 5 2  
24925.202 6 5  
2492a.70 55  
24933.47 5 4  
24934.33 57 
24946.709 7 2  
24959.07 5 3  
24968.252 6 1  
2 4 9 8 2  .a01 6 3  
247E4.83 66  
24993  - 5 9  7 1  
24993.724 6 5  
25002.37 6 7  
25006 .154  7 0  
25008 .  6 1 4  6 9  
250  15.92 6 6  
25016.22 6 9  
25013 .12  E 2  
2 5 0 2 a . a ~  6 5  
2 5049  - 4 5  54 
25053.39 52  
25053.82 5 1  
25056.02 3 4  
' 5 0 6 3 . 5 1 3  56 
25063.94 6 9  
2 5 0 6 4  - 6  13 7 1  
CL 25Cb5.317 6 5  
w 
D I C H L O R C M E T t - A N E  





0 ICHLOP LID I F LUCRC ME THANE 

OX I R A N E  

S U L F U R  C I O X I D E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  







M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

C I C H L O R O D  I F  LUCROMETHANE 

O X I R A N E  













F L U C R O E T H E N E  

D ICHLORCME THANE 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

C E T H C N A M I N E  

OX I R A N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

ME J H A N C L  

D I C H L  0R 0Y E T H A14 E 









M E T H A N A Y I N E  

E T H A N O L  

D I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  

25066 .02  ' 67 
25066.89 6 3  
25087.172 6 3  
2 5 1 1 0 . 1 5 2  6 3  
25120.156 6 5  
25124.87 52  
25133 .385  7 0  
25155.15 6 9  
25 15 8.040 7 2  
25170 .971  69 
25176 .521  7 1  
25206 .60  5 3  
2 5 2 1 1  e 1 1  6 8  
25222.422 6 7  
25229.335 6 9  
2 5 2 3 2 .  a15  6 7  
25247 .82  66  
25260.876 6 4  
25271 .392  62  
25280.61 6 9  
2 5 2 9 4  - 4 1  5 1  
25319.20 6 5  
2 5 3 2 1 . 5 1 4  7 1  
25322.161 7 0  
25329.96  6 4  
2 5  358 .663 7 2  
25 370.08 6 3  
25392.82 55 
25401.540 6 2  
25402 .791  6 5  
25445.15 67  
25473.44 6 7  
25479.48 7 1  
25480.29 71 
25487 .825  7 0  
25537 .462  56 
25508.41 7 0  
25529 .404  6 8  
6 7  
75 
D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R C M E T t - A N �  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A k E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  









D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

O X I R A N E  

.ME THY LOX IR AN E 

O I C H L O R G M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

OX I R A N E  

D ICHLORC ME THA AE' 









O I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  





O I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

SULFUR D I O X I D E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  





M E T H A h A M I N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

METHY LGX I R A N E  

0 ICHLORCME THANE 

M E T H A N A M I N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A A E  

D I C H L O R O M E T I - A h �  

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
25532.54 69 




25537.3 87 69 






25 6 24 m 7  51 67 
25633.933 69 
25637.520 67 
25644.7 1 65 
25646.477 67 









25721.566 6 8  
25722.490 64 
25723.20 70 
25723.419 68  
25725 -940 66 
25734.398 68  
25737.634 69 
25748.26 69  
25754.47 70 
25781.55 ’ 7 1  
25787.12 6 1  
25796.33 67  
25810.154 68  
25810.46. , 55 
Name 
I I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

I I C H L O P O M E T H A N E  

I I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

I I C H L O R O  M E T H  A h E 

I I C H L O R O M E T h A N E  

1I C H L O R O M E  T P A N E  

YET HA N 0  L 

Y E T H Y L O X I  R A N E  

4 C E T A L O E H Y D E  

I I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

‘ 4 E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

H E T H Y L C X I  R A h E .  

E T H A N O L  

ME T Y A N A M I  N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

O I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H C O P O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E  T H A N E  

A C E T A L O E H Y D E  

M E T H A N A M  I N E  

ACE T A L  D E H Y  D E  

A M M O N I A  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

O I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

AMMON I A 

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T F A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A C E T A L O E H Y O E  

M E T H A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

Frequency , -10 log yMHz 





25S60.2 5 65 
L5980.211 68  
25981.128 64 




26024.408 7 1  
26024.655 69 
26024.856 71  
2602 9.49 70 
26334 A 2 8  72 
26043.433 72  
26064.160 71  
26075.96 67 
26081.894 72 




26134.679 5 7  
26148.261 66 
26165.90 70 
26172 - 8 6  70 
26205.52 69 






26233 -05 65 
26243.655 62 
26251.71 70 
M E T H A N A M I N E  ’ 26264.37 64 
Name 
D I C H L  OROME T P O h  E 

D I C H L O R O D  1 F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

D I C H L O R C M E  T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T k A h E  

D I C H L O l i O M E  T H A N E  

M E T H Y C O X I R A N E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

D I C H L O R O M E  T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

0 I C H L O R O O I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

0 I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R C D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

E T H A N O L  

HET H  A NAM I N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

H E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  

M E T H A N A H I N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E l H A N E  

O I C H L O R O O I  F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

F L U O R O E T H E N E  

E T H A N O L  





TABLE II.- Continued 
Name Name 
I 26267.71 7 1  2-PROPANOL 26533.975 I 67 OXETANE 
' 26278.725 63  1 DICHLOROMEThAhE 265L0.44 59 PYRIDINE 
~ 26279.966 6 1  FLUOROETHENE 26543.751 6 1  OXETANE I 
26200.65 70 ACETALDEHYDE 26544.043 55.5 ISOXAZOLE 
26282.51 7 1  ACETALDEHYDE 26548. a5 61 PYRIDINE 
26283.607 63  ETHANOL 26550.16 65 2-PROPANChE 
26287.46 7 0  ACETALDEHYDE 26550.253 6 0  METHANOL 
26294.539 6 9  ETPANOL 26553.527 6 1  2 r 5 - D I  HYOROFURAN 
, 26239.451 57 METHANAMINE 26554.294 6 0  FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL E S T E R  
I 26357.21 6 0  DICHLOROMETHAhE 265 5 5 . 3  a3 6 2  2-PROPANOL 
2635a.036 6 7  DICHLOROMETPANE 26556.759 65 , TETRAHYDRCFURAN 
26 3 58 .i8-1 6 4  FORHALDEHYD E  26559.51 65  PYRIDINE 
26350.852 6 9  DICHLURCMETHANE 26559.85 65  DICHLORODI FLUCRCMETHANE 
26409.51 7 1  E THANUL 26560.958 63  2 r 5 - D I  HYDROFURAN 
26409.77 7 1  ETHANOL 26 5 t 4 .  a02 66 OXYBI SMETPANE 
26411.48 6 1  SULFUR D I O X I D E  26568.520 61 OXYBI SMETHAhE 
26436.90 70 ETHANOL , 26569.49 59 PYRIDINE 
25437.45 7 0  ETHANOL 26570.765 52 CHLORCMETHAhE 
26447.854 6 1  METhANAMI NE 26571.172 66 TETRAPYDROFURAN 
2 6451.84 7 0  METHYLOXIRPNE 26 573.105 6 0  ACETALDEHYDE 
26452.66 6 7  HETHYLOX IRAhE 26577.35 6 1  P Y R I  DINE 
26479.44 73 2-PROPANOL 26583.713 6 1  2 r 5-13 I HY DROFURAN 
26486.843 7 1  D ICHLORODIFLUORCMETPANE 26505.935 64  CHLOROOIFLUORCMETHANE 
26487.025 5 7  METHANAMINE 26587.034 63 OXETANE 
26493.502 5 6  VETHANAMINE 26 59 7.  804 64 CHLORODI F LUORCHETHANE 
26501.00 6 4  ETHANOL 26508.699 56  METHANAMINE 
2 6 5 0 4  e353 6 7  TETRAHYDROFURAN 26598.95 68 C I S  172-OICHLGROETHENE 
26510.76 6 2  .E T HANOL 26589.443 50.3 CHLOROMETHANE 
26510 -915 6 5  THIETANE 26590.06 6 8  C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 
26512.276 67 T E T  P. A HY D q  0FURAN 26591.051 51 - 0  2v5-DIHYDROFURAN 
26515.655 66  PYRIDINE 26595.816 6 4  PYRIDINE 
26516 -068 66 2, 5-01 HYDQOF URAN 26557.657 6 7  P Y  RIOINE 
26510 -907 36.5 AHMON I A 26539.000 68 C I S  1p2-DICHLCROETHENE 
26519.93 6 1  P YR I DINE 55 CHLORCMETHANE 
26524.845 6 5  PYRIDINE 6 1  1 PYRIDINE 
26525.90 6 6  2-PROPANOL 26505.00a 6 0  FLUORO 8 ENZ ENE 
26527.269 64  DICHLORODIFLUORCMETHANE 26635.021 6 1  ETHAFJAMINE 
26529.015 6 4  FLUORCBEN L EN E 25606.78 64  2-FURANCARBOXALDEHYDE 
26531.559 65 2 p 5-DIHYOROFURAN 2 6 6 13.64 66 CYLORDBENZENE 
26 533.24 6 2  METHYLOX IRPNE 26614.19 66 CHLOROBENLENE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
~ ~ 
? requency , -10 log yMHz 
26610.66 67 
2 6 t  1 9 - 1 4  66 
26623.53 6 3  
266 24  - 2 6 2  6 2  
26625.084 6 4  
26629.800 59.0 
2 6 t 3 2 . 2 0  67 
26634.57 5 6  
26 t35 .557 51.7 
26636.619 64  
26637.69 6 6  
26641.45 6 6  
26643.53 67 
26649.42 6 5  
26649.53 64 
26649.859 6 2  
26650.102 6 4  
26651.672 6 1  
2 6 6 5 2  - 5 2  66 
26652.98 6 5  
26654.053 4 9  
2 6 6 5 5  - 0 0 4  57.3 
26658.757 63  
26661.959 6 2  
26662.206 67 
26666.000 58.3 
26679.73 6 8  
26685.214 65 
26690.099 67 
2 6 6 9 1  - 1 6  6 5  
26692.07 6 5  
26693.04 6 0  
26694.306 55 
26695.33 1 5 9  
2 6 7  04.5 9 6 4  
26705.240 6 3  
26706.70 5 8  
26713.000 65 
26716.51 6 5  
26717.79'  6 1  
2-FURANCARBCXALDEhYOE 

2 - f  UR ANCA RBC XA LDE PYDE 







O X  ETANE 

P YR I DINE 



































C I S  1r2-D ICHLOROETbENE 































26724.207 I 6 4  
26724.290 60.3 
26724.292 55.0 
26726.691 6 0  
26727.130 6 7  
26727.222 65  
26720.44  66 
26  72 0.14 6 6  
26720.a5 64  
26730.040 67 
26731.233 64  
26739.400 6 6  
26739.79 66 
26740.695 6 0  
26747.269 67 
26753.103 60 
26756.345 6 1  
26756.441 67 
267 57 - 4 7 4  67 
26750.1  07 67 
26150.21 65 
2b764.12  65 
26765.499 58.2 
2 6 7 6 7  - 5 2 1  60 
26769.100 6 9  
26773.650 6 4  
2677 5.510 5a 
26776.5 92 41.9 
26777.73 6 2  
26780.45 67 
26781.63 6 4  
26702.525 5 6  
26702.00 6 7  
26783.793 65  
26709.70 6 2  
26791.912 5 0  
26792.462 51.0 
26194.5 9 6 4  


























2 -PRO P EN- 1-OL 

0 ICHLORODI FLUGROHETHANE 

T E  TRAHYOROF URAN 

2- PR 0 P EN- 1-0L 









2- PROP EN- 1- C L 



















l r1-DICHLOROE THANE 




















TABLE II.- Continued 
1 Frequency, ' -10 log y 
, MHz
1 26798.486 ' 6 6  
: 26810.297 6 8  ' 
26812.293 59.4 
26 812 8 4  66 
26817.821 57.3 
26821.988 6 6  
26823.14 6 8  
26823 - 2 8  6 7  
26823.903 6 4  
26  824.55 66 
26824.830 6 2  
26825 - 2 5  6 7  
26827.448 6 8  
26829.260 6 2  
26830.689 6 2  
26831.00 6 1  
26831.185 6 7  
26833.276 6 7  
26837.459 bE 
26837.84 6 5  
26844.639 6 1  
26845.22 6 3  
26847.232 4 8  
26847.24 5 8  
26 8 4  8.92 6 3  
26849 .60 65 
26850.280 60.2 
26055.137 6 4  
26060.457 61  
26862.913 6 1  
26864.799 55.1 
26066.283 65  
26866.479 5 8  
26878.49 63 
26881.218 58.8 ' 
26881.817 , 65  
26882.19 6 4  
2 6  383.79 65 
+ 26886.149 6 2  
Name 














0 X Y B  I SME THAhE 

O X Y 8 1  SMETHAh E 



































SULFUR O I O X I D E  



























26890.13 ' 65 
26892.703 54.9 
26892.989 6 6  
26895.159 65  
26057.502 6 4  
26838.400 6 1  
26950.927 66 
26913.21 6 7  
26313.979 6 4  
26915.115 6 4  
26919.007 66 
2692 2.3 7 6 7  
26922.43 65  
26923.08 6 4  
26926.132 6 1  
26929.019 6 5  
26932.408 60.5 
26939.243 65 
26939.844 6 4  
26955.131 6 7  
26557.816 6 6  





26975.23 65  
26980.334 6 4  
26982.518 6 7  
26988.635 6 4  
26992,788 55 
26'294.09 6 4  
27004.010 65 
27  014.19 67 
27014.946 5 9  
27021.26 66 
27029.084 6 7  




















2 -FUR ANC AR BOX 4 L D EHYDE 



























F LUOROBENZ ENE 

C I S  lv2-DICHLCROETHENE 







C IS 19 2- D I C HLOROE THE NE 



















PYR IO I N E  

TABLE E.-Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
27033.18 6 2  
2 7 0 3 3  - 4 0 9  6 7  
27042.928 66 
2 7 0 4 4  3 13 6 4  
27044.4 9 67 
27045.698 6 7  
27046.37 6 9  
27046.67 67 
27053.61 6 4  
27054.186 6 2  
27061.074 53.0 
27061.739 57.0 
27069.069 6 6  
27  078.326 55.7 
27083.928 65  
270 84.25 6 1  
270 8 4 - 7 9  9 6 6  
270@6.8@5 6 6  
21087.082 6 1  
27088.782 63 










T ET R A HY O R  GT H IOPH ENE 















2 ~ 5 - DIHY DROFURAN 

















C I  S 192-DICHLCROETHENE 

1 9  1-DIFLUOROETHENE 

27114.15 6 7  ' TETRAHYDROFURAN 
2 7 1  18.859 55.9 T H I  IRANE 
27118.966 6 1  
2 7 127.5 0 65  
27142 -01 6 7  
27143.69 66 
27144.19 6 3  
27  144.570 65 
27159.217 , 66 
27163.057 6 5  
27164.646 ~ 6 1  
27169.903 . 6 1  
27170.103 6 7  





6 5  



























-10 log y 
27233.255 63 
27204.15 57 
27204.314 6 7  
27204.95 6 0  
27205.41 6 7  
27208.6 5 1  6 7  
27209.602 66  
27 2 1  1.9 2 65 
2 7 2 1 3  -612  6 6  
27214.077 66  
27216.323 52 - 5  
27217.355 65 
27217.981 6 6  
27218.12  66 
27219.43 66  
27220.689 53.3 
27227.055 56.5 
2 7 2 3 1  - 1 5 3  6 4  
27231.82 6 8  
27235.20 65  
27235.261 57 
27237.114 65  
27237.16 6 4  
27231.19 63 
27240.344 6 7  
27242.208 6 7  
27243.467 66 
27244.490 6 2  
27247.056 66  
27255.618 66 
2 7 2 5 9  -83 67 
27264.514 66 
27267.044 6 6  
27272.133 66 
27273.7 70 
27277.755 66  
' 27283.145 5 6  
Name 
F LUORO ETHENE 






C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 

























C I  S 192-DICHLCROETHENE 





C I S  lv2-DICHLCROETHENE 

19 1-0 ICHLOROE TYANE 





























2 7 20 3.6 4 7  65, ETHANAMINE EPOXY B UTANE 
27187.934 6 7  FLUOROBENZENE 
~ 27204.21 6 7  ' TETRAWYDROFURAN 
27191.855 1 6 6  OXETANE 4 27286.058 6 6  1 2-PROPEN-1-CL 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y NameMHz 




27290 - 0 2 7  67 

27254.30 6 9  

27290 .a36 54.0 





27 303 1 4 1  57.1 

27307.746 6 2  

27311.30 67  





27317.509 67  

27317.772 6 2  

27318.042 6 3  

27319.967 6 0  

27325.06 6 4  





27330.301 6 4  

27331.14 6 1  





27332 - 5 0 9  o a  





.273  3 1  265 59.9 

27 338 e359 66  

27340.191 6 3  

2 7 3 4 1-205 66 

2 1344 972 6 1  

21345. e3  6 4  





27357.12 6 7  











OXETANE 27304.774 I 53.9 OXETANE 
TETRAHYOROFURAN 27385.572 5 9  2-PROPENAL 
2-PROPANOL 21300.794 6 2  29 5-OIHYDROFURAN 
191-DIFLUOROETHENE 27394. 90 63 C I S  lr2-DICHLCSOETHENE 
TETRAHYORCFURAN 27395.550 6 6  C I S  1,2-OICHLOROETHENE 
T E  TP AHYOROFURAN 27395.670 6 2  DICHLOROMETHANE 
OX E T  ANE 27 296.22 6 0  C I S  192-OICHLCROETHENE 
FURAN 27397.64 5 8  FORMAM I D E  
C I S  1,2-OICHLCROETHENE 27400.3 1 2  66  2,5-OIHYORUFURAN 
CIS 1 9  2-OICHLOROETHENE 27403 - 0 2  6 0  2-PRGPANONE 
2-PROPYN- 1-OL 27405.770 56.5 PYRROLE 
2-PROP EN-1-CL 21409.546 67 2 -PROP EN-1- 0L 
THI  ETANE 27414.390 59.0 METHYL T H I  IRPNE 
C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 27414.566 66 1 91-DIFLUOROETHENE 
TH IETANE 27415.950 5 9  2v5-OII-YOROFURAN 
2-PROPANOL 27417.231 66 2-PROPYN-1-OL 
2 9 5-DIHY DPOFURAN 27422.344 6 7  2-PROPEN-1-OL 
2-PROPENAL 2142 0.000 63 EPOXY BUTANE 
THI  ETANE 27430.20 6 0  2- PROPANOL 
2-PROPENAL 27430.56 6 8  C I S  1~2-01C~LOROEThENE 
2-PROPEN- 1-OL 2743 2.0 04 6 2  2-PROPENAL 
OXETANE 27434.069 6 4  2,5-OIHYOROFURAN 
1 9 1-OICHLORCE THANE 27434.56 6n ETHANOL 
2-PROPEN-1-CL 27430.565 6 0  C I S  lr2-OICHLCROETHENE 
HETPANETHI OL 27 445.2 6 6 0  METHANAMINE 
OXE T AN E 2745 5.575 05 2-PROPYN-1-OL 
295-DIHYDROFURAN 27459.260 55.0 I SOXAZOLE 
295-DIHYOROFURAN 27468 . 68  55 2-PROPANOL 
OX ET AN E 27470.970 56  METHANOL 
OXETANE 27472.5 3 1  47.9 METHANOL 
O X �  TANE 27474.027 59 .o FURAN 
ACETALDEHYDE 27415.013 55 2-PROPENE-1-Tt-IOL 
PYRROLE 27476.010 57 - 0  2,5-0IHYDROFURAN 
2-PROPANOL 27476.75 9 6 7  TETRAHYDROFURAN 
ETHANOL 2747 7.198 53 OXETANE 
PYRROLE 27477.922 65 FORMAMI D E  
ME THANE TH I OL 27477.932 35  AMMON I A 
T E T R  AHY D R  OFU R AN 27481.10 6 7  2-PROPANOL 
2-P R O P YN- 1- OL 27482.11 6 0  ACETAL DE HY DE 
2-PROPANOL 27403.759 67 1v l - D I  FLUORCETHENE 
27149.0 6 7  
I N 
0 TABLE II.- Continued 

Frequency , -10 log y NameMHz 
'requency, -10log y NameMHz 
27401.700 6 6  
27409.409 6 9  
2149 5.41 3 66 
27495 - 7 1 2  6 4  
27504.35 1 6 3  
21504.005 6 5  
2 1 5 0 4  9 3 6  6 2  
2 15 C l .  0 6 4  67 
27500.251 6 5  
275C0.345 6 7  
2 1513.21 1 65 
27513.39 6 0  
27514.210 66 
21524.130 6 4  
27530.301 6 4  
2 7 534.45 3 6 4  
21535.12 6 5  
27536.51 6 4  
27 537.12 6 5  
27543.903 6 5  
27546.591 6 6  
27550.194 59 
27550.970 6 0  
27555.706 6 2  
27556.127 6 7  
21561.256 6 3  
2 7 5 6 1e 7 6  5 0  
21563.010 60.4 
21574.377 6 3  
27576.24 6 2  
27577.59 63  
2 7 5 0 1- 6 3  6 0  
27503.203 6 2  
27504.13 6 6  
21592.230 6 2  














METHANAM I NE 

THI  ETANE 





0 IMETHYL DISULFIDE 

CHLOROOIF LUOR.CME THANE 



























0 X E T  ANE 

PROP ANEN I TR I L  E 





















2762 7.77 6 7  
2 7 6 3  2.4 09 65 
27634.440 55.4 
27  6 4 4  - 0 0  6 8  
27645.636 5 4  
21646.42 6 5  
2164e. 283 50.9 
2 16 4 0  -765 59.5 
27 6 5  7.149 6 4  
2 1 6 5 1  -351 6 2  





2 7 6 1 1  -019 67 
27673.02 a 60.2  
27674.3 65  
2 i b a i . 1 2 5  63 
21606.0 6 5  
27 699.157 6 1  
21100.174 53.9 
27705.41 6 1  
2 1 1 0 9  - 0 2  6 0  
27711.992 51.9 
2 7713. o a4 59.2 
2 7 7 15.17 67 
21123.32 65 
277 3 2.293 6 4  
21736.097 65  
21139.59 63 
27139.717 6 1  
27743.330 65 
27745.3 67 





















METHYL THI I R A N E  



































2-PR 0P Y N- 1-0L 

D I CHLORCMET bANE 





L r  1-OIFLUORCETHENE 
I 
~~2 1746.543 66 C I S  lv2-OICHLCROETHENE 
~ 21747.09 6 0  C I S  192-OICHLCROETHENE 
F LUOROBENZE&E PYRIDINE 'I SOXAZOLE I 1 7 8*42 59 ETHANOL
1 2-PROPYh-1-CL / /  21149.174 , 63 PYRROLE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 logMHz 
I1 
27752.4 6 9  
27752.55 65, 
27750.477 6 2  
2 7 7 6 1  - 8 9 7  65 
2 7 7 6  7.400 5 h  
27768.1 6 6  
27759.223 5 7  
27772.295 5 5  
27772.313 6 5  
27712.96 67  




27705.70 6 6  
27706 - 2 7 9  67 
27787.12 6 1  
277a7.634 5 9  
217 07.93 5 6  
27100.16 6 1  
27793.5 66 
27782 - 7 8 4  6 6  
27750.S73 6 6  
2 7  007.644 6 4  
27812.091 53.0 
27013.500 6 1  
27017.437 5 9  
27019 2 0 6  60.0 
21019.332 56.3 
27820.a4i  5 7  
27021.23 6 4  
27823.092 6 5  
27829.563 6 3  
21030.9 1 6 6  
27032.12 6 4  
27032.651 6 0  , 
63 
27833 1 0 4  5 9  
27 039 - 4  24 52.5 










































































METHYL SULF I OE 












2 7 0 5 l . 0 7 3  60.2 
2705 3.71 67 
27855.64 67 
27e57.85 67 
27a60.750 6 3  
2786  4. 0 a0 66 






27a00.02 6 0  
2 7 0 a i . ~ o i  6 0  
27090.772 6 4  
27 0 9 1- 4 9  57 
27893.050 65 
27895.04 6 0  
2789 8.023 6 7  
27900.093 5 9  
27 901.19 6 0  
27901.590 67 
27 905.5 0 67 
2790 7.14 6 0  
27910.305 66 
2’7911.910 6 6  
27915.074 6 3  
27917.539 65  
27919.739 6 2  
27921.963 6 4  
27923.54 65  
27924.655 59.9 




27933.653 65  
















2 1  5-DI HYDHDFURAN 

F LUOROBENZ EhE 













FORMIC ACID, PETHYL ESTER 

































D [METHYL DISULFIDE 

















MHz -10 log y Name 
Frequency,! MHz -10 log y Name 
27933.693 59.a =LUOROETHENE 28051.22 65 2 -PROP ANONE 
27936.307 65  IICHLORCMETI-ANE 28060.718 67 2-FURANCARBCXALDEHYDE 
27935.295 6 2  THIETANE 28065.267 6 8  TYIOPHENE 
2 7 9 3 6  - 6 4 7  6 6  CICHLOROMETI-ANE 2 8 0 7 3  - 6 8 3  5 7  FURAN 
27938.576 6 7  2 5-DIHYDRCFURAN 280z5.3 63  ETHANOL 
27944.50 6 7  2-PROPANOL 28080.99 67  CIS 1.2-DICbLOROETHENE 
27947.853 65 YETHYL SULFIDE 280e5.785 65  3-BUTENEhI TRILE 














27956.503 6 6  THIETANE 2 8 0 9 7  - 0 2 8  66  2-PROP E N- 1- OL 







6 5  
6 4  
6 8  




T ETR AHY DR CT H I OPH ENE 
28101.662 
28  1 0 2  - 4 0 5  
28107.729 
2 8 108.099 
6 6  
6 6  
4 8  
5 0  




21973.340 68  192-OICHLOROETHANE 28110 - 8 3 6  6 6  C I S  lv2-DICHLOROETHENE 





6 7  
' 6 7  
2-PROP AN0 L 
2-PROPANOL 
2 8 1 11.30 
28113.139 
6 8  
65  PYRROLE 
C I S  lp2-DICHLOROETHENE 
27995.82 6 6  3-BUTENENITRILE 28113.820 6 5  2-FUR ANCAR BOXALDEHYDE 
27999.18 6 7  CHLORODIFLUCRCb'ETFANE 2 8 1  18.149 63  TETRAHYDROTHIOPHENE 
28000.79 67 CHLOROOIFLUOROMETHANE 28118.466 66  1v 1 - D I  f LUORCETHENE 
28006.514 6 3  2- PR OPY N- 1-C L 28120.3 6 5  ETHANOL 
2 80 11.232 6 7  METHYL SULFIDE 28120.817 58 2-PROPYN-1 -CL 
28011.424 6 5  1. 1-DIFLUOROETHENE 28125.192 55.3 OXETANE 
28014.166 5 8  ETHANOL 2 8 12 5.391 6 6  2-PROPENAL 
2 8 0 1 5  .SO7 5 9  ETHANOL 2 813 8.3 94 56.7 SULFUR D I O X I D E  
PYRIDINE 28141.39  67  DICHLORODIFLUCROHETHANE 
28017.39 67  D ICHLOROD I F LUORCMETHAN 28142.579 63  FURAN 
28021.630 . 6 8  METHYL SULFIDE 2 8 1 4 3 - 0 7 8  4 8  METHANAM I N �  
28024.480 6 5  2 p 5 - 0  IHY OR OFUR AN 28143.531 50 METHANAMINE 
28025.461 , 4 5  METHYL SULFIDE 28149.877 6 7  1t 1-0 I FLUOROETHENE 
28033.587 58.9 T H I  IRANE 28152.089 65  1.1-DICHLORCETHANE 
28036.461 6 5  2(3H)-DIHYCPOFURANCNE 28154.149 6 6  DICHLOROMETHANE 
28039.87 6 8  CHLOROOIFLUORCMETHANE 28160.235 53.2 PYRROLE 
28040.157 6 3  C I S  1 9  2-0 IChLOROETHENE 28165.144 6 2  2 1  5-OIHYDROFURAN 
28042.612 6 5  2-PROPYN-1-CL 28165.343 6 3  TH I ETANE 
2ao48.727 58.8 FURAN 28167.132 6 4  T H I  ETANE 
2ao50.29. 6 5  2-PROPANONE ' 28169.463 47.9 METHANOL 
TABLE: II.-Continued 






















28198.07 6 7  

28198.8 65  

28198.81 63  

28158.94 67  

28199.28 6 7  

28 199.303 57.4 

28199.87 6 7  

28199.96 6 8  

28202 e46 67 

28209.33 6 5  

28211.516 63  

28218.22 6 6  









28239.08 6 5  

28239.51 6 1  

28246 -601 65 

28260.701 6 6  







28211.758 6 2  

2 8219 -09 4  57.8 

28283 -749 64 

28294.79 6 8  





29313 .854 6 8  

SULFUR D I O X I D E  28315.248 1 66 CHLOROBENZENE 
I 
ACETALDEHYDE 2 8 3 16.066 5 4  METHANOL 
1.1-DIFLUORCETHENE 28316.86 64 C I S  1,2-DICHLCROETHENE 
1-PROPANOL 28318.381 68 C I S  1t 2-DICHLCROETHENE 
2-PROPANOL 28321.06 6 8  C I S  1s2-OICHLCROETHEhE 
2-PRGPANONE 28329.31 6 1  2-PROPANChE 
DICHLORCMETHANE 28330.763 6 4  ACETALOEHYDE 
ISOXAZOLE 28330.983 56.2 OXETANE 
I SCXAZCLE 28332.1 17 64 0 ICHLOROD I FLUOROHETHANE 
FLUOROETHENE 28333.34 61  CHLORODIFLUORCMETHANE 
OXYBISMETHANE 28335.60 64 FORMA M  I DE,. 
ETHANOL 28336.044 66 DICHLORCNETHANE 
FORMAMI DE 28336.60 6 1  CHLORODIFLUCRCMETHANE 
OXYBISMETHAhi 28337.35 65 DICHLOROMETHANE 
OXY81 SMETHANE 28337.69 65 DICHLORCMETI-Ah� 
THIAZOLE 28338.419 62 2 -PRCP ANONE 
CHLORODI FLUORCMETHANE 28339.000 65 DICHLOROMETHAhE 
ACETALDEHYDE 28 34 2.014 58.7 OXETANE 
CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE 28343.904 67  METHYL SULFIDE 
2-PROP YN-1-OL 28344.514 59.3 FLUOR0ET HENE 
THIOPHENE 28346.992 65  METHYL SULFIDE 
2-PROPANONE 28350.069 6 8  METHYL SULFIDE 
METHYL SULFIDE 28352 .661 68 CHLOROBENZENE 
1.1-OICHLOROETHANE 28354.694 65  THIETANE 
C HLOROBENZEh E 28358.52 60 THIETANE 
CFLORCBENLEhE 28361.1 6 6  ETHANOL 
CHLOROBENZEhE 2 836 2.143 67 DICHLOROMETHAhE 
CHLOROBENLENE 28362.689 67 C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 
DICHLORGME THANE 28371.900 66 DICHLOROMETHANE 
2,5-DIHYDRCFURAN 28374.762 66 D I CHLOROMETEA hE 
METHANOL 2837 5.573 66 DICHLOHCMETHAhE 
N I  TROMETHANE 28378.464 67  DICHLOROMEThANE 
2,5-OIHYDRCFURAN 28380.88 5 9  METHANAMINE 
FLUOROBENZEhE 28385.68 70 METHYL SULFIDE 
OXETANE 28385.88 64 2-PROPANOL 
DICHLOROMETHANE 28387.09 68 1-FLUORO-4-METHY LBENLENE 
1,l-DICHLOPCETHANE 28391.071 67 CHLOROBENZENE 
2-PROPEN-1-OL 28392.840 6 1  CHLOROBENZEhE 
FLUOROETHENE 28395 - 0 8  66 2-PRO P YN- 1-CL 
C HLOROBENLENE 28396.285 6 1  ETHANOL 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y 
2 0 3 9 9  -972 6 7  
2 0 4 0 4  - 4 4 5  6 5  
2 0 4 0 7  -692 6 3  
20400.67 6 0  
20400.90 1 6 3  
28409.37 6 7  
20412.979 5 6  
20417.54 6 4  
2 0 4 10.042 65 
20421.318 6 2  
20423.01 6 7  
2 0 4 2 3  - 3 4 5  6 9  
20425.319 66 
20438.623 6 5  
20440.577 5 3  
20442.206 50.4 
20443.326 6 6  
28445.22 13 50.3 
20445.070 6 7  
20440.40 6 0  
20440.960 67 
2 0 4 4 9  .OO3 67 
20449.751 6 7  
20450.076 6 3  
20456.365 6 9  
20457.20 5 9  
20459.011 6 3  
20459.61  67  
20460.106 67 
20460.578 66 
2 0 4 6 0  - 9 0  6 0  




20474.509 6 5  
20477.720 66 






















O X �  TAN� 





METHYL SULF I O �  

































C I S  lv2-DICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  lv2-01CHLOROETHENE 

l r l v l -TRICHLOROETHANE 















2- PROP�N- 1 - O L  
Frequency , -10log y NameMHz 
20404.786 6 4  
28487.56 6 7  
2 8 4 8 8  .a 83 b 5  
28409.198 66 
20496.35 6 2  
20499.47 67  
2 8 5 0 1  -71 6 8  
28503.122 6 7  




28513.958 6 7  
2 3 5 1  0.4 8 6 0  
28523.141 58 
28523.6 5 0  6 6  
28520.518 6 2  
28529.506 65  
28530.110 6 1  
20537.752 6 7  
28538.499 6 1  
28542.3 6 4  6 0  
2 0 544.240 6 2  
20556.469 62 
20561.000 63  
28563.486 6 0  
28577.737 6 7  
20579.35 6 8  
20500.52 6 6  




23  591.04 6 4  
20591.76 67 
29594.042 6 6  
20596.75 6 6  
20600.99 66 
28604.731 6 4  
OXETANE 





























































TH I E TAN� 









2-PROP ANOh E 





' 20604.739 40 .O AMMON I A 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
28607.095 67 
20612.51. 65  
28619.033 6 3  
28620.929 5 9  
28622.075 6 1  
28622.276 63  
28622.403 5 9  
28622.054 6 1  
28624.168 55.6 
28624.22 1 5 9  
28C 26 .a73 59 .1  
28629.09 6 4  
286 51.095 5 0  
2 8 6 5 1-779 6 0  
20655.604 51.4 
28660.40 6 8  
2866*3.737 67 
28062.464 67 
20665.274 6 7  
29C72.351 6 2  
2 a 6 7'5.9 8 3 52.4 
20677.219 6 7  
2a681.312 6 0  
28683.607 66 
20685.021 57.4 
20685.313 6 4  
28686 - 4 0  67 
20692.540' 6 3  
20694.415 53. 6 
20637.78 6 0  
28701.23 6 9  
28701.640 67  
20701.732 66 
29702.117 6 4  
20702 - 5 8  6 6  
28104.53 1 6 5  
Name 









































28722.5 6 9  
28123.1 3 1  53 .a 
28724.160 65  
20726.16 6 8  
28721.53  67 
20727.645 6 4  
20729.29 68  
28732.37 67 
28736.168 6 4  
2 0 1 3  0.693 6 8  
28741.940 6 5  
28747.902 6 7  
20754.635 65 
28755.703 6 4  
28755.761 62 
2 8 7 5 7  .a08 67 
28758. 8 76 
28761.337 66 
2a764.541 52.3 
20760.1 7 2  
28775.9 67 





































28786.089 5 8  .o 
20797.97 6 4  
28709.53 6 4  
28792.94 6 7  
28793.30 b 7  
2 07 $7  - 9 9  8 63 
20799.060 66 
28014.573 5 9  
28816.09 5 7  
2 8 0 2 1  .903 56.7 , 2a828.040 66 








C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 



































C I S  1.2-DICPLCROETHENE 





























T E TR AH Y OR0 T HI CPHENE 

C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 

C IS 17 2-D1 CHLCROE THE NE 

2-PROPANONE
C I S  lr2-DICHLCROETHENE 
TABLE n.- Continued 
20846.348 6 8  
20847.41 6 0I 2 0 8 4 l . 5 3 7  6 8  
20853.183 6 8  
28053.770 6 6  
20E57.542 66  
28850.014 47.4 
28061.71 6 6  
20862.56 b 5  
29063.35 67 
28 863.909 54.4 
20064.653 6 2  
28ab4.722 6 7  
28069.952 6 2  
28070.71  8 6 4  
20872.04 6 5  
28314.403 55 
2d074.417 63  
28075.05 65  
28075 a 3 4 1  6 7  
28076.249 58.5 
20870.70 5 9  
28079.096 6 5  
20881.931 53.0 
20008.09 5 0  
20009.765 6 0  
20890.850 66  
20092.358 56.6 
20095.492 6 3  
28903.444 6 7  
20905.3 6 6  
20905.567 6 2  
2a905.809 47.8 
28906.475 6 3  
28909.51 63  
2a909.99 63  
28911.020 6 5  
28912.724 6 7  
2ag i3 .723 6 5  












1r l - D I F  LUOPCETbENE 















THI  ETANE 











C I S  l r  2-D ICHLOROETHENE 

















1 9 1 - 0  I F  LUORC ETHENE 



















1 , l - D I  F LUOROE THE NE 

EPOXY BUT AN E 
 I 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
20918.361 65  
20919.74  57 
28920.473 63 
2 8 9 2 7  - 2  1 65 
28930.682 6 3  
20931.25 6 4  
20934.200 66 
26936.666 6 4  
20930.176 65 
20939.690 6 6  
20943.569 6 6  
2 8 9 4  7.459 63 
20947 . l o 3  63 
2095 7 .003 62 
20957.071 63  
20951.099 59.3 
28961.589 6 1  
20966.782 65  
20967.725 6 5  




28990.253 65  
28995.800 5 9  
20990.414 6 0  
20990.631 6 0  
20999.549 64  
29002.819 6 4  
29006.955 6 4  
29012.041 6 4  
29016.470 6 0  
29016.77 6 1  
29016.041 6 4  
29011.123 50.9 
29017.645 6 6  
2 9 0 1  7.96 6 7  
2 9 0 17.97 6 4  
29020.742 66  


















ME THY LOX I R AN E 













































































29055.61 5 55 















, 	 29014.186 66 
29076.74 I 67 
29077.240 1 66 
, 29077.073 65 
j 29082.403 6 4  
67 
290Sl. 300 62 
29091 -393 66 
29091.82 1 6.2, 
29092.092 59.5 
29092.356 66 
29092.089 6 1  
29094.927 58.8 




29 100.228 63 









29120 -236 6 4  

29121 -325 6 4  

29123 2 0 68 

-
2 , 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  

T H I  E T A N E  

2 -PROP E N - 1  -C L 

M E T H Y L  T H I I R A N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

E P O X Y B U T A N E  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  





M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

C I S  1 1 2 - D I  CHLOPCETHENE 





2 9 5 - D I H Y O R C F U P A N  

M E T H A N E T H  I O L  







M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

C I S  1 9 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

OXY B I S M E T H A N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

M E T H A N E T H I C L  

D X Y B I S M E T H b N E  

T H I E T A N E  

OXY 8 I S M E T H P h E  

O X E T A N E  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 





T H I O P H E N E  





E T H A N O L  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  





2912 5.108 66 







2913 9.1 53 54 

29147.358 6 4  









29 167.1 1 6 1  

29172.203 6 4  







































29220.864 59 .I 

25225.486 63 









P Y R R O L E  

D I C H L O R O M E  T H A h E  

E T H A N E T H I O L  

T H I E T A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

2 - P R O P E N E N I T R I L E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

2 , 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

THI E T A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

l p l - D I F L U O R C E T H E N E  

2- PROP EN�N I TR I L E  

ME THY L O X  I R ANE 

M E T H Y L D X I R A N E  

E T H A N E T H I O L  

C I S  1 9 2 - O I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

2-PROP A N 0  L 

H E T H A N  AM I N E  

O I C H L O R D M E T H A h E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

E T H A N O L  

O I C H L O R D M E T h A h E  





D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  ' 





I S O X A L O L E  

METHY LOX I R A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R O H E T H A N E  

C H L O R O O I F L U C R C H E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E H Y D E  

T H I O P H E N E  

1, 1 - D  I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

T E T R A H Y D R C T H I C P H E N E  

2-PROPENEN I T R I L E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

TABLE II.-Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
29242.621 6 6  
29243.01  5 9  
29247.554 6 0  
29252.5az 56.4 
29254.610 6 5  
29255.84 62 
29266.9 6 4  
2 9 2 7 1a 4 7 6  6 0  
29 2 7 5.37 1 6 2  
29200.774 65  
29203.435 6 7  
292a5.511 6 6  
29206.543 6 6  
29206.901 63  8 
29209.757 6 1  
29292.723 6 4  
29293.333 6 2  
29293.930 6 4  
29301.525 5 4  
29302.17 6 7  
29305.209 54.9 
29306.697 6 6  
29307.425 6 3  
29309.900 6 1  
293 11. a 0 0  56.7 
293 14.926 6 0  
29315.146 55  
29315.19 67 
29317.305 6 1  
29310.676 57.0 
29321.320 4 5  
29323.4 6 7  
29324.82 6 7  
29320.007 6 3  
29 330.9 3 0 6 8  
29336.576 51.0 
29337.40 64 
29337.704 6 0  
29330.546 6 1  
















OX ET AN E 

P YR 10 INE 

T H I  ETANE 

1 9  1-OICHLOROETHANE 





2- PRO P Y  N- 1-0L 











C I S  1v2-OlCHLOROETHENE 

' 	 171-OIFLUOROETHENE 
HETHANAMINE 
' 	METHANAMI NE 
1.1-DIFLUOFCETHENE 
2.5-0 IHYOROFURAN 






























'requency , -10 l o g y  1 NameMHz 
29345.4 6 3  
29349.56 6 7  
29350.646 66  
29350.037 6 7  
29354.129 6 1  
29356.113 67  
29350.109 6 7  
29359.1  6 8  
29360.341 6 4  
2936 3.17 6 8  
29366.602 66  
29367.429 4 3  
29367.709 60.4 
29371.962 67  
29372.503 56.7 
29374.167 6 6  
29380.308 54.0 
29304.699 6 1  
2 9 3 0 5  - 0 0 6  6 1  
293 06.050 b4 
29301.02 9 6 4  
29396.007 6 4  
29400.129 6 2  
2 9 4 0 1- 6 0  66  
29401.95 66  
29406.9 6 4  
2 9 4 0  7 3 3 7  60.3 
2 9 4 1 0  - 6 6 7  66  
29412.23 6 6  
29414.237 6 5  
29416.940 6 4  
29417.490 6 0  
29419.009 6 0  
29421.090 6 4  
2 9 4 2  2 -900 6 6  
29423.504 6 6  
29425.295 6 7  
29435.246 54.6 
2943a.291 6 2  























FLUOR 0ET PE NE 

I. 9 1-01 f LUOROETHENE 
C I S  1,2-DICbLOROETHENE 
1 9 1 - 0 1  FLUCRCETHENE 








T H I  ETANE 







FORMIC A C I D ,  CETHYL ESTER 















FORMIC ACID, CETHYL ESTER 











M ETHY LO X I R A NE 





TABLE II.- Continued 
29452.385 62 
29452.92 6 1  
29453 a402 58.1 
29453.89 6 1  
29455 e 0 0  6 6  
29458.342 65  




29468 -09 65 
29468.486 6 2  
29469.5 1 2  6 6  
29472.933 66  
29413.222 66  
29413.254 65  
29475.181 65 
29475.382 66 
29479.670 6 5  
29482.930 65  
29483.23 68 
29485.320 6 6  
29488.136 60.5 
29491.551 6 5  
29492.10 65 
29493.18 66  
29491.992 6 2  
29498.097 6 6  
29490.9 1 2  6 5  
294.99.293 6 6  
29503.91 65 
29504.35 6 4  
29505 00 6 6  
29 50 5.14 6 6  
29 505 -1 9 4  6 6  
29509.441 69  
29511.948 63 
29516.012 6 7  
29516.148 66 















































C I S  1 9  2-D ICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  1,Z-DICHLCRCETHENE 











D ICHLORODI FLUOROMETHAhE 







29525.450 1 65 
24530.52 6 2  




29545.783 6 1  
29548.124 65 
29549.25 6 1  
29550.54 6 7  
29555.406 65 
29555.856 6 1  
2955 1.370 53.7 
29559.11 6 2  
29560.87 6 1  
29560.87 62 
29 562.9 39 66  
29564.155 5 8  





29513.98 6 1  
2 9 5 7 4  - 1 4 7  65 







29589.08 6 1  
29589.08 1 3  
295 89.5 93 6 7  
~ 29509 .085  13 
29 592.2 5 4  65 
29593.437 6 2  
29593.860 67 
2 9 5 9 4  - 6 2  67 





METHY LOX1R Ah� 

P Y R  ID INE 










































































0 TABLE II.- Continued 
29595 -14 
2 9 5 9 9  - 3 7 7  6 4  
29599.534 64  
29 600.99 65 
29601.2 1 6  65 
29603.035 6 4  
29 504.460 65  
29605.705 6 4  
29 607.03 6 8  
296 10.56 67 
29614.672 6 6  
2 9 6 1 7 . 6 ~ ~  6 6  
29610.526 65 
29618.919 Ck 
29625.75 6 0  
29627.193 65  
29631.522 6 6  
29632.041 6 3  
2 9 t 3 4 . 5 9 2  6 5  
29 t 36.940 4 0  
29636.95 6 6  
29639.446 6 4  
29639.965 59.6 
29644.30 67 
29644.992 6 7  
29645. e l 2  07 
2 9 6 4 0  e236 6 6  
29653.245 65  
29653.387 52.2 
2 9 6 6 0  - 1 0 2  60.1 
29674.43 5 6  
29677.0 6 0  
29604.196 6 5  
29607.039 45.5 
29703.986 6 4  
29707.128 6 5  
2 9 7 1 0  - 9 7 2  67 
29713.011 67 
2 5 7  17.440 59.0 
Name 
2-FUR ANC A R B 0 XA L DE HY D E 





MET HANAM I NE 











CHCOROOIF LUOACME THANE 

CHLORDO I F LUORCMETHANE 

C I S  112-0  ICHLOROETHENE 

























































Frequency, -10 log y 
~ MHz 
29710.440 63 
29120.113 6 8  
' 	 29721.056 65 
29720.58  67 
2 S72 0.945 b3 
2 9 7 2  9.492 65 




29734.673 6 6  
25734.012 67 
29736.783 6 0  
29736.041 63  
29737.298 65 
29737.672 65 
2 9 7 3  0.5 0 9  52.7 
29730.917 67 
29740.679 60.4 
29745.096 6 3  
29745.355 6 0  
2975 0.23 67 
29759.201 6 2  
297 64.7 5 1  53.1 
29769.150 55 
29773.426 6 0  
29773.719 63  
2 3 7 1 6  - 1 9 6  6 4  
2 977 0.326 6 0  
29779.691 50.8 
29700.790 6 2  
29705.501 6 6  
29786.60 66  
2910 7.66 9 6 3  
29700.45 64 
2 9 7 0  0.647 65  
2 9 7 8 9  .ob 6 4  
29709.936 65 
29793.542 67 












TH IOP HEN� 





























FORMAM I D �  









































2-BUTENAL 29847.572 6 8  
1,1 - D  I C  HLOR OE THANE 2984 8.50 67 
OICHLORODI FLUCRCMETHANE 25850.00 66 
2-BUTENAL 

































































OXY8 I SMETHANE 

C I S  lS2-DICHLCROETHENE 





AYMON I A  





I 29796.27 1 67 1 
29798.05 63 
29798.233 6 6  
29798.40 5 6  
2979 8.71 6 1  
29799.07 57 
29800.05 6 2  
29801.21 6 6  
29802.561 65 
29803.48 65 
2 9804.56 6 2  
29804.92 6 1  
29805 -60  6 1  







29818.03 6 3  ' 
29819.38 6 3  













































2986 1.94 65 
29862.50 66 
29866.470 6 2  
29069.77 6 4  
29873.27 6 4  
29 873.865 63  
29074.01 65 
29874.80 6 6  
29877.68 66 
.2$883.27 66 
29 884. 6 0 4  66 
29008.134 6 4  
29889.40  63 
29 890.113 64  
29890.4E3 67 
29893.295 6 1  
2 9 8 9 3  - 5 6 7  59 
29856.251 64  
29896.867 66 
29900.485 6 0  
29901.392 58.2 
2990 2.2 8 9  60  
29903.033 6 7  
2 9 9 0 9  .o 1 4  67 
29913.08 67 
29914.407 42 - 2  
29914.852 66 
23915.072 67 
29820.53 6 3  
29822.52 ~ 67 
29 824 2 2 5 4  








29835.17 6 7  
29836.18 6 8  
29836.72 6 7  
29838.627 6 2  
29 839.78 
29  840.90 
29844.842 6 8  
2-BUTENAL 
2- B UTENA L 
2-BUTENAL 
2 -BUT ENAL 
2-BUTE NA L 
2-BUTENAL 
2-BUTENAL 












29915.55 6 1  
29917.375 6 7  
29918.396 6 5  
29919.421 6 7  
29919.60 66  
29923.349 6 6  
299 24.07 2 54.4 
29924.42 67  
299 26 - 2 3 4  6 4  
29929.970 6 5  
29931.19 6 6  
29933.543 6 3  
29936.750 6 6  
29938.183 6 8  
29940.551 6 8  
29943.73 6 5  
29943.843 6 4  
29944.665 6 3  
29946.077 6 3  
29946.398 6 6  
29947.150 6 9  
29947.954 6 5  
29952.127 6 8  
29955.69 6 7  
29956.588 6 4  
29956.61  1 6 8  
29957.065 6 3  
29957.763 6 5  
29959.66 5 6 7  
29964.29 6 8  
29964.84 6 6  
2 9 9 6 5  - 3 8 3  56.6 
2 9 9 6  5.93 5 56.5 
29967.309 6 5  
29969.049 54.3 
29971.10 6 6  
29971.71 6 6  
29972.526 53.6 
2 9 9 7 3  .a43 5 3  












DICHLOROD I FLUORCMETHANE 















' 	METHYL SULFIDE 













C I S  1 r2-OICHLCROETHENE 







C I S 192-0  ICHLOROE THE NE 

OXY B I SMET HAN E 



























Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
2 9 9 7 7  - 9 1 2  67  
29578.581 65 
29979.384 5 6  - 8  
29981.381 6 4  
29982.374 53.0 
29983.86 68  
~ 	 29988.376 65  
29995.878 6 9  
29999.378 6 6  
30001.276 6 9  
3 0 0 0  1.2 88  6 1  
3000?.03 69 
30003.4 i8  6 6  
30003.784 6 6  
3 0 0 0 t .  0 3 7  5 9  
30006.247 49.8 
3 0 0 0 6 . 5 5 4  58.9 
30007.747 67  
30010.52  6 3  
30025.416 6 2  
30025.418 62 
3 0 0 2  5 - 6  86 5 8  
30026.861 6 6  
30029.076 6 1  
30032.324 65  
3003 7.3 5 7  59 
30038.248 55.4 
33038.764 58.7 
30040.805 65  
30042.38 6 6  
3 0 0 4 2 . 8 8 1  6 5  
30043.40 6 6  
30044.83 6 2  
30048.755 6 3  
30049.1 8 6 6  
30049.48 6 6  
30050.184 65 
30052.036 6 4  
30055.161 54.6 
' 30057.615 6 1  
Name 
o x y 8 1  S M E T H A N E  



















O X �  TAN E 

METHYL SULF I O E  



































C I S  1,2-OICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 



















TABLE II.- Continued 
I
! 	 33063.996 55.5 
30064.330 6 4  
30074.118 55.5 
30075.247 57.5 
30076.714 6 1  
30076.924 62 
30077.21 9 64 
3 0  0 80.14 2 6 2  
30080.433 6 8  
30083.356 65 
39088.293 59.9 
30090.263 6 2  
30092.722 55.4 
30094.057 6 1  
30098.971 64  
30099.923 6 2  
30100.781 63 
30100.954 58.7 
30194.164 6 4  
30104.795 6 4  
3 0  105.466 64  
30 105.691 65  
30107.605 65  
30108.577 65  
30109 1 0 7  6 4  
30110.156 63  
30113 -503 65 
30118.698 ' 6 6  
30122.395 66  
30145 -60  67  
33153.797 6 4  
30155.753 60.4 
30156.792 6 1  
30160.861 64 
30162.775 66  
30 168.153 63  
30170.941 67  
30173.245 6 4  
30176.186 6 4  
30177.61 1 6 1  
1 1.1-DIFLUORCETHENE METHYLOXIRAhE 
ISOXAZULE 














F LUO R C  ET P ENE 



















































2 p 5-0 I HYDROFURAN 





30180.18 66  
3 0 184.383 63  
3018 8.68 66  
30 1 8  8 .E57 65 
30189.075 65 
3 0 190.469 6 7  
30193.44 6 2  
30202.210 65 
30204.904 6 3  
30205.545 53.1 
3020 8.454 51.9 
30208.482 65 
30 2 10.530 63  
3022 1.613 65 
30226.40 6 2  
35227.727 67  
30229.460 67  
30 233.89 6 7  
30235.06 63  
30236.17 5 7  
3023 6 - 4 5 0  59.7 
30239.203 6 4  
30239.372 6 1  
30240.30 6 7  
30240.412 6 5  
30244.526 64  
30244.83 67 
30246.530 6 7  
' 	 30 248 -5  23 66 
3025 5.99 6 1  
30257.512 64 
30258.33 67  
33258.59 6 4  
3025 9.7 3 67 
30260.665 63 
30260.92 6 7  
30262.21 6 0  
30269.755 63  
30272.301 6 6  
30273.331 64  
















2-PR OP YN- 1-C L 

















THI  ETANE 

C I S  19.2-DICt-LCROETHENE 














































rp TABLE II.- Continued 

Frequency,







6 7  
6 6  
6 1  








30391.201‘ 1  30391.83 1
1~ 30394.008 
6 2  
6 4  
6 5  
6 7  
68  
30300.877 b L  T ETRAHYDRCTH [CPHENE 30394.082 6 4  
35303.238 67  2-PROPEN-1-CL 30394.303 56.7 
30305.53 3 60.4 1 1-D IFLUORC ETHENE 30394.398 60.1 
30338.030 4 8  METHANOL 30395.001 6 6  
30317.357 51.5 I SOXAZOLE 30397.03 6 1  
30318.643 66 CHLOROETHAhE 30397.26  6 1  
30321.730 6 8  CHLOROETHANE 30398.191 6 7  
3 0 3 2 2  -623 6 7  METHYL SULFIDE 30399.884 6 8  
30222.85 66  E THANETH I OL 30406.75 69  
30322.935 6 7  CHLOROETHANE 30406.82 6 5  
30323.15 6 6  ETHANETHI OL 30410.658 66 
30330.503 6 0  2l3H)-DIPYOROFURANC!NE 3 0 4 1  2.002 6 7  
30331.48~3 65  3-BUTENEN I TR I LE 3 0 4 14.421 6 8  
30340.2 66  ETHANOL 30417.66 67  
30342.833 66 2 ( 3 H J -D I H Y DR OF UP.A N G  NE 30417.968 59.6 
30343.95 2 53.1 PYRROLE 3 0 4 1  8.630 62 
30345.342 6 b  D ICHLORCMEThAhE 30423.37 6 4  
30346.81 6 4  DICHLOROMETHANE 30425.22 67  
30 3 4 6  913 5 2  ISOXAZOLE 30428.08 6 8  
30347.224 6 4  DICHLORCMEThANE 30428.94 68 
30348.687 6 4  DICHLOPCNETHAhE 3 0 4 2 9 . 8 8 1  5 8  e2 
30349.819 5 9  THIAZOLE 39429.891 5 9  
30352.548 6 2  2 9 5-0 I HY D ROFURAN 30433.219 51.2 
30358.50  6 8  ACETALDEHYDE 30437.072 6 7  
30363.820 6 7  METHYL SULFIDE 30439.377 5 3  - 2  
30366.187 6 8  1t 2-DICHLCRCETHANE 30439.399 53.7 
30366.42  6 4  PYRIDINE 30439.79 6 6  
30367.844 6 4  METHANETH ICL 30445.6 5 3 6 4  
30371.132 66 EPOXYBUTANE 30447.506 6 4  
30372.280 6 9  METHYL SULFIDE 30448.52 6 4  
30379.95 6 4  METHYLOXIRANE 30440.76 6 4  
30380.840 6 4  ?-BUTENENITRILE 30455.845 6 6  
3 0 3  8 3.270 6 5  METHYL SULFIDE 30456.890 5 7  
30384.200 6 2  1Vl -DIF  LUOROETHENE 30459.622 6 3  
30389.047 51.3 PYRROLE i 30460.059 67 
Name 












FLUOR OET h E  NE 









T H I  ETANE 



















E THANETH I CL 

C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 



























T H I  ETANE 







TABLE Il.- Continued 
30460.730 66  
30464 e2 2 59.1 
30464 - 8 8 5  7 0  
30466.567 6 6  
3046 8 45 65 
30469.713 65 
30478 - 5 4 4  6 4  
301.82.99 65  
30483.93 6 2  
30484 87 65 
30490.586 67  
30492.@03 64 
30497 5 16 67  
30498.599 60.4 
30509 - 6 2 1  65 
30501.275 6 5  
30504.681 65 
30506.505 60.4 
30506.830 6 4  
30508 - 0 2  � 5  
30509.22 68  
3050 8.784 59.9 
305 10 633 66 
30511.561 6 7  
30513.223 6 1  
305 16 -15 66  . 
30521.586 6 1  
30530.S75 60.2 
30533.965 56.9 
30537.408 5 9  
30542.611 6 1  
30543.307 6 4  
30543.52 6 7  
30555.963 63  
30556.971 63  
30559.593 64  
30559.768 51.5 
30562 109 6 4  
30563 - 2 5  63 

















1 9  1-OICHLORCETHANE 

















O X E T A N E  













































30565.089 ~ 6 4  
30566.14 65 
30566.37 6 4  
30566.553 63 
30567 -102  63 
30567.243 55.0 
3 0 5 6  e.0 92 6 7  
30 570.57 1 5 7  
30589.583 63  
30590. e56 64  
30592.460 62 
30592.81 65 
30592.926 67  
3 0 6 0 5 - 3 0 7  6 6  
30606.161 59.8 
30610.018 65 
3 0 6 1  1.13 69  
3 0 6 1  8.821 66  
3 0 6 19.623 6 4  
3C626.468 63  
30627 - 2 6 9  6 4  
30 627.996 6 4  
30629.3 1 4  6 2  
30629.815 67  
30631.297 52 -0 
30631.476 66  
3063 2.01 66 
30634.914 66  
30635.202 6 7  
30635.37 '6 5 
3063 5.748 66 
30 t35.949 65 
30636.595 63 
30637.43 67  
3 0 t 3  8.2 94 67 
30639.46 67  
30644.28 68  
30644.87 66 
30648.486 6 2  
30052.227 63 
C I S  lv2-DICHLOROETHENE 





































M E  THAN ET HI0 L 









































I I I  
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
~ 
3 0 6 5  2.614 6 7  
3 0 6 5  8 - 0 6 8  66  
30 659.737 51.3 
3 0 6 6 0  45 3 6 6  
30663.301 6 5  
30670.17 63  
30670.68 6 7  




30676.521 66  
30676.596 54.3 
3 0 6 7 8 . 6 9  6 4  4 
30679.409 6 1  
30679.57 6 4  
3 0 6 7 9 . 8 5 1  55 
30679.88 6 1  
30679.923 65  
30680.77 6 8  
30685.706 65  
30688.420 6 4  
30695.173 6 7  
3 0 6 9 9  - 3 0 4  59.7 
30700.215 6 7  
30703.30 6 4  
30706.352 66  
30708.743 6 2  
3 0 7 1 1  853 6 5  
30713.652 6 6  
30714.45 6 6  
30714.84 6 3  
30717.793 6 5  
30720.30 6 3  
30721.043 57.6 
307 25.120 53.4 
30726.364 6 5  
I 30727.673 6 3  




























MET HANO L 











Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 0 7 2 B .'83 9 67 
30130.52 6 1  
30734.002 66 
30736.426 6 2  
30737.681 56.1 




30750.223 6 7  
3 0 7 5 1  . l o 8  65 
30151.1 8 6 1  
30752.215 5 2  
3 0  75 0.348 . 6 1  
2076 3.454 63  
30765.011 66  
30 769.5 74 sa 
3 0 7 11.586 6 7  
30174.7 65  
30775.697 6 4  
30778.3 1 9  6 3  














METPANETHI 0 L 



























2 15-DI  HY DRDFURAN 







































lp l -CICHLCFCETHANE 
2-PROPYN-1-OL 
METHYL SULFIDE 
FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL 
DICHLORCMETHAhE 
METHYL SULF IOE 






3-BUTENEN ITR I L E  
METHYLOXI KANE 
3-BUTENEN ITR CLE 
HETHANAMI NE 
PYRROLE 
3-BUTENEN I T R I L E  
OXETANE 
3-BUTENENITRILE 
ESTER 30779.27 67  
3071 9.2 9 2  60.3 
30782.826 6 2  
30705.7 66  
3 0 1 8  0 .6 1 5 9  
30798.a70 62 
30791.744 6 4  
30800.69 65  
30801.433 6 8  
30803.348 6 2  
3 3803.8 2 1  65  
30806 - 9 4 6  6 8  
30807.36 65  
30808.303 68  
30808.699 65  
30810.725 '6 7 
30 8 11.964 66  
CHLOROD IF LUCRCMETHANE ' 30819.21  68  
TABLE II.- Continued 
I 30822.86 62 
' 30823.1S7 65 
30823.322 60 












' 	 30834.97 66 
30835.42 66 
308 39.21 1 69 
30 849.496 60.0 
3085 1.45 1 68 
30853.91 8 5 8  
30856.045 65 
I 30858.301 49 
30859.739 63 














1 	 F L U O R O B E N Z E h E  
M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  
M E T H Y L  S b L F I D �  
T H I  ETAlvE 
11 2 - D I C H L O R O E  THANE 
M E T H A N A H I  N E  
A C E T A L D E H Y D E  
3 - B U T E N E N I T H I L E  
O X E T A N E  
M E T h Y L O X I  RAKE 
METHYLCX I R A h E  
T H I E T A N E  
O X E T A N E  
2-CHLOROPROPANE 
2- PRO PY N- 1-CL 
2-PRDPEN- 1-CL 
ME T H  ANOL 
M E T H A N E T H I O L  
F L U O R O B E h  ZENE 
2-FURANCARBCXALOEt'YOE 
METHYLOX I R A N E  
' 	F L U O R O B E N L E k E  
2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E h Y D E  
M E T F Y L O X I R P h E  
METHYLOX I R P N E  
2 -PROPANOL 
H E T H A N E T H  IC L  
TH IE TANE 
A C E T A L D E H Y D E  
3-BUTENEN ITRILE 
1 1 1 - D I C H L O F C E T H A N E  
2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E F Y D E  
1 1 1-01 CHLOR OETHAN E 
C I S  ,192-0ICHLORO ETHE NE 
P Y R I D I N E  
2 ( 3 H ) - D I H Y C R O F U R A N C N E  
C Y C O R O D I F  LUORCME THbSNE 
C H L O R O O I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  
2-F UR ANC AR B C  XALO E HY D E 
30901.749 63 







30905.1 t 2  64 
30907.124 65 























30935 - 2 8  66 






















3095 8.02 65 

1 )  	30961.081 56.4 
30962.60 67 





CHLORO B E N 2  E N �  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  

I S O X A Z O L E  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  







C I S  l r  2 - O I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

O X Y B I S M E T H A N E  

1 1  2-0 I C H L O R C E  THANE 

O X Y B I S M E T H A h E  





I S O X A Z O L E  

ACE T A L  DEHY D E 

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

C I S  1 .2 -D ICHLCROET 'HENE 





1 , l - D I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

P Y R R O L E  





N I  TROETHANE 

ACETALOEHY D E  

2 - P R O P E N E N I T R I L E  

C I S  1 1  2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

T H I  E T A N E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I O E  

H E T H Y L O X I R A N E  





2 - P R C P A N O L  

ME THY L O X  I R A N �  

1-FLUORO-4-CE THY L B E N Z E N E  

N I T R O E T H A N E  

2 95-01 HYDROFURAN 

2 -PROP ANONE 

w TABLE II.- Continued
03 

I Frequency, 1 -10 l o g y  NameMHz l l  Frequency , -10 log y NameMHz 
30972 .284  6 1  
30 572.959 6 4  
30973.143 6 4  
33973.188 67  
30974.362 6 3  
30975.413 59.3 
30915.47 t 5  
33976  9 6 9  6 1  
30377.957 67  
30990.89 6 6  
30981  - 2 2 3  6 4  
30982 .13  6 8  
30982  .8C 6 6  
30983.521 54.2 
30986  -05  68  
30990 .355  6 4  
30990.984 51.2 
30992.702 6 5  
30993.838 6 3  
30996 .753  6 1  
30997 .136  6 3  
31000 3 0 8  66  
31001.83 6 2  
31002.137 65. 
31014.7 1 0  6 4  
21013 .871  6 4  
31020 e 3 1  6 6  
31021  - 1 2 4  6 4  
31022.23 67  
31023.06  67  
31023 .29  6 4  
3 1025.702 6 2  
.3 1025.90 63 
31026.83 63  
31027 .216  6 4  
31027 e422 6 6  
3 1028.26 67  
31031.826 6 4  
31032.EE7 5 8 . 0  
31034.143 6 4  
M E T P A h E T H I C L  

ME T H  Y L ' IX I R A NE 

OXY E I S MET H P N  E 

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  P E T H Y L  E S T E R  

M E T H A K A M I N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

N I  T R O E T P A N E  

E T  H A V O L  

1-f LUORO-4- METH Y L B E N  ZENE 

N I T R O E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T M A N E  

1-F LUOR 0-4 - M E  THY L B E N L E N E 

N I TRUE T H A N E  

P Y R I D I N E  

1-F LUORO-4-ME T H Y L B E N Z E N E  

ME T H Y L O X I  R A h E  

P Y R R O L E  

OICHCOROD I F  L U G R C H E T H A N E  

M E T H A N A M I N E  

F L U O R O E E N Z E N E  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 

2 - P R O P A h C L  

P Y R I  01 NE 

PROP A N A L  

F U R A N  

2- PROP A N 0  NE 

N I T R U E T H A N E  

2-PRO PANO L 

C H L O R O B E N L E N E  

C H  L O  ROBE N 2 E K E  

N I T R O E T H A N E  

T H I O P H E N E  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A h E  

M E T H Y L O X  I R A N E  

2 , 5 - O I H Y D P O F U R A N  

' 	 C H L O R O E E N Z E h E  

C HLOROBE N Z  E h E 

METHY L O X  I R A h E  

2 . 5 - O I H Y D R O F U R A N  

METHY L J X  I R A h  E 

I '  31034 .625  67  3103 6.699 6 3  31 03  8 . 8  1 2  6 2  
3 1041.229 62 
, 31043.078 6 5  
310k3 .9  62 6 2  
3 1 0 4 6  - 8  34 52.6 
21049.339 67  
3 1 0 4 9  .SI3 67 
31050.39 67 
31052.030 6 6  
31053 .12  6 4  
31054 .69  6 4  
31055.552 6 4  
31057.977 6 4  
3 1  064 .716  55 
31064 .994  65 
31067.531 65 
31068 .296  6 2  
31C78.03 5 8  
3 1079 .954  6 1  
3107S.970 60 .0  
31061 .12  65 
31082.37 64 
3108% .27 65  
31089 .924  55.3 
31092.323 62  
3 1 3 9 3  - 1 7 2  6 4  
31093.212 6 1  
31393 .936  6 8  
31095.589 59.0 
31097.602 60.4 
31097 .661  66 
31101.076 63  
31101 .978  66  
31102.35 65  
3 1 102 .64  6 1  
31104.492 5 4  
3 1 1 0 5  - 0 6  6 8  
' 31105 .224  60  
F U R A N  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I O �  

! 	 P Y R I O I N E  
D I C H L O R O D  I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  
PROP A N A L  
T H I O P H E N E  
IS C X A Z O L E  
2 -PROP A N 0  L 
C ' 4 L U R O B E N Z E N E  
C H L C R O B E N Z E h E  
2- PRCP ANOL 
N I TRCM E T H A N E  
M S T H A N A M I N E  
O X Y B I  S Y E T H A N E  
2 ,5 - D I b Y D R O f U R A N  
I S O X A Z O L E  
3 - E U T E N E N I  T R I  L E  
T E T R A P Y O R C F U R I N  
ME T H A N  E T H  I C L  
C H L  OR 0 d E N 2  ENE 
O X Y B I S M E T P A N E  
Z I ~ - O I H Y D R O F U R A N  
2 , 5 - D I b Y O R U F U R A N  
C Y  LO R 0  EE N Z E,NE 
c HLORO BENz t~E 
S U L F U R  O I O X I O E  

E T H A N E T H  I C L  

2 ~ 5 - DI P Y D R O F U R A N  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I O E  

2 v 5 - D I  HYOROFURAN 

2 ~ 5 - D I H Y O R U F U R A N  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I O �  





O X Y 8 1  SMETHANE 

O X E T A N E  

O X E T A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

O X Y B I  S M E T H A N E  

TABLE II.-Continued 




3 1106.144 5 6  
3 1107.060 6 1  
31107.357 6 3  
31114.130 56.3 
31116.48 6 7  
31120.266 66 
3 1121.937 6 5  
31122.915 67  
3 1129.3 1 6 6  
31129.615 6 8  
31129.801 57.6 
3 1129.84 66  
3 1129.99 6 6  
3 1  132.827 63  
31132.9 7 0  
3 1 135.070 6 4  
31135.505 65  
31136.031 6 1  
31136.73 6 7  
3 1137.357 6 7  
31139.231 6 7  
31139.52 66 
31140.16 64  
3 1140.273 62 
31143.145 6 8  
31143 - 2 2 8  66  
31145.146 6 1  
31145.62 68  
31147.420 60.1 
31148.38 6 4  
3 1149.902 66  
31151.579 6 2  
31155.97 6 8  
31159.5k 66  
31159.66 6 8  
64  
31167.70 66  
31168.42 66  

































OXY8 I SME THAFIE 















































Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
I 
31169.340 6 1  
31169.87 64  
31171.125 65 
31172.490 66  
3 1174.936 66  
31183.320 6 2  
3 11 8  6.326 6 7  
31190.151 63 
31191.847 6 2  
3 1 1 9 2  - 3 2 4  60.1 
31193.990 6 1  
3 1 1  94.306 63  
31195.177 6 4  
31195.988 63 
3 1197 - 2 0.9 53.6 
31157.839 6 4  
31198.537 51.2 
31200.334 6 4  
3 120 1.152 0 3  
31204.44 68 
21209.37 66  
3120 9.775 5 1  
31211.34 66 
31212.15 66 
31214.238 68  
3 121 5 .O 80 62.3 
31215.779 6 4  
31220.591 4 7  
3 1 2 2 1  0 1 6  4 9  
3 1225 - 0 2 4  66 
31226.352 66  
21226.753 4 9  
3 1227.4 30 6 4  
31232.58 67  
31232.890 54.1 
31233.260 65  
31233.92 66  
31238.91 64  
3 1243.3 12  56.4 




D I  CHLOROME THAhE 
CHLOR OD I FLUORCMETHANE 
O X Y B I  SMETHAKE 
O X Y  81  SMETHANE 
2 [ 3H 1-0 IHY DROFURANONE 





































C I S  lp2-DICFLCROETHENE 














O % ETAN E 





G I  S 192-OICHLCROETHENE 












TABLE II.- Continued 
?requency, -10 log y Name -10 log yMHz 
31253 - 2 4 3  6 1  METHYLOX IRANE 31327.539 57.7 
31254.032 6 4  TYIOPHENE 31329.561 6 2  
31255.945 6 2  31330.690 6 8  
31256.858 6 6  CHLOROETHANE 31331.943 6 5  
31257.718 6 2  2-PROPEN-1-OL 31332.764 6 0  
31257.825 6 4  THIOPHENE 31333.556 6 5  
3 1257.94 6 2  ETHANOL 3 13 3  5.774 57 
31259.891 6 2  C HLO R OETHA NE ~ 31337.084 63 
31264.7 6 6  ETHANOL 31330.973 62  
3 1 2 6 6  - 0 6 5  60.0 2 5-0 IHYOR CF URAN 3 1 3 4 2  - 3  1 6 8  
3 1 2 6 8  - 6 7  6 4  PYR I D  I N �  3 1345.146 64  
31269.9 66  ETPANOL 31345.751 6 7  
31272.483 6 5  1.1-DIFLUOROETHENE 31346.938 6 2  
31274.286 6 7  1.1-OICHLOACETHANE 31352.724 6 6  
31276.51 6 2  ETHANOL 3 1 3 5 4  - 3 8 2  5 1  
31280.255 6 4  CHLOROBENZENE 31354.66 6 7  
3 1 2  80.3 27  6 8  METHYL SULFIDE 31354.676 59.3 
31281.533 6 4  2-PROPANOL 31355.30 67 
31282.445 6 3  CHLOROOIFLUOROMETFANE 3 13 5 6 4 7 4  6 6  
31283.703 6 3  CHLDROOIFLUORO~ETHANE 31356.680 6 9  
31286.147 6 3  2 v 5-D IHY DRCFUR AN 3 1 3 5 7 . 7 2 4  65 
31288.56 1 6 6  0 X Y  B ISME THA NE 31358.27 5 8  
31288.882 6 4  T ET R AHY OR 0 FUR AN 31358.406 49.9 
31289.091 J 6 4  CHLOROETHANE 31359.326 ., 63 
31293.344 57.4 OXET AN� 31359.764 6 5  
31293.759 6 8  111-0 ICHLOROETHANE 31360.629 68  
31295.649 6 6  CHLOROBENZEhE 31367.690 6 7  
31299.842 59.1 2-PROPANONE 31368.150 65 
31300.07 6 4  ME THY LOX I RAN� 31371.250 6 8  
31303.770 6 6  CHLOROBENZENE 31371,678 6 2  
31304.306 56.8 29 5-DIHYDROFURAN 31371.86 6 8  
31305.129 65 CHLOROBENZENE 31372.375 6 4  
31306.13 6 4  2-PROPANOL 31372.992 65 
31306.674 6 2  2-PROPANCNE 3 1377.38 6 0  
31306.947 6 0  2-PROPANOL 31381.873 56.3 
31307.509 6 6  ETHANETHI OL 31382.920 6 7  
31308.670 57.6 2-PROPY N-1-OL 31391.798 6 3  
31309.452 6 4  0XE TAN� 31396.226 65  
31323.341 6 7  CHLOROETHANE 31398.033 j 6 3  


































































METHYL SULF I D E  













T ETR A P Y  DROT H I OPHENE 

TABLE It.-Continued 
1 1-Frequency , -10 log y NameMHz 
I
' 31400.31 3 6 3  ' FCRMAMIDE ?1459.084 ~ 67  
31400 - 3 7 5  6 0  ' C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE . 3 146 5.9 8 6 7  
3 1 4 0 0 - 6 0  65  
3 1400.9 8 4  65  
31401.047 66  
31401.353 66  
.?1 40 2.3 16 66 
31404.082 6 2  
31405.831 66  
31405.55 67  
31406.294 65 
31406.34 6 9  
31406.586 66 
31406.89 64  
31437.339 6 1  
3 1407.57 67  
31408.755 65  
31410.510 67 
31410.952 6 7  
31411.757 66  
31412.591 66  
3 1412 .857 6 8  
31414.869 6 2  
31417.52 6 7  
31424.945 41.7 
31425 9 15 6 2  
3 1 4  26.844 65  
31427 e657 64  
31430.67 68  
31432.76 6 5  
31433.66 65  
31431.884 65 
3 1444.93 5 6 4  
31446.582 59.6 
31447 -255 6 6  
31L48.209 6 4  
31449.078 6 8  
31454.019 6 7  
31454.311 65  









































































1v 1 - 0  ICHLOPCETHANE 

2- PROP AN0 NE 

' 	 31466.004 63  
31466.093 64  
3 1 4 7  1.042 55 
3 1477.15 65 
31477.362 67 
31480.890 66  
3 1 4 0 7  - 2 1  6 1  
31487.842 62 
31489.47 6 4  
31496.565 6 4  
31496.872 65 
31499.82 66  
3 1500.2 2 6 7  
31502.257 64  
31506.249 60.2 
3 1 5 0 7  - 8 8 0  66 
31508.620 5 8  
31508.99 6 3  
31510.32 68  
31511.071 67  
31513.983 6 0  - 0  
31515.677 65 
31518.833 6 4  
31528.231 55 
31536.025 58.6 
31536.11 5 9  
31536.48 6 0  
31537.064 65  
31538.170 6 2  
31538.78 6 1  
31540.635 68 
31544.944 62 
31547.50 4 4  
3 1549.10 6 7  
31550.512 67  
31551.577 54.3 
31553.058 6 3  
















































































M ETHAN ETHI O L  

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 1555.43 6 7  
31556.569 51.7 
31559.114 05  
31559.6e5 6 2  
31560.386 6 4  
3 1562 1 4 9  66  
31563.903 6 6  
31567.343 6 1  
31572.915 6 0  
31573.30 6 1  
31573.728 6 6  
31573.960 5 9  
3 1574.43 1 6 0  
3 1574.9 82 6 0  
31515.671 6 1  
31515.732 6 6  
31577.154 6 5  
3 1579.65 6 4  
31379.70 6 6  
31583.06  6 3  
31580.309 6 2  
31582.713 6 2  
31583.111 4 6  
.31583 - 6 1 7  4 9  
31584.006 65 
31584.756 6 4  
31585.082 6 2  
31585.403 6 3  
31587.197 6 3  
3 15 87.291 65  
31589.573 0 8  
31592.052 6 6  
3 1 5  9 2  2 7 2  6 1  
31593. C92 6 3  
3 1 5 9 8 .OOL 6 2  
3 1 5 9 8 . 4 7 8 ,  6 5  
31599.728 6 5  
31601.614 6 7  
31611.30 , 6 6  










T E T  R AHY DR OT H I CPt- ENE 

































, 	 DICHLORGMETI-AN� 
METHANAMI NE 
METHANAM I N �  
PROPANAL 


























2 ( 3 H  1 -OIHY DROFURANDNE 

Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 1 6 1 5 . 8 1  6 6  
31615.951 62 
3 1 6 16.972 6 1  
3 16 17.6 7 4  55  
31017.835 6 7  
3 1 6 1  8.234 6 7  
31618.758 6 7  
31618.946 59.3 
3 1 6 2 0  - 4 8  65  
31621.05 65 
3162 1.639 66  
31625.465 68  
31626.273 6 4  
31629.645 6 4  
3 1 6 2  9.70 66  
3 1 6 2  9.805 63  
31635.827 6 7  
31637.588 6 7  
31640.182 6 6  
3 1 6 4 4  - 6 5 3  6 2  
31645.391 58 
31640.591 66  
3 1 6 4 7  - 2 8 3  6 7  
31649.190 5 4  
31650.462 51.3 
31650.582 6 6  
3 1 6 5 3  - 5 9 9  6 6  
31656.280 51.9 
31657.131 5 9  
31660.322 53 
31662.8 6 5  
31664.88 6 8  
31664.987 5 4  
31665.923 6 7  
3 1 6 67.9 84 55  
31660.238 6 6  
31668.390 I 6 1  
31668.500 : 6 8  




















1r l - D I  CHLOR CETHAFlE 







2-PROP EN- 1- C L 

2-PROP ANON E 

PY R I D 1NE 













































3-BUTENENI TRI  LE 

1t 1-DI FLUORGETHENE
ETHANETHIGL ' 31671.523 6 7  
TABLE II.- Continued 
' 	 31672.694 6 0  
31673.821 6 3  
3 1675.040 6 1  
31677.440 6 1  
31678.921 57.3 
31681.402 53 
3 1 6 81 -46  5 55 
31681.508 5 4  
31681.813 52.8 
31686.700 6 1  
31689.33 5 7  
31690.948 65  
3 1692 433 65 
31692.715 65  
3 1694.046 56.2 
3 1 6  94 -40 6 8  
31694.653 55 
31698.170 5 4  
31699.041 51.1 
31701.662 6 0  
31702.139 6 3  
31702 e343 6 4  
31704.191 66  
31704.306 56.3 
31705.152 63  
31706 4 9  5 4  
31707.507 6 6  
31708.43 55 
31711.587 6 5  
31712.727 67  
2 1  713.400 59.9 
31715.497 60 
31716 0 9 8  58.7 
31716.22 5 7  
31716.71 6 0  
1 	 31718.731 59.0 
31718.832 51.1 
31719.571 6 2  
31719.62 6 5  









































E THANAMI NE 

C I S  ltZ-DICHLCROETHENE 

2-ME THY L FUR A N 











CI 5 1,2-D ICHLOROE THENE 

FORMIC A C I C t  METHYL ESTER 

2 - PROPANOL 



















31721.14 63  
31722.209 66  
31722.41 6 4  
31723.53 63 
3 1 7 2 3  - 6 3  5 6  
31724.13 64  
3 1724.758 5 7  
31727.524 64  
3 1727.561 5 4  
31728.84 5 9  
31731.529 7 0  
3173 1.773 56.8 
31731.821 6 2  
3 1 7 3 2  - 2 0 6  59.2 
31733.073 60.2 
3 173 7.6 80 6 8  
31739.49 67  
31739.531 62  
3 17 4  0.9 8 66  
3 1  741.926 6 4  
3 1749.103 6 2  
3 1 7 4 s  ,746 68  
31750.429 6 7  
31750.531 67 
31753.097 6 8  
3 1 7 5 6  - 9 2 7  5 7  
31757.41 5 9  
31757 - 6 9 3  65  
31759.943 53.3 
31760.9 6 4  
31762.840 65  
31766.752 65  
31767.862 65  
3 1  774.96 8 62 
54.1 
~ 	 31775'331
31776.034 6 0  
3 1 7 7 8  - 6 1  64  
31782.454 55.6 


































































C I S 1t 2-0 I CHLOROETHf NE 















TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
31783.43 6 3  
31783 5 7  6 2  
31784.569 6 4  
31785.26 6 7  
31787.170 65  
31789.29 66  
31795.619 6 7  
31795.773 57.9 
31797.240 6 4  
31797.418 6 7  
3 17 9 7  8 6  65  
31798.86 63  
31799.577 6 7  
31799.88 6 6  
31802.65 5 9  
3 1805- 5 6 8  6 4  
31806.233 6 2  
3 1806.29 6 1  
31811.236 6 8  
31811.759 6 3  
31816.51 6 5  
3 1 8 1 7  -30 6 5  
31817.952 6 6  
31823.528 6 8  
3 1 8  25.294 6 4  
3 1 827.131 6 7  
3 1 8 3 5  - 6 7 8  6 2  
31838.869 6 3  
31839.795 5 6  
31842.66 6 9  
31845. e57 57.3 
3 1845.996 6 7  
3 1846.79 8 53.7 
3 1  852.113 57.6 
31852.182 6 8  
31853.341 6 4  
3 1854.49 8 51.2 
31856.678 51.2 
31857.885 6 5  
31858.097 6 8  
Name 
E THAN AM I NE 





































1 1  1-OIFLUORCETHFNE 







































T H I  ETANE 

:requency, -10log yMHz 
3 ia59.628 60.1 
31860.499 6 2  
3 1  8 6  1.85 6 1  
3 1  862.90 6 1  
3 1  863.266 6 6  
31871.900 6 6  
31879.002 6 4  
31879.661 6 6  
31886.636 63  
31888.698 6 4  
31889.277 65  
3 1 8 90.6 80 6 5  
31893.81  65  
31896.956 63 
31899.220 6 6  
Z l899.45  6 4  
31899.53 6 8  
31900.464 63 
31901.869 58.7 
3 1904.054 59.6 
31906.768 5 7  
3 1 9 0 9  5 8 4  57.3 
3 1 9 11.141 6 7  
31918.013 6 1  
3 1 9 19 - 4 7 9  6 7  
31920.66 6 6  
31921.58 6 6  
3 1 9 2  2 - 2 8 1  4 6  
31922.644 6 1  
31925.790 6 5  
3 1 9 2 5  - 9 3 2  56.9 
3 1 9 2  7.291 6 0  
3192 8.569 6 4  
3 1930.57 6 5  
319 3 1 8 4  3 64 
31933.15 6 7  
31934.825 5 9  
31934.84 6 7  
3 1935.6 89 66  
31936.278 58.4 
Name 
Y ETHANETH I O L  

P Y R I  01 NE 





C I S  19 2-0 ICHLOROETHENE 









C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETHENE 





























































TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
31939.29 7 0  
3 1  940.08 9 63  
31942.221 6 1  
31942 511 57.6 
31942.761 66  
31948.061 51.9 
3 1,948.739 7 0  
31950.593 55.9 
31953 -237 61.9 
31955.312 6 8  
31960.385 65 
3 1 9 t  2.94 67  
31965.282 58.5 
31568.39 6 3  
31969.484 66  
3 1  969.71 6 4  
31S69.959 6 4  
3 1S74 80 65 
31577.41 65 
3 1  977.790 53.9 
31980 - 6 4 1  59.6 
31 9 80.76 2 56.4 
31981.562 66  
31983 a370 6 4  
31984.127 67  
3 1 9  84.909 59.4 
31986.010 67 
31966.199 66  
3 1 909 287 63  
31990.75 6 4  
31992.570 63  
31994.808 66 
31995.864 65  
31996.114 6 2  
21996.53 6 6  
31999.17 6 4  
31999.360 59.8 
31999.729 53.3 
3 1999.956 6 4  
32001 e117 6 6  
Name 
A C E T A L D E H Y D E  
' 2 9 5-D I HY DR 0 FUR AN 

PYR I O I N E  

D IC HLOR C P E T  HAN E 







P Y R I D I N E  









O X E T A N E  









C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  





M E T H A N E T H I O L  





T E T  R AHY DR CT H IOP H EN E 

2( 3H)-DI HYDROFURANONE 

T H I A Z O L E  

D I C H L O R O D  I F  LUORCMETHANE 

C I S  1 , 2 - 0 I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

N I T R O M E T H A N E  

E T H A N O L  

T E  TRAHYDROTH I O P H E N E  

M E T H A N E T H I C L  






32004.38 68  
32007 -95  58 
32009.771 6 4  
12010.355 5 7  
32011.735 63  
32012.694 62 
22013.960 6 3  
32017.493 6 8  
32019.452 6 4  
32021.196 59.5 
32022.754 6 1  
3202 8.38 67 
32033.29 6 9  
32034.155 6 2  
32034.31 6 2  
32034.579 6 4  
32034.81 6 0  
32034.98 6 8  
Name 
M E T H A N E T H I O L  







P Y R I D I N E  





M E T H A N E T H I O L  

P Y R I D I N E  

1 9 1 - D I F L U O R O E T H E N E  

2- PROP A N 0  L 

2 15-0 I k Y D R O F U R A N  

N E T H A N E T H I  O L  





C I S  1 V Z - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

2 - P R O P Y N - I - O L  

N I T R O M E T H A N E  

1t 1-0 I FLUOR OE THENE 

M E T H A N E T H I  OL 

, 2-PROPANONE 
32036.631 62.5 AMMON I A 
32041.662 57.3 M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  
32043 108 59.2 O X E T A N E  
32047.014 6 8  
32047.25 6 0  
32047.903 66  
32048.232 6 4  
32050.50 5 9  
32050.523 6 4  
32053 - 9 7 8  6 4  
320 56.334 54 
D I C H L O R O D  I F  LUOROMETH ANE 
M E T H A N  E T  H I O L  

D I C H L O R C O I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

T ETR A P YO R 0  FUR AN 

M E T H A N E T H I O L  





P Y R I D I N E  





METMAN E T H  I O  L 









M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

' 32056.969 6 9  
O X Y B I S M E T H A N E  32058.019 65 
C I S  l r 2 - 0 I C I - L O R O E T H E N E  32059.36 6 0  
E T H A N O L  32067.3 67  
OXY 8 I SMETHANE 32067.40 6 4  
PYRROLE 32070.16 56 
2 9 5-13 IHYD ROF UR AN 32071.33 66  
C I S  l r 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  32071a442 6 4  
TABLE E.-Continued 
-10log y Name Frequency, -10log yMHz 
32071.496 6 2  
3 2 0 7 1  9 1  6 7  
32572.3 6 8  
32073.281 6 3  
32074.422 6 4  
3 2  076.793 55  
32078.99 5 9  
32081.34 5 9  
32082.726 6 6  
32083.321 6 5  
3 2 0 8 3  4 5  2 53.0 
32084.54 5 9  
32084.55 9 5 9  
32085.71  5 9  
32085.951 59.9 
3 2 0 8 7  10 7 1  
32000.988 6 4  
32090.346 6 3  
3 2 0 9 1  - 4 8 6  67 
32093.086 6 6  
32093.394 50.5 
32093.536 65  
32099.223 65  
32099.86  6 7  
3 2 1 0 1  - 3 6  6 7  
3 2 1 0 2  7 6 7  6 4  
32103.680 6 2  
3 2  1 0 5  1 9 5  6 6  
32105.47 7 1  
3 2  107.433 6 9  
32108.913 6 5  
32110.768 6 5  
32111.509 6 4  
3 2 1 1 2  - 2 7 3  5 2  
32112.63 5 4  
32116.136 52.5 
32116.27 6 8  
32116.579 6 5  
32118.19 6 2  
32119.462 6 3  
'YRIDINE . 32120.324 6 1  

































C I S  lvZ-DICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  lv2-DICHLOROETHENE 









































32123.655 6 6  
32125.824 6 7  
32126.448 6 6  
32127.410 6 4  
32129.939 6 8  
32130.505 6 6  
32131.456 65  
3 2 1 3  2.95 1 6 5  
32134.35 6 8  
32137.127 6 0  
3 2  1 38.349 6 3  
32139.093 6 2  
32140.047 6 5  
3 2 141.4 85 6 6  
32144.806 6 4  
32146.457 65  
3 2  148.077 6 6  
3 2 1 5 4  a923 6 1  
32155.660 67 
32156.204 56.2 
32156.408 6 4  
3 2 1 5 7  - 8 3  6 1  
32150.41  ' .  6 2  
32160.55 6 3  
32160.927 59 
32161.09 61 
3 2  170.246 6 6  
32170.283 6 6  
3 2 171.73 6 8  
32176.20 6 7  
32179.030 6 4  
32181.002 56.4 
3 2 18 1.874 6 5  
32185.621 6 1  
32186.665 6 1  
32189.690 6 8  
32190.002 6 2  


























































ETHANE TH I O L  



















N I  TROMETHANE 

2 -PROP ANON E 

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y NameMHzFrequency, -10logMHz 
it 
32192.669 65  
32193.625 64  
3 2 194.15 67  
3 2 194.309 6 1  
32194.462 6 2  
3 2  195 0 18 6 2  
3 2  1 5 7  0 0 4  6 8  
3 2  197.00 6 0  
32190.18 6 7  
32199.369 6 2  
32201.165 51.3 
32201.00 6 0  
32203.360 6 1  
3 2 2 0 4  735 65 
32205.572 5 7  
32205 9 0 6  6 2  
32206 006 66 
32206.977 6 7  
32208.500 57.1 
32210.487 57.2 
32212.300 69  
32214.346 6 6  
32214.670 60.1 
32217.217 6 7  
32223 e226 57.6 
322 24  e 6  5 1  65  
32225.61 6 9  
32226.01 67  
32233.047 63  
32236.5 16 6 5  
32230.062 6 2  
32240.494 63  
32240.909 59.3 
32 245 7 2 4  54.2 
3 2 2 4 9  - 9 4 0  55  
32250.922 6 3  
32,251.454 6 4  
32251.906 6 5  
32253.273 58.0 








2- PR OPANr3N E 
C I S  1 ~ 2 - DICHLOROE THENE 










PYR I D  INE 

F LUOROBENZ E h E 

32261.160 59. 6 
32262.170 5 9  
32266.062 66  
3 2 2 6 7  - 4 7 1  68  
32267.405 65  
32268.99 6 0  
32270.021 6 2  
3 2  27 1.50 6 67  




3 2 2 0  7.002 6 7  



























2 15-0IHY DROFURAN 















































TH I ETANE 




















































32295.27 63  
32295.628 63 
3 2 2 9 5  - 8 4 0  59 
32296.96 65  




32300.051 6 4  
32302.75 5 4  
32303.117 63  
32303.572 5 4  
32303.620 6 4  
32304.277 6 4  
3 2 3 0 4  -57  60 
32306.035 6 0  
32306.99 63  
32307.62 6 4  
32300.872 52.5 
32309.625 67  
32309.75 6 7  
32312.296 6 7  
' O R M I C  A C I D ,  CETHYL ESTER 32312.834 66  
I I  
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
32317.640 6 5  
32317.867 6 4  
32318.718 6 4  
32321.608 6 6  
3 2 3 2 1  - 9 3 2  6 6  
32322.315 65  
32322.737 56.7 
32322.740 6 4  
3 2 3 2 3  - 0 6 6  6 5  
32323.38 6 4  
32324.964 6 5  
32325.677 6 5  
32327.032 6 6  
3 2 3 2 7  5 15 6 6  
3 2 3 2 8  1 0 3  6 2  
32328.133 6 6  
32328.900 6 6  
3 2 3 3 0  - 5 9 9  6 4  
32332.675 6 8  
32336.88 6 6  
32336.914 6 4  
32337.91 6 6  
32338.83 6 5  
32339.44 6 4  
3 234 3 - 7 8  6 8  
3 2  344.320 6 1  
32345.275 6 4  
32345.547 5 8  
32347.487 6 3  
32350.207 6 6  
32355.958 6 3  
32357.048 65  
32357.291 , 6 6  
32357.322 5 4  
3 2 3 5 8  a424 57.7 
32358.547 6 5  
32359.636 6 8  
32360.753 6 4  
3 2 3 6 0  8 4  6 5  
















































































Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 2362.692 55.7 
3 2 3 6  3.104 6 1  
32364.332 6 3  
32365.16 6 8  
32368.679 6 5  
3 2 3  74.122 6 7  
3237a.193 56.9 
3 2 3 7 8  e568 6 0  
32379.396 54.7 
32385.276 67  
32386.769 55 
32389.38 6 2  
32389.864 58.4 
32389.896 6 5  
32390.567 6 7  
3 2 3 9  1 471 57.1 
3 2 3 9  2.60 2 6 4  
32395.353 51.2 
3 2 3 9 6  - 6 4 0  6 3  
32347.295 59.6 
3 2 3  99.707 6 8  
32400.35 6 6  
32401.428 6 4  
32401.72 6 6  
3 240 1.732 63  
3 240 4.2 7 6 4  
3 2404. 6 8 5  65  
32404.990 6 3  
32405.77 6 6  
3 2 4 0  7.3 5 0  53 
32408.002 5 9  
32408.98 6 1  
32410.9 91 6 2  
3 2 4 1  1.12 7 1  
32415.001 6 4  
3 2 4  1 8  e364 6 6  
32419.384 6 0  
3 2 4 2 0  - 4 5  6 7  
32420.820 6 6~~ ~ 




























C I S  l r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 



















2 I 3H I- D I  HY DROFURANONE 


































I 	 32425.5 91  57.1 
32425.005 6 1  
32423.192 65 
I 	 32434.570 66 
32634.621 55  
32.438.'359 . 6 4  
32437.422 6 7  
32430.372 50 
3243q. lE7 56.9 
32439.914 6 5  
32443.294 65 
32443 0 12 63 
32447.703 6 1  
32452.977 57 
32457.341 6 4  




32468.41 0 62 
32469 11 6 0  
32410 e241 64 
32471.207 62  
32471.755 66  
32474.1 08  66 
32474.704 5 3 . 4  
3 247 0.72 9 .  56 
32479.700 6 1  
32460.574 6 7  
32403.00 67 
32483.73 6 2  
324E6.093 6 4  
32407.93 6 7  









2-PRO PANO NE 




















2-PR OP AN0 L 













C I S  192-0 ICHLOROETHENE 

































ETHANETH I O L  

O X E  TANE 

32503.324 ' 66  
3250 7.429 65 
3250 9.049 67 
32509.2 6 3  
32509.272 5 6  
32509.579 55.1 
32510 - 7 0  6 0  
32513.41 6 0  
32515.614 6a  
32 5 15 0 84 6 7  
3 2  5 16.974 67  
32519.039 67  
32520.343 62 
32521.70 66  
32523.71 5 0  
32525.01 67 
32527.60 57 
3 2 5 3 1  -81 57 
32533.790 64 
3253 5.428 63  
32535.797 50 
32538.17 65 
32539.263 6 1  
32539.365 6 1  
32540.21 6 4  
3 2 5 4 1  - 6 2 0  66 
3 2 5 4 4  - 0 0  1 66 




32545.491 65  
32546.11 6 6  
32546.149 5a .5 
32546.295 6 3  
32546.900 64 
32547.600 5 0  
32540.38 6 0  
32549.495 64 
32550.57 6 6  


















































































0 TABLE II.-Continued 

Frequency, -10 log y Name I Frequency,MHz MHz 
32550.971 6 2  DICHLORCHETHANE 325S6.875 
32551.626 6 6  0 ICHLOROMETHANE , 3 2 5 ~ 8 . 8 8 6  
32552.659 52.1 PY R I O  INE 32600.304 
32555.77 6 6  1-CHLOR OP ROP A hE 32601.499 
32556.78 6 7  1-CHLOROPRCPANE 32604.090 
3 2 5 5 7  - 3 6  6 7  1-CHLOROPROPAKE 32605.510 
32558.30 68  1-CHLOROPROPAhE 32610.32 
3 2 5 5  9 e 03 6 5  1-CHLORDPRCPANE 32612.925 
3 2  561.30 6 6  1-CH LOROP R O  P ANE 32613.002 
32563.51  6 4  1-CHLOROPROPANE 32614.109 
32565.804 6 1  O X E T  AN E 32614.999 
32570.90 6 0  ETHANOL 3 2 t  1 6  .080 
32571.772 6 3  ETHANETHI-OL 32616.190 
32571.840 54.7 OX E T  ANE -326 16.3 6 
32572.41  6 8  1-C HLOROPRO P A NE 32619.077 
32573.423 6 1  PYR IO INE 32620.934 
32573. 886 6 4  OICHLORCMETHAhE 32621.292 
32574.73 6 3  0 ICHLOROMETHAhE 32624.460 
3 2 5 7 4  - 9 0 1  6 3  DICHLORCHETHANE 3262 6.976 
32575.53 6 8  METHANOL 32630.53 
32575.727 6 4  OICHLOROMETHANE 32630.743 
32576.63 6 6  1-CHLOROPROPANE 3 2 6 3 1  - 2 8 2  
32576.  a 5 4  65  DICHLORCMETVANE 32632.50 
32577.320 60 PYRIOINE 32633.820 
3 2  577.59 6 7  1-CHLOROPRGPAhE 3 2 6 3 6  .o8a 
32577.91 1 6 7  DICHLOROOIFLUCRCMETHANE 32637.54 
32578.796 6 4  NITROMETHANE 32639.511 
32579.061 6 4  T ET R A HY D R OFUR A N 32641.435 
32580.535 6 4  2-PROPEN- 1-OL 32647.822 
32581.79 6 8  CHLOROD I F LUCRCMETHANE 32650.034 
32584.674 66  C I S  1.2-OICHLOROETHENE 3265 1.92 
32586.131 59.7 2 r 5-0 I HYDROFURAN 32652.835 
3 2  586.630 6 2  N ITROMET HA N  E 32655.688 
32588.431 6 6  EPOXYBUTANE 3 2  6 6 0 - 0  1 
32589.440 6 6  2- PROP AN0 L 32662.39 
32592.073 6 4  2-PROPANOL 32662.477 
32592.44  6 6  1-CHLOROPPOPANE 3 2 6 6 3  - 3  18 
32593.00 5 9  PYRIOINE 32664.329 
32593.781 6 7  DICHLOROMETHANE 3 2 6 7 3  - 0 3 7  
3 2  594.7 18 6 6  1-CHLOROPR 0 PANE l 32614.108 
-10 log y 
66 
6 4  
68  
6 6  
6 8  
6 4  
68  
6 3  
59 
6 5  
6 4  
6 2  
68  
6 4  
6 3  
62 
6 8  
6 6  
65  
6 8  
67 
59.6 
6 5  
57.2 





6 6  
6 5  
63  
5 7  
6 4  
6 8  
5 1  
6 5  
50.4 
5 6  










C I  S lv2-DICHLOROETHENE 



















































E THANAMI NE 





N I TROH ETHANE 













TABLE II.- Continued 
32677.37 6 5 7  
3 2 6 8 2  e677 67 
32687.540 56.3 
32689.766 5 9  
32690.41 6 5  
32692.836 6 0  
32693.244 64  
32693.937 6 5  
3 2 6 9 7  -0.33 50.7 
32703 3 0  5 6  
32703 e 69 56 
3 2 7 0 8  - 4 4  6 1  
32709.220 6 2  
32709.616 6 7  
32710.504 5 9  
32711.749 50.9 
3 2 7 1 2  -18 0  6 2  
32712.665 6 1  
32713.492 6 7  





32,716.060 6 3  
32116.915 64 
32720.067 67  
32720.976 6 1  
3 2 120 986 64 
32723.539 6 2  
32124.307 6 6  
32725.110 70 
32728.013 65  
32728.229 6 1  
32729.735 6 0  
32736.64 61 
3 2 7 3 7  - 7 4 1  53.8 
32738.190 58.4 
32739.857 67 



























































C I S  112-DICHLOROETHENE 





















32742.023 ' 55.3 
! 	32745.003 63 
32747.510 6 2  
32740.4@4 65 
' 32749.055 6 4  
32750.415 63 
32750.507 ' 51.8 
32750.720 6 0  




32755.022 6 0  
32758.205 50 - 7  
32759.204 6 2  
32762.700 6 4  
3 2 7 6 2  -7 10 67 
22763.51 0 67 
32764.434 6 2  
32764.85 67 
32765.196 66 
32765.782 66  
32766.961 5 1  
32767 -86 67 









32774.300 67  
3 2 7 7 5  -671  65 
~ 	 32776.14 65  
32777.063 6 7  
32777.103 5 9  
32777.972 56 
32782.095 5 9  
ETHANOL 





























































D I CHLORCMETHA NE 















M E  THY LOX1R AN� 

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
~~ 
3 2 7 8 7  - 4 4 6  5 4  
32789.100 6 3  
32709.403 6 5  
32791.553 52.0 
32791.94 65  
32793.220 6 6  
32794.051 67 
321S1.322 6 1  
32000.050 6 4  
32001.065 66  
32802.707 6 4  
3 2  803.963 5 7  
32010.590 6 5  
32010.02 67 
32811.207 67 
32014.031 6 6  
32014.254 57.6 
32816.730 6 4  
32019.29 6 2  
32819.507 6 0  
3 20 20.753 65  
32021.153 6 1  




32027.403 6 1  
32027.930 6 3  
32820.033 6 4  
32820.06 6 4  
3 2  029.5 5 6 3  
32030.714 6 7  
32031.04 63 
32831.74 6 4  
32832.99 6 6  
32834.53 6 6  
32835.641 51. 6 
32037.335 6 1  
32039.881 6 4  
3 2  8 4 2  e 0 0 8  6 5  
Name 
PYR I O I N E  











C I S  1,Z-OICHLOROETHENE 





N I  TROMETHANE 









C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 





2-F UR ANC A R BOXALD E PY 0 E 











C I S  lv2-0ICHLOROETHENE 

































Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
3 2  e44.359 6 2  
32045.00 6 5  
32045.1 7 9  6 9  
32046.443 63  
32040.207 63  
32a40.272 6 4  
3 2  049.2 9 6 2  
32049.021 6 4  
32050.03 6 2  
32052.199 6 0  
32053.055 6 3  
3 2  85 6.101 6 4  
32050.240 60.4 
22064.2 63  
3 2 0 6 4  - 6 4 3  6 2  
32064.709 6 0  
32067.473 6 4  
32067.044 6 0  
32071.38 6 3  
32072.207 6 4  
3 2 0 12.087 59 -1 
3 2  073.1 6 a  59.4 
32074.205 6 2  
3 2 0 74.373 5 4  
32000.07 6 0  
32000.206 6 2  
32000.643 66  
32003.560 51.6 
32 006.3 2 4  62 
32007.192 6 4  
3 2 0 0 1  3 6 3  66 
32009.177 60 
3 2 0 9 1  2 8 7  66 
32093.768 66 
32097.827 6 4  
32090.386 66  
32099.691 6 0  
32099.770 65  
32099.009 6 4  
I 32900.601 6 7  
Name 
YETHAN ETH I OL 
3-BUTENEN IT R I  LE 






































TABLE II.- Continued 
MHL -10 log y Name 
32901.@3 bb 
32910. I a4  5L.7 
32910 - 5 4 6  56.1 
32912.3ab 6 1  
32916.555 57.3 
3 2 9 i a . 1 9 3  b5  
3 2 9 2 i . o a i  68 
32921.53 66 
32922.320 6 1  
32922 - 7 9 2  63 
32923.01 b b  
32924 - 5 2 9 67 
32930.734 61 
32 932 109 66 
32534.637 67 
32935.203 6 4  
32935.601 64 
32935.752 67 
32936.333 6 7  
32936.66 67 
32941.218 5 0  
32 943.42 66  
32948.5a i  65 
32952.057 66 
32356.03 6 4  
32S56.42 64 
32959.59 5 7  
3 2 9 5 9 . a ~ a  58.5 
32960.313 6 0  
32960 .&34 64 
32962.217 5 7  
32963.197 52.2 
32965.62 68 
3296 6 2 1 6 4  
32966.51 61 
32967.274 6 2  
3 2  967.42 65  
32968.32 67 

















































































i METHYL SULFIDE 
Erequency, I
1 -lolog YbIHz 





3 2 ~ 7 7 . z a 3  55 
32917.3 5 b 65 
32970.227 53.8 
32919.04 6 7  
32979.177 56 
32Yf9 .647 66 




32905 .a75 64  





3 2 9 8  8.44 6 7  
32991.66 6 4  
32994.119 61 
32994.132 6 4  
3 2994.13 a 65 
32994.95 66 






33015.41  66  
33016.404 6 2  
33016.50 6 1  
33017.09 65 
33017.5 16 65  











































C I  S 19 2-OICHLOROETHENE 





M ETHAN ET H I O L  

































I II I 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency,
MHz 
33018.57  6 4  
33018 .66  6 4  
33019.51  67  
33020 .07  6 8  
33020 .38  66 
33020 .67  6 8  
33022.50  6 2  
33023.835 6 2  
Name 
M E T H Y L C X I  RANE. 
1t 1-0 I C H L O R C E  T H A N E  
T R I C H L O R O C E T H A N E  
T R  I C  HLOROME T H A N  E 
1 1 1 - O I C H L O R C E T H A N E  
T R I C H L O R G M E T H A N E  
1t 1 - D I C H L O R C E  THANE 
OXY B I S M E T  H A N E  
Frequency,
MHz 
3 3 0 9 5 . 6 6  I 6 3  
33096.065 6 4  
3 3 0 9 6 . 6 8 1  59 
33097.5  6 9  
33101.432 6 2  
3 3 1 0 1 . 5 1 7  65  
3 3 1 0  5.436 .56.0 
33108 .209  6 6  
3 3  108.43 6 7  
33112.446 6 3  
33117.471 57.3 
3 3 1 1 9  - 3 4 8  66 
33119 .524  55 
3 3 1 1 9 . 8 3 2  65  
33120.960 58.8 
33122.375 6 3  
33122.5  6 4  
33122 .752  6 3  
33123.864 6 6  
33  124.3 59  65  
33124 .642  53 
33125 .59  6 6  
33125 .650  6 3  
33126 .915  6 1  
3 3  1 2  7.949 6 2  
33128 .88  6 6  
3 3 1 2 9 . 1 3 7  55.3 
33129 .504  6 1  
33  130.46 6 3  
3 3 1 3 1  6 0 4  58 
33132.308 53.8 
3 3  13  5 - 5 4 0  60 - 3  
33136.116 57.6 
3 3 1 3 6  - 8 6  1 59 
33138.91  5 6 3  
3 3  139.378 6 1  
Name 
M E T H A N E T H I  OL 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H A N E T H I O L  

E T H A N O L  

1 9  1 -D I F L U O R O E l H E N E  

C I S  1 . 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

I S O X A Z O L E  

D I C H L O R O O I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

C I S  1t 2-D I C  H L C R O E T H E N E  

T E T R A H Y C R C F U R A N  

2 ( 3 H ) - D I H Y D R O F U R A N C h E  

2 .5 - C I P Y  OR O F L R A N  

I S O X A L O L E  

2-PROPEN- 1 - O L  

ME THY L O X  I R A N  E 

2 - P R O P E N - 1 - O L  

E T H A N O L  

T E T R A H Y  OROFURAN 

2-PROP EN- 1- 0 L 

ME THY L O X  I R AN� 

I S O X A Z O L E  

2 - P R O P E N E N I  T R I L E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I O E  

2 (  ? H I - D I H Y O R O F U R A N C h E  

2 t 5 - 0  I HYDRO F U  R AN 

2 [ 3 H  1 -0  I HY OROFUR ANON E 

O X E T A N E  

2 ,5-DI H Y O R O F U R A N  

Z t 5 - D I k ' Y O R O F U R A N  

E T H A N A M I N E  

F U R A N  

E T H A N O L  

M E T H A N A H I N E  

Z t 5 - 0 I H Y O R O F U R A N  

2 t 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

2 r 5 - O I H Y O R O F U R A N  

ME T H Y  L O X  I R ANE 

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  M E T H Y L  E S T E R  

33025 .729  66 F U R A N' 33025 .769  6 4  
33029 .324  6 4  
33030 .035  6 7  
33036.425 6 4  
33037 .44  6 2  
3 3 0 4 4 . 4 7  6 5  
33045 .733  6 3  
33046 .901  59.3 
33047 .582  6 3  
33048 .33  6 3  
33051 .425  6 3  
33051 .77  6 4  
33053.46  6 8  
3 3 0  54.79 6 8  
33055.482 6 1  
33057 .970  6 6  
33058 .180  6 5  
3 3 0  5 8.65 6 5  
33061.084 6 8  
3 3 0 6 1 . 1 2 5  6 9  
3 3 0 6 2 .  a2 6 8  
33063.03  6 3  
33063 .076  6 0  
33067 .412  6 4  
33071.527 6 2  
33013.759 6 3  
33077 .883  59.3 
3 3 0 0 4 . 4 9 2  6 7  
33005 .973  6 4  
3 3 0 8 8 i 9 0 6  5 9  
33095.6  7 0  
OXY 8 I SMET H A N  E 
Z t 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  
2-PRO PE N- 1-C L 
2 -PROPEN- 1 - O L  
T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  
2-PROP ANONE 
2 .  5 - D I H Y O R O F U R A N  

O X E T A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2 [ 3 H J-01 H Y C  ROFURANONE 

2 t 5-D I H Y O R O F  U R A N  

PYR IO I N E  

C H L O R O D I  F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

1t 2 - O I C H L O R O E  THANE 

E P O X Y  B U T A N E  

1t 2-0 I C  H L  OROE T H A N  E 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2 , 5 - O I H Y D R O F U R A N  

C H L O R C B E N Z E N E  

1t 2-D I C  H L OR OE TH A N E  

C H L O R O B E N  Z E h  E 

E T H A N O L  

T H I  E T A N E  

E T H A N A M  I N E  

2-PROPE N- 1 - C L  

2 v 5-0 I H Y O R O F U R A N  

M E T H A N E T H  IOC 
F O R M I C  A C I O t  M E T H Y L  E S T E R  33140 .60  6 1  
2 I5-0 I H YOROF URA N 3 3  140.826 60.0 
M E T H A N O L  3 3 1 4 1 . 0 3  6 1  
E T H A N O L  ' 33142 .184  6 8  
TABLE II.- Continued 
33143.620 67 
33144.903 67  
33145.983 65  
3 3  146 e458 66 
33146 814 6 6  
33147.368 6 5  
3 3 1 4 3 - 2 7 C  59.9 
33152 -025 55.7 
33152.936 6 4  
3 3 1 5 4  - 8 2 8  51.5 
33 156. OS 54. 
33156.298 71 
33 156 857 47.1 
33158.759 63  
33160.92 70 
33161.143 58.7 
, 	 33103.779 66 
3 3 169.093 66 
33170.514 5 6  
33171.53 6 8  
33173.905 58.7 
33175.38 6 5  
33117.474 67  
3 3  181-500 6 5  
33184.48 6 9  
33185 e266 6 3  
32 187.410 63  
33188.557 61  
33188.781 6 4  
3 3  190 113 6 8  
33190.902 6 6  
33193.211 6 4  
3 3  194.073 6 2  
33196.294 6 4  
33197.768 6 1  
33200.593 65  
3 3 2 0 1  e39 6 6  
33206.182 58.4 
33208.334 6 1  
33210.68 5 8  
ACETALCEHY D E  






























































2 9 5-0 IHYDRDF URAN 

2-P R O P  AN0 NE 
33210.767 ' 62.5 
3 3 2 1  1.1 6 64 
33211.204 56 
33211.72 5 8  
33212.805 60.1 
3 3 2 1  3.166 6 4  
33213.70 66 
33214.0 6 8  
33214.429 64  
33214.532 6 4  
33215.32 65 
33215.95 65 
3 3 2 17.730 63 
3 3 2 1  8.604 66 
33213.62 6 7  
33221.121 6 2  
3322 1.448 66 
33226.209 6 2  
33226.539 6 1  
33228.545 6 3  
33232.93 63  
33233.53 60  
3323 5.144 67 
33235.518 6 2  
33236.454 57 





33 241.42 6 66 
35241.660 63 
33245.344 5 9  
33 24 5.623 58.6 
33246.42 63 
33247.848 1 64  
3-BUTENENITRILE ' 33247.93 64  
0 ICHLOROMETHANE 33248.76 6 4  
ETHANOL 33248.992 58.6 
METHYL SULFIDE 33249.299 66  
TETRAHYDROFURAN 





















2- PR 0P EN- 1- C L 

































1, 1-0 ICHLOROETHANE 







2-FURANCAR BOX ALDEHYDE 









M ETHYLOX I R  AN� 

METHYL THI  I R A h E  





TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
33250.631 6 4  
3 3 2  52 - 1 3 7  6 4  
33252.2 8 7 1  
33252.472 6 4  
33252.89 6 9  
33254.058 6 6  
33254.32 6 6  
33254.90 6 4  
33255.51  6 6  
3 3 2 5 7 . 3 9 1  58 
33258.682 6 3  
33259.4@4 51.8 
33260.075 6 4  
33260.356 6 8  
33260.79 6 1  
33264.149 6 3  
33264.583 63  
33265.31  6 7  
33266.167 6 7  
33266.2 88 6 2  
33268.355 59.8 
33270.594 47.0 
33272.990 6 3  
33274.060 6 5  
3 3274.16 6 7  
33274.386 65 
3 3  274.6 1 4  6 7  
33275.000 5 7  
3 3  276.5 6 8 6 0  
33276.969 5 8  
33278.34 6 5  
33279.949 6 7  
33283.934 65  
33285.684 64 
3 3 2  89.073 6 3  
33289.243 6 3  
33290.062 6 6  
33290.41 6 3  
33291.58 6 4  
33292.091 6 0  
Name 
~ 
1-C HLOROP R O P A  NE 



































2 9 5-D IHY DRCFURAN 

11 1-OIFLUORCE THE NE 

11 1-OICHLOROE THANE 

FORMALDEHY C E  

ME THYLOX I R A h �  

































2 9 5-OIHYDROFURAN 

-10 log y 
3 3 2 9 3  - 1 1 5  6 2  
33294.147 65  
33 2 9  5.73 62 
33296.843 65  
33297.085 6 3  
33298.844 6 3  
33300.140 66  
33300 - 7 4 7  53.7 
33301.426 6 4  
33301.610 57.8 
33303.34 6 4  
33303.837 66  
33305.65 6 7  
3 3 3 0 5 . 7 5 1  6 4  
33306.42 71 
33306.87 6 8  
3 3 3 0 7  - 2 8 0  6 7  
3 3 3 3  8.663 6 4  
33310.737 56 
3 3 3 1  1.172 63 
33313.763 6 4  
33314.592 5 8  
33315.436 6 5  
33316.657 5 8  
3 3 3 1 8  - 0 9 7  60 
33320.505 57.6 
33320.880 6 2  
33320.915 6 2  
33 3 2 1.44 65  
3 3324.328 6 2  
33324.598 65  
33325.435 64  
33325.943 6 4  
3 3 3 2 7 . 3 1  6 7  
33327.82 6 1  
33328.45 63  

3 3 3 3 0  - 6 3 4  6 3  

6 2  

33334.328 6 4  

I 33335.98 6 7  

































2-FUR ANCAR BOXALDEHYDE 

















21 5-DI HYDROFURAN 































TABLE II.- Continued 
33336.040 66 1 
33336.83 65  ~ 
33337.612 , 6 3  
33340.55 6 1  I 
33342.70 66  
1 33343.521 6 2  1 
33344.210 6 3  
33344.422 63 I 







I 33346.37 66 
33346.853 65 
1 33348.28 6 3  
! 
33349.936i 33350.533 65 64 
i 33351.025 , 63 
I 33351.222 57.0 
33352.515 6 5  
1 33352.884 6 6  
: 33353.323 6 1  
33353.341 6 6  
33353.912 6 7  
33354.735 6 5  
33355.424 64  
33356.083 6 3  
33356.371 6 6  
33357.01  6 4  
33357.249 65 
33358.711 6 4  , 
33360.169 6 1  
33361.639 66 ' 
33362.234 65  ' 
, 








O X �  TANE 




2-FURANCARBOXALDEPY D E  









CHLOROTR I F LUOROME THANE 
C HL DROT R I F LUORO H E T  PANE 
CHLOROTRIFLUORCMETHANE 
CHLOROTRI FLUORCME THANE 
CHLDROTR I FLUOROMETHANE 
CHLOROTRIF LUORCHETHANE 
2 -FUR ANCAR BO XAL OE HYDE 







33366.302 54.8 2 1 5-0 I H YOROFURAN 
33367.35 6 5  2-FURANCARBOXALDEHYDE 
33367.96 6 4  i 2-F URANCAPBCXALOEPYOE 
I 
' 33369.249 6 5  C I S 19 2-0 I C HLCROETHE NE 
33369.73 66 C I S  112-DICHLCROETHENE 
33370.907 56  2 9 5-01 HYDROFliRAN 
33371.345 6 4  ' 2-FURANCARBOXALDEHYOE 
33371.937 64 
33372.38 6 4  
333-'3.962 6 2  
33374.20 64 
33376.509 60 
33377.640 6 8  
3 3 3 8 1  - 8 9  66 
33384.196 53 
33384.201 67 
33384.690 67  
33385.930 56 
33381.47 64 
33307.504 6 2  
33387.661 64 
33388.189 63 
33388 .407  04 
33388.809 66 
33389.24 1 6 1  
33391.816 6 5  
33392.103 64 




33393.763 6 3  
33393.84 60  
33394.566 64 
33395.324 65  
33396.934 66  
33397.428 65 
3 3 3 9 7 . 4 6 5  63 
! 

I 3 3 3 9 7 . 9 0 6  , 6 5  

3339F.596 65 





































































TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
33405.010 62.2 
33405.931 6 7  
3 3 4 0  0.28 8 6 0  
334C8.65 6 3  
33409.34 6 5  
33409.56 6 3  
33410.145 6 6  
3 3 4  14.07 6 4  
33414.10 63  
33414.173 5 8  
33414.405 6 5  
3 3 4  14. 6 6  6 8  
33414.05 6 0  
33417.788 6 4  
33410.634 63  
33419.914 6 1  
33422.108 50.5 
33425.904 56.0 
33420.297 6 6  
33434.732 55.2 
33436.503 6 1  
33436.56 6 0  
33437.531 59.1 
33438.121 55.4 
33430.565 6 1  
33440.107 66 
33440.259 59 
33442.74 6 4  
33444.06 60 
33445.21 6 0  
33446.09 67 
33446.403 6 4  
33451.220 6 4  
33452.13 66 
33456.584 5 9  
33459.142 6 2  
33459.476 55.7 
33462.131 5 0  
33462.606 53.6 
33465.340 6 5  
Name 






2,5-DIHYOROFURAN 3 3 4 7 3  -128 

2.5-DIHYDHOF URAN I 33473.327 













































C I S  1,2-OICHLOROETHENE 

METHY LOX IRANE 

C I S  1.2-DICHLCRCETFENE 






















3 3 4 7 6  -010 
33477.070 
33470.967 












3 3 5 0 0  - 4 4 5  
33500.490 
33509.098 
3 3  53S.760 
3 3 5 1  1.496 














-10 log y 
54.0 
66 
6 5  
66 
6 2  
6 7  




6 0  
62 
6 4  
56.3 
6 2  
67 





6 2  
6 4  




59 - 0  
6 0  
59 
6 6  
6 0  







6 0  






2 I 5-DIHYOROFURAN 
2-PROPANOL 










2 9 5-D IHYDROFURAN 
CH LOR0 E TH E NE 







2 9 5-OIHYOROFURAN 
2-F UR ANC AR 0 0X A LOEHY 0 E 
2.5-DIHYDROFURAN 
THI  ETANE 
~ , ~ - D I H Y D R O F ~ J R A N  
CHLOROOIFLUORCMETHANE 
1.1-OICHLOROETHANE 







T H I  ETANE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
' 	 33541.80 6 6  
33543.37 56 
33545.440 5 8  
33545.97 66 
33546.70 66 
3 3 5 L 6  969 55 
33547.619 64  
33547.987 63  
33540 - 1 4 8  6 4  
33 548 8 67 65 
33549.39 67 
33549.480 56.7 
33549.654 63  
33552. t55  54.9 
33553.20 6 7  




33560.082 6 8  
33562,114 63  
33562.167 5 9  
335.53.115 60.2 
3 3  5 64.07 67 
33564.20 5 7  
3 3 5  67.729 53 
33560.26 67 
3 3 5 6 9  020 6 4  
33569.744 67 
33570.429 65 
33571.46 6 6  




3 3 5 1 0  .887 60 
33501.040 60 






1-C HLO R 0  P R GPA h E 
CHLOROETHENE 








1-F LUORO- 4-ME TH YLBE NZENE 
CHLOROETHENE 
ISCXAZOLE 
2 r 5-01 HYDROFURAN 
1-FLUORO-4-METHYLBENLENE 
















2 1  5-DIHYDROFURAN 
f LUOROBENLEh E 
2 15-0 I HYDR OF URAN 
2-PROPANCNE 




33585.523 63  
33586.786 6 1  
33589.623 66 
33589.913 59 .o 
33591.285 66 
3 3  594.566 56 .O 
33595.767 65  
33 596 .a4 66 
33598.815 62 
33599.249 58 
33599.955 6 2  
3 3  60 1.0 2 0 66 
33601.669 6 5  
33606.561 5 8  
33606.823 58 - 2  
33607.232 6 3  
33608.215 6 2  
33 611.244 68  
33612.721 62  
33614.744 6 4  
33614.927 66 
33615.113 59 
33619.90 6 4  
3362 1.194 66 
3 3 6 2 1  -667  65 
33622.890 65 
33624.524 6 4  
33 625.1 10 6 7  
33625.3 34 59 
33625.84 6 4  






3363 5.378 63  
33636.298 65  
3363 7.427 55 
Name 
l~ l -DICl+LOROETHANE 























2 -PROP EN-1 - 0 L  

o x Y a I  SMETHANE 





F L UOROBENZ E NE 









































P Y  R I  0 I N �  

2- PRO P EN- 1-0L 

2,5-0 I HYDROFURAN 

TABLE II.- Continued 
I 
33630.1 1 6 6  
I 	 33640.535 66 
33640.562 6 4  
33643.999 67 
33641.37 67 
33643.014 6 0  
33643.055 5 9  
33643.09 6 1  
33645.974 50.7 
33647.26 6 0  
33647.714 65 
33651.01  6 0  
33652.420 66 
33654.343 6 3  
3 3 6 5 5  .006 66 
3 3 6 5 6  .o ia  6 3  
33656.529 6 7  
33650.35 5 9  
3 3 6 5  0.679 6 3  
33658.03 60 
33661.45 6 0  
3 3  665. DO4 6 4  
33666.131 60 
33667.072 60.1 
33661.404 6 0  
33660.356 55 
33669.124 6 6  
33669.629 6 3  
33671.75 5 0  
33673.746 6 1  
33674.543 59.9 
33614.71  6 9  
3 3 6 7 6  - 6 4 2  6 2  
33677.226 6 1  
3 3671.70 6 5  
33670,507 6 1  
33670.740 6 1  
33601.060 53.2 
33682.140 6 4  









2 9 5 - D I  HYDROFUR AN 
























C I S  1.2-OICHLOROETHENE 

2 15-C IHY DRCFURAN 





























33606.051 1 66 
33680.069 1 5533609.07 I 6 0  
33609.07 5 0  
33691.663 56.2, 
3 3 6 9  1 0 3  66 
33692.594 59.0 
33693.633 53.4 
33694.0 6 0  
33696.691 52.3 
33699.059 55 
33701.525 6 3  
33706.35 67 
33706.400 65  
33701.033 6 7  
33738.610 64  
337D9.293 65  
33712.1 66  
3 3 7 12.60 6 0  
33713.255 6 2  
33713.457 6 4  
33715.226 55  
33716.043 57.9 
33716.56 65 
3 3 7 16.505 63  
33719.32 65  
33720.047 60.1 
33720.19 6 4  
33721.13 6 5  
33721.5 6 4  
33724.169 65  
33724.213 6 5  
33725.211 56.4 
33726.996 6 4  
33729.41 6 0  
3 3  72 9.5 0 7  65 
33731.76 65  
33 135.053 66 
33737.340 6 4  

















































































TABLE Il.- Continued 
MHz 
' 33140.25 63 
33741.723 57 I 
33744.517 6 4  









33769.1 6 0  
33760.233 6 3  
33762 .oa3 50 
33762.a61 6 2  
3376L.710 56.8 
33774.047 66 




3 3773.747 56.1 
33702.431 6 2  
33716.945 66 
33107 -10 67 
33707 -47 67 
33708.74 67 
33789 .oa 56 
33109 49 51 
33790.502 49.3 
33790.937 6 8  
33790.948 6 5  
33757.575 55.2 







C I S  1v Z - D I C Y L C R O E T b E N E  

2 , 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  





2 , 5 - O I H Y D R O F U R A N  

3 - B U T E N E N I T R I L E  









F O R M I C  A C I D .  METHYL E S T E R  

2 -P R 0PE N- 1-C L 

E T H A N O L  

A C E T A L D E H Y C E  

2 9 5 - D  I H Y D R O F U R A N  

D I C H L O R D D  I F LUORCME THANE 

2.5- D I HY D F CFUR AN 

C I S  112-0 I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C H L O R O B E N L E N E  

I SO XA ZOL E 

2 , 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

I S O X A Z O L E  

Z y 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

2 . 5 - O I H Y D R O F U R A N  

F U R A N  

C I S  1 7 2 - O I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C I S 1 7 2 - D  I C  HLCROE THE NE 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2.5-0 I PYDROF URA N 

2 7 5 - D I H Y  DPOFURAN 

I S O X A Z O L E  





2 9 5 - D  I HY 0 ROFURAN 

O X E T A N E  

r S O X A Z O L E  





2t 5-D I H Y  DFOFURAN 

2- PROP A NO L 






33814.70 6 5  
33819.744 66 
33819.834 67 
33 820.5 a 52 
33820.795 59 
3382 1.14 61 
33821.55 52 
33 822.44 67 
3'822.699 6 1  
33823.45 67 
33822.556 67 
33 824. I. a5 65 














33828.905 6 3  





33031.107 6 1  
33039.255 66 
33840.279 6 3  
33 040.3 55 66 
3304 1.072 6 3  
33041.64 53 
33041.012 5 5 . 6  
33042.660 67 
33842.72 53 
33043.443 6 8  
33 847. a3 55 
33048.739 65 
33055.137 6 0  
33055.700 67 
33856.44 6 0  
I SOXAZOLE 

Zv5-D I I-Y DR UFUR AN 

19 1-D I C H L O R  OE THANE 

E P O X Y B U T A N E  





I SOXA ZOL E 

E T H A N A M I N E  

ETHANAM I N E  













I S O X A Z O L E  





A C E T A L D E H Y D E  





C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  





E T H A N O L  

2 .5 -D IHYOROFURAN 





PROP A N A L  

T E T R A H  YDRGTH I CPHENE 

I S O X A Z O L E  





I S O X A Z O L E  

CHLORO BEN 2 E N �  

P Y R I D  I N �  

T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  

1t 1 - O I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

C I S  1 . 2 - D I t h L C R G E T H E N E  

PROP A N A L  

Q, TABLE II.- Continued
N 
Frequency, 
' 5 1  I SOXAZOLE 33909.606 I 65 3 3 0 5  8 - 5 1  6 5  CHLOROBENZEhE 33909.674 I 67  33050.769 6 4  METHANETHIOL 33915.001 6 7  33059.06 6 4  CHLOROBENZEKE 33916.017 6 4  
33059.112 6 9  THIETANE ' 33910.466 6 5  
33060.7 0 0  59.6 OXETANE 3 3 9 1  0.57 6 7  
33060.07 5 0  I SCXAZOLE 33918.76 67  
33062.114 6 3  METHANAMINE 3 3 9 1  9.200 67  
33062.50 65  CHLOROBENZ E N E  33919.703 6 7  
33063.04 65  CtiLORGBEN Z E  NE 33920.135 59.2 
33063.461 5 2  I SCXAZOLE 33920.695 53.9 
33 064.50 6 4  PROPANAL 33922.27 66  
33866.32 5 3  I SOXAZOLE 33922.77 67  
3 3 0 6 6  - 5 5 5  6 1  FUR AN 33922.70 6 6  
33067.785 50.4 OXETANE 3 3 9 2 3 . 1 7 1  67 
33067.087 5 1  ISCXbZOLE 33923.332 65  
33875.269 52.2 I SOXAZOLE 33923.40 6 6  
33080.136 6 1  THIOPHENE 33924.69 6 4  
33002.402 53.0 I SOXAZOLE 33925.002 65 
33004.106 6 4  2-PROPY N-1-OL 33926.66 6 4  
33006.402 5 3  I SOXAZOLE 33927.15 65 
33007.997 5 2  PYRROLE 33329.477 65  
3.3 0 0 0.3 7 6 7  2-PROPANONE 33929.521 6 0  
33099.14 65  CHLOROBENZ Eh E 33930.973 6 6  
33891.94 6 6  CHLOROBENZENE 3393 2.370 67 
33092.02 55  I SOXAZOLE 33936.026 63 
33093.76 55  I SOX b ZOL E 33930.205 63 
33094.95 5 0  OXYBI SMETHANE 33930.79 63  
33095.43 5 9  295-DIHYDROFURAN 33940.910 57.4 
33096.05 5 7  215-DIHYDRCFURAN 3 3 9 4 2 . 5 2 1  63  
33897.312 6 6  DICHLOROMETHANE 33 94 2.9 0 1 6 4  
3 3  09 0.25 2 6 6  DICHLOROMEThANE 33943.127 62 
33903.024 64 DICHLOROMETPANE 33943.45 5 1  
33904.167 6 3  FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL ESTER 3 3  943.93 6 3  
33904.367 6 7  1,2-DICHLOPOETHANE 33946.930 60.0 
33904.76 66 EPOXY BUT AN� 33947.76 6 2  
33904.911 6 7  D I C  HLOROM E THANE 3 3 5 4  e.3 9 62 
33906.966 6 3  DIMETHYL DISULFIDE 3 3 9 5 3  - 0 7  6 1  
33907.740 6 6  DICHLOROD I FLUOROMETHANE 33955.03 60  
3 3 9 0 7  076 6 3  2-PROP�&-1-CL 4 33950.237 6 1  
-10log y NameMHz Name 




1v 1-0 ICHLCRCETHANE 

1 7  1-OICHLORCETHANE 

















































2-PROPY N-1 - C  L 

2 -PR 0P ANON E 





















TABLE II.- Continued 
33958 .44  8 52.6 
33958.69  6 5  
33959.024 6 3  
3 3 9 6 1  - 8 1 6  6 4  
33961.84 6 9  
33962.086 6 3  
33962 .761  6 6  
33963 .116  6 4  
3 3 s  67.63 56 
33969.651 66 
33975.456 47 
33977.454 67  
33981.007 6 4  
33584 .901  6 2  
33905 .014  6 2  
33987.67 6 5  
33588.553 6 3  
33988 .932  6 1  
3 3 5 8 8  947 67  
3 3 9 8 9  065  6 4  
33991.C8 7 0  
33992.85 6 7  
33994 .16  6 5  
33994.37 67 
33996  -67 66 
33997.417 6 3  
34002.69 57  
34003.457 56.1 
34003.569 6 6  
3 4 0 0 4  - 2 3  6 7  
34006.2  1 6 7  
34010.360 66 
3 4 0  12.37 6 7  
34012.830 6 5  
34013 .31  6 0  
340 13.944 67  
340 1 4  e 0 4  6 3  
34014  - 4 6 3  6 2  
34014.852 66 
34017.652 6 5  
ISOXAZOLE 
' 	 P Y R R O L E  
2 1 5 - D I H Y D R C F U R A N  
T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  
M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  
C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

2 15-0 I HYDR OF URAN 

CHLOROD I FLUOROMETHAN E 

P Y R I D I N E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I O E  

C I S  1.2- D I C  HLOROE THENE 









F O R M A M I D E  

F O R M A M I D E  

N I  TROMETHANE 

1 .  1 - D  I F L U C R C E T H E  NE 
M E T H A N A M I N E  
F O R M A M I D E  

C H L O R O D I  FLUORCME THANE 

C I S  1 1 2 - D  I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C H L O R O D I F  LUCRCMETHANE 

2-FUR ANCARBOXAL D E k Y  D E  

O I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  

N I  TROMETHANE 

MET HANG L 

C I S  1 v Z - D I C H L C R O E T h E N E  

1 , l - 0 I C  BLORO E T H A N E  

C h L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  





O X E T A N E  

1 v 1 - D I C H L O R C E T H A N E  

C H L O R O B E N  ZEN E 

1 9  1 - D  I C H L O R C E T H A N E  

2- PR QPE N- 1- C L  





34018.69  I 
34019.962 
3 4 0 2 1  - 1 5 4  
34021.556 
3 4 3 2  1.7 87 
34022.031 
3 4 0  2 2.5 53 
34022.906 
34023.82 
34024  1 3  
34025.35  
34025 .385  
34026.25 
34027  -89  1 
34029.152 
34030.021 
3403  1.92 
34032 .74  
34034.40 
34035 .8  8 
34037  - 9 1  
34038 .83  
3 4 0 3 9  - 2  
34040 .485  
3 4 0 4 3 , 4 9 6  
34045 .671  
34046  - 0  
3404  9 - 4 4  
34050 .80  
34053.14 
34053.86 
3 4 0 5 5  -5 3 
34056.79 
34058 .936  
34059.018 
34059 .94  , 
34060.148 
3406  1.24 
34061.71 
34063 .70  
6 2  T E T R A P Y D R O T H I C P H E N E  
67  CHLOROBENZENE 
66 2-PROP ANOL 
67 CHLOROBENZENE 
50.0 1 1 1 - O I F L U O R O E T H E N E  
6 9  T Y I  E T A N E  
6 4  D I C H L O R C M E T k A h E  
6 2  P Y R R O L E  
64 C I C H L O R O M E T P A A E  
6 3  D I C H L O R C M E T k A h E  
65 ME THY L O X  I R A N E  
6 4  D I C H L O R O M E T t A N E  
66 M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  
58.0 2 - B U T E N A L  
6 5  A C E T A L D E H Y D E  
65  2 - P R C P A N C h E  
6 3  E T H A N O L  
6 5  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 3  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 4  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 4  2 - B U T E N A L  
63  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 5  E T H A N 0  L 
65  N I T R C M E T H A N E  
53.9 F U R A N  
6 4  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 4  ETHANOL 
6 1  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 6  2-PROPANONE 
6 4  2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E H Y D E  
6 6  2-FUR ANCAR BCXALDEHY DE 
53 2 - B U T E N A L  
5 5  2 - B U T E N A L  
67  2-FURANCARBOXALOEHYDE 
6 1  ME THY L O X  I R A h E  
66 C H L O R O D I F L U O R C H E T H A h E  
6 3  2 - B U T E N A L  
6 3  2 - B U T E N A L  
59 2 - B U T  E N A L  
L 1 
TABLE E.-Continued 





























17 1-DICHLORCE THANE 



















































-10log y Name 
34064.93 60  
34064.969 68 
34067.38 56 
34070.55 63  
34070 e 818 67  
34073.15 58 
34074 4 4  57 
34075 e205 66 
34075.643 58.9 
34076.957 58.9 
34078 1 9  62 
34078 - 4 6 7  50.3 
34079.52 63  
34080.47 6 1  
683408 1 4 1 
34082.36 6 1  
34083.44 67 
34083.786 68  
340 84 .O 2 62 
34084.87 62 
34085.55 62 
34085.625 67  
34088050 66 
34089.383 67  
34089.62 63 
34090 a69 63 
34091.76 64  
34092.54 6 4  
34092.97 64  
34093.40 65  
34094 a045 67  
34095.265 6 1  
34096.59 63  
34097 -74 65 
24103.482 64  
34 104.490 64  
3410 5 082 66 
34105.10 63 
34106.38 67 
3410 8.348 65 
34109.918 65 
34 112.840 54.1 
34 113 7 0 63 
3411%. 011 b-i 
34114.789 62 
34116.114 52.7 
34116.65 61  
34118 e59 67 




34120.864 68' 34122.973 56 
134124.16 58 
34126.61 62 
~ 	 34128.327 63 
3412a.744 66  
34130.54 63  
34130.740 65 
34133.19 6 2  
34133.339 63 
34 133 m74 6 1  
34134.93 I 64 
34136.360 66 
34136.592 62.2 
3413 9 e097 67 
34139.612 69 
34140 e928 64  
34141.09 6 2  
34141.74 62 
34142 e49 6 1  
34142.818 67 




















































































34100.70 63  
34101.85 64  
'14103.16' 65 
TABLE II.- Continued 
, Frequency, -10log yMHz 
' 	34145.01 64  
34145.941 64 
34146.552 6 2  
34 141.722 45.2 
34149.693 60.5 
34152.33 6 4  
34'152.3 8 67  
341: 3.07 65 
34153 e10 67  
3 4 154.3 85 6 4  
34156.1 67  
34156.893 60 
3 4 156.9 8 5 50.9 
3 4  158.073 6 0  
3 4 1 5 8  -31.9 59.5 
3 4 159 e25 65  
34160.15 6 6  
34160.653 6 3  
34161.533 65  
34161.71 6 3  
34163.662 56.9 
3416 5.25 63 
34166.5 1 9  66  
34168.59 7 1  
3 4 169 23  6 8  
3417 0.3 0 66 
34174.802. 64  
' 	 34176.643 64  
34118.567 65  
3 4 1 8 1  - 2 1  65  
34181.639 57 
34182.56 65 
34182.77 5 1  
34183.212 63  
34183.415 49 
34184.77 % 5 8  
34186.828 6 4  
34188.575 6 7  
34189 - 4 1  5 9  
6 2  
Name 
2-BUTENAL 




























FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL E S T E R  














































34239.093 6 4  2-FURANCARBOXALDEHYDE 
34241.325 57.6 OXETANE 
34242.701 65 O X Y  8 ISHETHANE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
I  
34243.233 5h.9 
34243.641 6 4  
34244.577 6 7  
34246.312 58.2 
3 4 2 4 6  - 4 5 3  66  
34247.151 6 4  
34248.205 63  
34253.00 6 3  
34253 a67 65 
3 4 2 5 4  013 6 3  
34254.09 6 5  
34256.69 6 7  
34257.85 6 4  
3 4 2 5  8.19 6 4  
34258.28 6 4  
34258.612 65 
34259.06 6 3  
3 4 2 5 9  0 7 5  65  
34261.761 66  
3 4 2 6 2  93 8 6 4  
34264.1 6 3  
3 4  265.33 5 65  
3 4 2 6  8 a106 58.2 
34271.117 57.1 
34271.97 6 8  
1 34272.36 6 9  
8 34273.453 50.5 
! 34274.56 6 8  
34275.289 57.0 
3 4 2 15.714 59.7 
34277.19 ' 5 8  
34277.908 6 6  
34279.134 ~ 57.1 
34280.891 6 1  
34282.871 52.5 
34283.177 , 6 5  
34284.2 ~ 6 4  
34286.925 6 5  
34287.071 1 6 3  
T H I  IRANE 

























191-D ICHLOR OE THAN E 





















C I S  l r  2-DIGHLOROETHENE 













1 r  1-0 IFLUOPCETHENE 













67I) 	 1 6 4  
34288.131 I 6 2  
34290.287 6 4  
3 4 2 9 2 . 4 3 0 ,  65  
34294.62 65  
34295.45 6 4  
34295.80 65  
34297.434 6 6  
34297.693 6 5  
3429 8 .O 2 5 9  
34 299.306 6 6  
34300.13 6 5  
6 4  
3 4  3 0  2.501 6 0  
3 4 3 0  1 5 9  
34303.096 6 4  
34304.52 65  
3 4 3 0 6  - 7 2 8  66  
34310.338 6 6  
3 4 3 11.275 6 1  
34312.863 6 1  
3 4 3 1 3  - 4 1 5  58  
, 34313.653 55.1 
34314.367 58 
1 )  
, 34316.97 6 8  
3 4 3 1  8.927 6 4  ~ 
, 34321.811 58.2 i 
34322.75 6 5  
I 34322.842 6 3  
34323.506 63 
34323.901 62 






6 5  
66  
6 4  
34327.66 6 6  
' 3 4 3 2 7 . 9 0 1  i 6 4/ I  34328.314 1 6 3  
, 34329.65 , 6 5  
I 34329.734 I 6 6  1 ' 34330.33 , 6 8  






























2-F UR A NC AR �3 tX A LDEHYC E 

















































I 2-PROPYN- 1-OL 
34297.567 j 6 4  , 2-FURANCARBCXALDEI-YO� 
TABLE II.- Continued 
34331 .646  6 6  
34?32.004 59.3 
34336.115 54  
34338.043 6 2  
34338 .170  67  
34340  - 4 4 2  58.3 
34348.776 6 6  
34349 .880  6 8  
34349.971 6 6  
343  50.2 5 9 65  
34351.171 6 7  
3 4 3 5 2 .  E27  6 3  
34352.17 6 0  
34356 .599  6 7  
3 4 3 6 2  35 3 52.4 
3 4 3 7 1  -566  
3 4 3 1 4 .  $55  8: 
34377 .90  67  
34378.68  66 
3 4 3 1 9  - 4 2  66 
34380 .41  67  
34386.24 6 2  
3 4 3 9 1  597 6 4  
3 4 3 9 1  e63  67  
3 4 3 9 2  - 0 0 6  6 1  
34392.578 6 1 ,  
3439 3.567 57. a 
34395.954 62.0 
34391.55 67  
34402.367 56.6 
3 4 4 0 3  .r)7 6 7  
3 4 4 0 3  .a29 53.9 
34404.40 57 
34405.905 52.8 
34407.168 65  
34407.918 60 
34408.347 58.4 
344oa.71 6 1  
34409.447 66 
2-PROPEN- 1 - C L  
' 	 D I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  
D I C H L O R O M E  T H A h E  
D I C H L G R O D  I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  
2 9 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  
E T H A N O L  
C H L D R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  
F O R M I C  A C I D 9  C E T H Y L  E S T E R  
C H L O R O D I F  LUOROMETHANE 
D I C H L O R O M E T F A N E  
OXY 8 I SMET HAN E 
D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

CHLOROO I F L U D R C M E T H A N E  

O X Y 8 1  S M E T H A h E  

I S O X A Z O L E  





1 , l - D I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

1 , l - C I C H L O F C E T Y A N E  





H E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

C HLOROE THE NE 

1 - P R O P A N O L  

2 - P R O P E N - 1 - C L  

2 - P R O P A N J N E  

SULFUR D I O X I D E  





C H L O R O E T h  EN E 

PROP A N A L  

O X E T A N E  





: E T H A N E T H I O L  
M E T H Y L O X I  R A K E  
OX I R  ANE 
D I C H L O R O H E T H A N E  
M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  
34410 .709  52.8 
34410 .a3  6 4  
3 4 4 1  2.1 92 60  
34412.44  6 6  
34412 .586  6 3  
' 	3 4 4 1 5  - 5 1 3  67 
3 4 4 1  5.92 67 
34416.107 59  
3441  6.2 8 66 
34417 .493  58.1 
34417 .760  6 6  
3441  7.835 5 9  
34420 .058  66 
3 4 4 2 0  - 2 0 7  6 6  
34420.766 66 
34423.5 15  7 2  
34425 .15  6 7  
3 4 4 2 6  e 3  14 6 1  
34426 .523  6 5  
34430.3 a6 57.5 
34430 .9  39 6 5  
34433.38  6 4  
34436 .152  59 
3 4 4 3  a.  605 66 
3443  8.994 6 1  
34440 .266  65  
34440.6 11 6 4  
34440.86 6 4  
I 	 3 4 4 4 i . a i  6 6  
34443.513 51.4 
34444.456 6 7  
34446 .083  66 
34446.372 61  
34450.435 57.6 
3 4 4 5 3  .a84 66 
34451 .232  6 7  
3 4 4 5  E .  787 65  
34460.647 6 4  
3446  1.2 a i  59.2 
6 2  








CHLORO E T H E N E  

2 - C H L O R O P K O P A h E  

2 - C H L D R O P R O P A h E  

CYLOROETHE N E  

1 - C H L O R O P R O P A h E  

M E T H Y L  T H I  I R A h E  









F U R A N  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T h A N E  

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  

C H L O R O E T H E N E  

F O R M I C  A C I D .  C E T H Y L  E S T E R  

C H L O R O E T H E N E  

2 (3H 1 - 0  I k Y  DROFURANONE 

C H L O R O O I F L U O R C H E T H A h E  

C H L O H D E T h E N E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E H Y D E  

2-PROPYN-1  -C L 





D I M E T H Y L  D IS U L F I D E  

C HLOROD I F L U O R  CHE T H A N  E 

1 r l - D I F L U O R C E T H E k E  

E T H A N E T H I O L  

E P O X Y B L T A N E  

C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C H L O R O E T H E N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O H E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  C E T H Y L  E S T E R  

CHLOROE THE N E  

O X E T A N E  





W TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y NameMHz 
34462.35 7 2  SULFUR D I O X I D E  34521.66 
34464.5 06 6 4  2.5-OIHY DROFURAN 3 4 5  2 3.007 
34465.52 66 l t 1 - 0 I C H L O R  C E  THANE 34523.53 
34467.32 67 2-CHL CROP P OP AN E 34524.167 
34467.4 01 6 4  2-PROPANOL ,~ 34527.332 
34460.23 67 2-CHLOROPRCPAhE ' 34527.380 
34469.995 6 5  1-1-OICHLOPOETHANE 34527.390 
34410.05 6 6  C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETHENE 3 4 5 2 7  - 0 6 9  
34470.393 6 1  C I  S 1 9 2 - 0  ICHLOROETHENE 345 3 0  2 0  3 
34470.858 62 2-CHLOROPROPAhE 3 4 5 3 5  - 6 4 6  
34470.983 6 6  C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETHENE 34537.461 
34474.997 6 4  OXETANE 3 4 5 3  9.339 
34476.392 6 5  FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL ESTER 34540.61 1 
34470.6 8 6 7  >- P R OPANO N E 34541.525 
3 4 4 7 9  -399 56.6 FLUOROETHENE 34541.550 
34479.963 6 2  CHLOROO I F LUORCMETHANE 3 4  5 4  5.344 
34401.044 6 4  2- PRO PE N-1 -e L 34546.34 
3 4 4 8 1  .a41 6 2  CHLOROOIFLUORCMETFANE 34547.957 
34407.1 C 8 50.6 2-BUTENAL 3 4 5 4 0  087 
34408.167 64  METHANETHIOL 34549.59 
34400.6 5 0  66 2-BUTENAL 3 4 5 5 0  -137 
3 4 4 0  0.705 60 CIS 1.2-OICHLOROETHENE 34550.037 
34490.184 6 3  2-PROPANOL 34552.570 
3 4 4 9 4  .120 66 2-PROPANOL 34553.768 
34490.2 6 0  66 METHYLOXI RAN� 34553.04  
34500.011 63 2-8 UTENAL 34555.165 
34501.560 6 8  OICHLOROOIFLUORCMETHANE 34 5 55.2 19 
34501.799 6 5  2-GUTENAL 34556.320 
34504.779 6 1  THIETANE 34551.607 
34505.384 66 EPOXYBUTANE 3 4 5 5 7  -99 6 
34505.04 67 1.1-DICHLOROETHANE 34562.47 
34506.736 6 5  3-BUTENENITRILE 34567.120 
34509.335 6 6  C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 34567.191 
34510.474 6 1  1.1-01 FLUOPCETHENE 3 4 5 6 7  -779 
3 4 5 1 7  e732 6 4  2.5-OIHYDROFURAN 34560.094 
34519.096 6 5  C I S  ls2-DICHLOROETHENE 34571.12 
34 5 20.61 7 0  TR IC HLOROF LUORC CETHANE 3 4 5 7 3  - 0 2 4  
34520.65 6 2  2-PROP ANONE 34573.239 
34521.152 7 0  TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE 34 574.6 07 
34521.426 6 6  2-PROPEN-1-OL 4 34575.599 
-10 log y 
72 
64  
6 3  
6 4  
58.6 
4 5  
6 4  




5 5  - 6  




6 4  
6 4  
56.7 









6 1  
6 1  
66 
6 3  









6 4  
70 
60.2 
6 4  
50.5 
Name 
T R  ICHLOROF LUOROMETHANE 

FORMIC ACID, PETHYL ESTER 













SULFUR DIOX I C E  

























2 t 5-0 I HY DR OF UR AN 









































3 4  5 16 05 3 
34518.818 













34604 - 9 2 3  
















3 4 6 2 1  - 9 7  
34622.1C8 
34622.403 
3 4 6 2 3  - 5 2 4  60.1 
34623,536 6 4  
34623.76 67 
34623.714 6 3  

















6 4  
6 4  
67 

6 4  
64  
6 1  
69  
6 5  
6 1  
67 

6 3  






6 4  
56 
59 




6 2  
67  
6 4  
64 

6 2  
60 
' 34689.250 63 
34692.391 60.3 


















D I CHLORCMETHAhE 



































0 XE TAN� 





























TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
34716.55 65  
34717.404 6 1  
3 4 7  17.43 66  
3 4 7  10.517 59.3 
347 ia .60  6 7  
3 4 7 2 1  .805 6 8  
34723.516 63  
34723.74 6 6  
3 4 124.323 52.6 
3 4 7  24.73 1 6 4  
34724.042 6 2  
34726.  a96 65  
3 4  7 27.7 5 3 6 5  
34730.397 6 7  
34731.111 6 3  
34731.336 65  
34733.00 5 9  
34735.57 5 4  
34736.790 6 5  
3 4 7 4 1  1 8 0  6 3  
34742.504 6 5  
34742.796 6 7  
34744.99 59  
3 4 7 5 0  - 2 6 5  67  
3 4 152 - 9 0 1  6 7  
3 4 7  57.657 6 4  
34762.435 6 5  
34762.019 5 9  
34763.705 6 7  
34765.974 6 6  
34760.961 5 3  
34771.220 6 5  
' 	 34172.096 5 9  
34774.008 66  
34775.650 6 6  
34777.611 6 6  
34770.002 6 6  
34701.09 6 6  
34702.124 60.1 

































2- PROPE NA L 



































C I S  1.2-0 ICHLOROETHENE 

FORMIC A C I O t  PETHYL E S T E R  











Frequency , -10log yMHz 
3410 3.51 66  
3 4 7 0 6  2 2 7  66 
34700.204 65 
34790.530 6 1  
34793.140 6 4  
34793.925 66  
34796.685 66  
3 4  002 Ob9 63 
34002.20 66  
34004.20 6 0  
34004.601 6 8  
3 4 0 0  5.34 68  
34007.14 60  
34010.713 6 7  
34010.750 6 4  
3 4 8  10 .940 6 3  
34811.015 66  
3 4 0 1  5.77 60  
34e15.950 65 
34016.55 6 7  
340 17.8 09 6 3  
3 4 0 1  0.654 65 
34820.039 6 0  
34020.0 64  
34021.070 6 4  
34022.35 0 6 2  
34824.039 53.0 
34025.731 63  
3 4 0 3 1  - 0 3 0  6 6  
3 4  03 1.677 6 2  
34032.559 6 2  
3 4  034.3 03 6 1  
3 4  034.72 6 4  
3 4 0 3 4  945 6 3  
3 4 0 3 5  -030 64 
34036.13 65  
34039.771 6 7  
3 4 0 4  3 -0 6 4  
34046.643 65  
34046.694 53.1 
Name 
C I S  1.2-OICHLOROETHENE 

0 ICHLORCDIF LUCROMETHANE 

2 9 5-01 HYDROFURAN 













METHY L SULF I D �  

METHYL SULF I D �  



























2-PROP AN0 L 

2-PROP EN-1 -C 1 

PROPANENITR I L E  

C I S  ZIZ-DICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  l r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 























TABLE II.- Continued 
34041 -966 6 4  





34063 a103 67 

34864.250 6 2  

34065.192 66 
34065 03 6 0  
34065.91 63 
34066 2 0 4  66 
34066.250 66 
34066.560 6 0  
34066.67 62 
34066 00 61 
34010.112 59 
34073.339 65 








34001.922 6 4  





















34851.072 6 5  











34912.41 6 0  
34912.941 65 
34913 -91 65 
1 r  1 - D I C H L O R O E T H A N E  34916.71 
' 	 1 9 1 - D I C H L O F O E T H A N E  34911 -207 
2 9 5-0 I H Y D R C F  URAN ! 34911.376 
CHLOROET H A N  E 34910.713 
P Y R R O L E  34919.22 
F O R M I C  A C I C t  P E T H Y L  E S T E R  34919 -053 
0 I CHLOROM E T  hANE 

2-CH LOR OP R C PANE 

E P O X Y B U T A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T h A h E  





D I C H L O R C M E T H A N E  

O X E T A N E  





A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

2-PROP E N A L  

E T H A N O L  

1 9 1 - D I F L U O R O E T H E N E  

2 -FUR ANC ARB C X A L C E  HYDE 

O X I R A N E  

2 - P R D P E N A L  





O X E T A N E  
ISOXAZOL E 
D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  
PI E T H A N A H  1N E  
PROP ANEN I T R  IL E  
1 9 2-0 I C H L C R D E T k  AN E 

1 ~ 1 - D I F L U O R O E T H E N E  

T H I I R A N E  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 

2 r 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R O H E T H A N E  

' 	 C H L O R O D I F L U C R C H E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  

E T H A N A H I N E  











































34951 - 0 0 0  













3496 6 - 0  14 
34967.42 1 
34967 -660  








6 1  





















































6 0  
59.3 





6 5  

6 0  
66 

C I S  1 r 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C I S  lr 2 - D I C H L C R O E T H E h E  

OX E T  ANE 

PROP AN A L 

O X I R A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

2-0 XO-PRQPA NA L 

D I C H L O R O M E T  HANE 

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
34969.73 6 9  
3 4 9 7 0  -00 5 7  
34970.516 6 5  
34970.548 6 7  
34970.61 5 5 4  
34971.200 6 6  
34971.637 56.6 
34972.293 6 5  
34973.707 65  
34976.460 6 1  
34979.605 5 9  
34982.002 65  
34982.295 59.9 
34984.880 6 3  
34985.314 52.8 
3 4 9  e 5.36 6 6  
34993.95 5 9  
34996.629 6 7  
34997.671 6 6  
34999.694 62 
35002.864 5 1  
35004.33 6 6  
3 5  004.699 6 4  
35006.07 6 4  
35006.856 6 2  
3 5 0 0 7  -015 6 8  
3 5 0  10 4 4 7  6 4  
35015 .OO 65  
35016.520 6 2  
35018.387 6 7  
35019.004 60.4 
35019.577 6 8  
35020.122 6 7  
35021,378 6 5  
35021,606 6 8  
35022.73 5 7  
35024.286 6 5  
35020.69 6 7  
35031.057 6 6  












































3-BUTENENI T R I  LE 



































C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 

Frequency, -10log yMHz 
35034.978 6 7  
3 5 0 3  8.77 6 9  
35041.135 6 6  
35041.143 6 7  
35053.399 6 8  
35055.625 6 8  
35058.144 58.3 
35061.468 6 7  
35064.51  6 4  
3 5 0 6  5.15 65  
35066.479 6 5  
35066.894 6 3  
35061.3 8 4  65  
35067.63 6 4  
35073.098 6 1  
35075.923 65  
35070.37 5 9  
35076.748 6 4  
35076.960 5 8  
35077.55 5 9  
35078.64 6 2  
35079.662 6 1  
35000.50 6 2  
35080.96 6 6  
35081.03 6 6  
35081.368 6 7  
35083.82 58 
35084.269 64  
35084.41 6 8  
35084.515 5 1  
35085.01 68  
3 5 0 8  5.349 55.1 
35090.350 57.2 
35091.94 67 
35091.983 6 2  
35093.021 5 7  
35093.309 6 2  
35093.846 6 4  
35093.050 63  
































1 9  1 - D I  CHLOROETHANE 

CIS 1 r 2 - D I  CHLCROETHEhE 

TE TR AHYDROF UR AN 

C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 

C I S  lr2-OICHLCROETHENE 

C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  1r2-OICHLCROETHENE 






































TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
' 35095.115 '  6 4  
35095 .878 67  ' 
350S7.080 66  
3 5 100 .O 90 6 7  
35100.416 65  
35102.69 6 7  
35103 - 3 5  6 7  
35108.165 6 8  
35 108.292 65  
35109 - 4 9 8  6 3  
35109.563 , 6 8  
3 5 111.249 66  
35 112.769 66  
35 113 1 9 5  65  
35113.370 6 6  
35113.488 66  
35117.274 66  
35  120.83 1 66 
35121.501 6 3  
35121.696 66 
35122.663 66  
35125.26 6 7  
35126.658 6 7  
35 126.754 63  
35128.305 63  
35 129.11 6 4  
3 5 1 2 9  - 1 4  6 5  
35132.130. 67  
35132.719 65  
35133.830 6 4  
35134.307 50.2 
3 5 134.5 62 65  
35135.032 66  
35135.130 6 4  
35135.229 6 8  
35135.510 5 9  
35138.420 6 4  
35138.78 6 0  
35139.85 6 2  
35140.837 66  
Name 
C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 































E P C X Y  BUTANE 

CHLOROO I F  LUORCMETHAkE 























PP 0 P ANAL 






















3514 2 - 2 2 5  67  
35143 e860 62 
35 144.158 6 7  
35145.586 52.4 
35147 - 7 2 5  65 
3 5 1 4  8.302 5 1  
35149.124 6 1  
35153.673 6 4  
35153.042 66  
3 5 1 5 4  6 1 5  66  
35155.886 6 6  
35158.291 6 6  
35159.38 66 
35159.652 66  
35159.967 67  
35161.395 66 
35161.56 6 6  
35163.350 6 7  
35164.70 6 6  
35165.466 63  
35165.598 65 
35166.82 6 3  
3 5 1 6 7  -526 63  
35169.5 55 66  
35171.047 6 2  
35171.143 6 6  
35171.420 65 
35172.55 68  
35174.945 66 
3 5  17 5 1 0 6  62 
35175.539 59.2 
35  177-5 8 4  53.8 
35178.845 63  
35181.396 6 7  
3 5 182.679 4 5  
35182.680 6 4  
35183.242 4 7  
3 5 1 8 3  - 4 8  63 
3 5 1 9 3  0 3 6  60.1 













































































C I S  1,2-OICHLCROETHEhE 





TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
35196.7 1 5  
35200.000 
3 5  2 0 4  710 
3 5 2 0 5  1 3 7  
3 7  206.5 3 7  
35207.610 
35207.900 

































6 6  
6 7  
6 5  
65  
6 3  
6 2  
65  
51.9 
6 7  
6 0  
64 
6 3  
64  
6 3  
65  
5 4  
6 6  
6 6  
6 3  
6 6  
6 5  
6 5  
6 7  
5 9  
52.5 
6 4  
6 5  
6 2  
6 7  
6 3  
6 2  
6 0  
6 7  
50.4 
59.7 
5 0  
5 2  
6 6  
6 2  






























ls l -DIFLUORCETHENE 























OXY 0 I SHET HAN E 



























Frequency, -10log yMHz 
35252.076 6 0  
35254.024 63  
35254.573 6 0  
35255.76 60 
35256.093 6 4  
3 5 2 5  0.4 1 9  6 6  
3525e.719 6 5  
35265.463 6 4  
35267.119 6 6  
3 5 2 6 7  - 0 2 0  6 3  
3 5 2 6  0.923 6 5  
35270.050 5 4  
35272.312 6 1  
35274.006 6 4  
35275.10 6 7  
35277.969 6 2  
35279.205 65  . 
3 5 2 7 9  - 3  6 6  6 2  
35200.426 6 1  
35201.467 6 2  
35203.307 59.7 
35205.102 6 5  
35205.35 6 0  
35205.55 6 7  
35207.09 6 3  
35200,643 6 6  
35290.939 6 5  
35290.943 6 6  
35291.265 6 2  
3 5 2 9 3  - 4 5  6 0  
35293.751 6 5  
35295.51 6 4  
35295,693 6 5  
352q7.359 55.1 
3 5 2 9 7  - 0  7 0  6 2  
35290,504 6 0  
35299.796 6 5  
35300.561 60.2 
35300.919 54.4 












F LUORO@ EN ZEN� 

















C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 





C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 

C I S  1 9  2-DICHLOROETHENE 











































TABLE 11.- Continued 
I 
35301.95 6 2  
35303.090 64 
35 3 0 4  4 2 67 
3 5  304 - 4 1  67 
35 306 072 59.7 
353C7.361 65  
35300.140 66 
35 309.190 67 
3 5 3 10.959 6 4  
35321.40 6 3  
35322 e549 6 3  
35324.966 50.4 
35329 -041 64 
35330 - 0 5 0  52.6 
35334.623 6 3  
35335.496 6 0  
35337.938 59.0 
35330.151 63 
, 	 35330.302 5 0  
35330.953 6 5  
35340.16 6 7  
35342 03 67 
' 35344.690 6 4  
353 4 4.7 97 61 
35345.600 66 
35345.707 63  
35346.366 6 5  
35346. e0 60 
35340.406 59.7 
35349 4 '32 6 6  
3 5 3 5 1- 4 3 2  52.7 
35355.193 6 1  
35355.760 6 0  
35356. 623 6 7  
3 5 3 57 103 57.2 
i 
35361.025 66  
35363.751 63 

































C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 

OX I RANE 















































35360.040 ' 66  
35369.77 6 3  
35370.43 6 1  
3 5 3 1 1-11 6 3  
3 5 3 7 3  -500 66 
35373.754 57.6 
3 5 3 16.41 0 53.0 
35377.00 6 6  
35377.93 6 4  
3537 0 -256 66 
35370.05 66 
35379,395 65  
3537 9.0 9 3  6 2  
35 3 0  1.209 65 
35301.90 66  
35303.494 63 
35303.7 27 63  
35304.153 5 7  
35385.10 66 
35305.42 7 63  
35305.504 63  
35306.162 60.4 
35 306 - 3  5 60  
35300.157 6 5  
35309.600 6 0  
3 5 3 9 1-14 67 
35392.206 6 6  
35392.9 6 4  
35393.390 6 2  
35395.763 6 1  
35396.40 66 
35390.540 6 2  
3 5 3 9 9  - 5 0 2  64 
3 5 4 0 0  1 2  66 
3 5 4 0 1  - 1 2  6 8  
3540 1.6 5 6 7  
35401.792 63  
35402.492 62 
3 5 4 0 3  -13 59 





C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 



























































, 	 OXYBI SMETHANE 















TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
35406.767 6 1  
35406.772 6 5  
3 5 4 0 6  8 2 6 1  
3 5 4 0 7  31 6 3  
3 5 4 0  8.225 6 6  
3 5 4 0 9  - 1 0 4  5 9  
35410.736 58.6 
3 5 4  18.062 51.4 
35418.661 60.5 
35419.432 6 1  
35423.094 6 6  
35425.084 6 6  
35427.386 6 4  
35429.891 6 5  
3 5 4 2 9  -905 63 
35431.077 61  
35431.20 6 8  
35432.363 6 6  
35434.62 6 8  
35437.398 60.5 
35440.803 6 1  
3 5 4 4 1  8 0 6 8  
35441.861 6 7  
3 5 4 4 3  .aa 6 9  
35445.122 6 7  
35445.401 6 2  
35445.835 53.0 
35446.777 58 
35447.177 6 3  
35451.273 6 6  
35452.059 6 3  
35452.293 6 6  
35453.101 61  
35456.007 ' 6 3  
35456.524 59.7 
35458.307 6 2  
35462.709 61 
35462.709 6 1  
35465.923 6 5  




















D I CHLOROMETHAKE 















2- PROPEN-1 -0L 























0 ICHLOROM ETHAh E 





METHYLOX IR ANE 

C I S  1.2-OICHLOROETHENE 

0X ET AN� 















3 5 4 6  9.2 94 5 8  
3 5 4 7 1  5 7  6 5  
35473.70 6 7  
3 5 4 7  4.3 2 6 7  
35474.8 8 9  6 2  
35475.11 6 7  
3 5 4 7 6  0 88 65  
35477.618 55.5 
3 5 4 7  8 5 6 65  
35479.23 6 7  
35479.275 6 2  
35480.20 66  
35480.321 6 2  
35480.44 6 6  
35484.555 65 
35489.27 6 2  
35490.40 6 2  
35491.783 6 6  
35493.144 67  
3 5 4 9 3  - 6 6 2  58 
35493.76 6 6  
35494.481 65  
35495.393 6 3  
3549 5 - 911 6 4  
3 5 4 9  6 e 4 1  6 6  
35501.668 5 7  
3 5 5 0  2.162 6 1  
35504.207 5 2  
3 5 5 0 5  - 3 4 6  65  
3 5 5 0  9 e 3  3 7  6 1  
35  510.902 6 8  
35511.647 6 7  
35512.258 6 2  
35514.274 6 7  
3 5 5 15.265 52 
3 5 5 15.446 6 7  
35516.39 5 7  
35517.71 6 7  
3 5 5 1 7  - 8 3 3  59.6 








































O X �  TAN E 

C I S  112-DICHLOROETHENE 

C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 













1-CHL 0RO PR 0PANE 









l r  1-DICHLOROETHANE 

TH I IRANE 











TABLE II.- Continued 
I Frequency, ' -10 log y ' Name 
i MHz 
I 35529.218 6 2  
, 35532.476 61  
35533.141 67 
I 35533.463 66 
' 35534.773 6 3  
I , 	 35534.804 57.2 




35539.75 ' 6 8  
35541 -35 6 8  
35543.24 59 
35543.993 6 6  
35546.614 67 
35547 150 65 









35552.123 6 1  
35552.2 5 2  65 
3555z.aa4 5a.a 
35556.169 6 2  
35557.a6i 64 

, 35557.872 67 
i 3555e.07 6 9  
3 5 5 5 a .46 1' 
35569.870 67 

35570.16 6 4  





~ A C E T A L D E H Y D E! C H L O R C B E N Z E N E  
F L U O R O B E N Z E N E  
' 1 - P R O P A N O L' C I S  1 ~ 2 - O I C H L C R O E T H E N E  
, M E T H Y L O X I R A N E  
I 	C I S  1 7 2 - O I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

M E T H Y L O X I  RANE 

CIS 1 9 2 - D  I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

2 - P R O P E N A L  

, 2 -PROPEN-1-CL  

, 1 - P R O P A N O L  

' ME T H A N E T H I  C L  

' F O R M I C  A C I O t  METHYL E S T E R  

~ F L U O R O B E N Z E h E  

M E T H A N E T H I O L  
' 	O X E T A N E  
N I  T R C M E T h A N E  
l r l - D I C H L O R C E T H A N E  
I S C X A Z O L E  
T H I O P H E N E  
2- PROP ANONE 
O X E T A N E  
2 -PROPANOL 
F L U O R O B E N Z E N E  
C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E T H A N E  
1 9 1 - D I F L U O R C E T H E N E  
ACE T A L D E H Y O E  




35576 .a42 66 




355a 2.5 46 59.3 
35582.68 67 

35584.904 6 4  
, 355a5.021 57 
I 35585.042 56.9 
35586.16 5 a  
; 35586.669 6 4  
1 ,  355~6.833 66 
I /  35589.99 65 
' 35590 -245 6 4  
) I  35590.47 65
' 	 35591.72 8 6 4  























35 606.426 53.0 
35608 -009 56.5 
35608. 8B8 56.7 
35609.a25 6 8  
Name 
0 XY B I SMETHANE 





2 - P R O P E N A L  

O I C H L O R O M E T h A N E  

2-PROP E N A L  

I S O X A Z O L E  

O X E T A N E  

O X E T A N E  





M E T H A N A M I N E  

O X E T A N E  

O X Y B I  SMETHANE 

0X E T A N E  

T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  

' 2 - P R O P E N A L 
' 
 2-M E T H Y  L F  UR A N  

C I S  1 9 Z - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

2 - M E T H Y L F U R A N  

2 - P R O P E N A L  





O X Y 8  I S M E T H A N E  

O X Y B I  SMETHANE 

O X Y B I  SMETHANE 

' 	 2-PROP E N A L  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A h E  

CARBON O X I D E  S U L F I D E  

2 - P R O P E N A L  

' 2 t 5-0I HY DROFUR AN 

' O I C H L O R O H E T H A h E  

, 2 - P R O P E N A L  

E T H A N E T H I O L  

T H I E T A N E  

OX E T A N E  

2 - P R O P E N A L  

M E T H Y L  T H I  I R A N E  

O X E T A N E  

C I S  1 1 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

TABLE II.- Continued 
~ ~~ ~ 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
35611.025 65  
35611.667 6 1  
3 5 6 1 2  - 0 6 4  6 3  
35612.341 5 9  
35614.5 09 50.5 
3 5 6 1 5  0 2 1  66  
35615.200 5 1  
35615.903 6 0  
35611.24 6 4  
35617.211 6 1  
3 5 6 10.070 6 7  
35621.100 6 4  
3 5 6 2 3  - 0 3 0  6 0  
35624.40 6 1  
35625.43 6 5  
35625.609 59.0 
3 5 t  26.15 6 1  
35627.223 5 0  
35620.751 5 4  
35620.113 59.9 
35  621.261 6 0  
3 5 6 3 2  6 0 0  65  
35633.530 5 9  
35634.03 6 6  
35636.151 5 3  
35637.111 6 5  
35631.300 60.5 
3 5 6 3 1 .a55 6 6  
35630,100 60. 5 
35639.346 6 2  
35639.591 6 2  
35644.421 57.9 
35644.574 6 3  
35645.168 6 2  
35645.381 6 7  
35645.463 63 
35646.676 6 7  
35646.07 6 0  
3 5  641.20 9 6 3  
35647.09' 6 0  
Name 
OXY 0 I SMET HANE 

E PO X Y B  UTP.NE 



























C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 

1r 1-0 ICHLORCETHANE 



































1 T 2-OICHLOPC ETH AN E 









3 5 6 5 1  - 2 0I35652.740 
, Z5653.46 
3 5 6 5 5  - 4 0 9  
35656.254 
3 5 6 6 0  .e5 8 















3 5 6 7  5.8 
35  676.2 20 
35616.11 
35677.54 
3 5 6 7  0.10 
35604.35 
35686.675 
3 5 6 0 0  04 
35600.244 
35690.361 





ETHYLENE GLYCOL CYCLIC SULFITE 35100.142 
METHYLOXIRANE ' 35100.761 
6 4  
63  
6 3  
6 4  
6 6  
54.9 
6 1  
6 6  
6 3  




6 1  
6 2  
6 2  
6 5  
65 
6 0  
6 1  
54 - 6  
6 5  
55  .o 
6 4  
6 5  
6 0  
6 6  
6 0  
6 7  





6 1  
64 
6 0  





C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 

C IS 1r 2-D I CHLOROET HENE 

C I S  lr2-OICHLOROETHENE 



















C I S  lr2-CICHLCROETHENE 

FORMAM I O �  





















T ETR AHYCRO F UR AN 































TABLE II.- Continued 
35701.162 56 

35703.970 6 7  

















357 17.09 6 4  





35720 -327 55 









357260432 6 2  











35731 107 6 3  

35732.03 6 9  
35732.921 58.0 
35733.051 6 2  
35733.18 66 
35733.742 57.0 












35145.042 6 1  

35740 -370 6 6  








2 - P R O P E N A L  

F LUOROBE N Z  E N E 

C I S  1, 2-0 I C H L O R O E  THENE 





2-PROPYN- 1 - C L  

2 - P R O P E N A L  

O X E T A N E  

E P O X Y B U T A N E  

C I S  1, 2-0 I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

E T H Y L E N E  G L Y C O L  C Y C L I C  S U L F I T E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  

2-PROP E NA L 

OX E T  AN� 

C I S  1 r 2 - D I C H L O R O E M E N E  

P R O P A N E N I T R I L E  

2 ( 3 H ) - D I H Y O R O F U R A N O N E  

2-PROPY N-1-C L 

2-PROPYN- 1 - O L  

2-PROPEN A L  

O X E T A N E  

2-PROPYN- 1 - O L  





T E T R A H Y D R O T H I C P H E N E  

A C E T C N  I T  R IL E  

2 r 5 - 0 I H Y D R O F U R A N  

1 9 1 - O I C H L O P C E T H A N E  

A C E T O N I T R I L E  

OX E T A N E  

C I S  1 9 2 - O I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

M E T H A N O L  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

P R O P A N E N I T R  I L E  

35751.31 6 9  










35157.6 02 6 0  
35758.191 66 
35760.00 6 0  
35 760.01 7 66 














35773.190 6 4  





35775.417 6 4  

35 776.5 5 50 









35980.94 6 0  

35781.10 6 5  









35782.61 0 57.1 





~1 	 35785.76 65 




METHY L O X  If? A N �  
ME T H Y L O X I  R A N �  





F O R M I C  A C I D ,  METHYL E S T E R  





2,5 -D I HY OROFU RAN 





2- PROP E N A L  









1 , l - O I F L U O R O E T H E N E  

1 , Z - D I C H L O R C E T H A N E  

1 9 1 - D I C H L O R O E T H A N E  





P Y R R O L E  

PROPANEN I T R  I L E  





2- PROP E NA L  

C I S  1 .2 -D ICHLOROETHENE 





3 - B U T E N E N I T R I C E  

2 - P R O P E N A L  

F O R M I C  A C I D p  P E T H Y L  E S T E R  

3 - B U T E N E N I T R I L E  





E T H A N E T H I  O L  

2 - P R O P Y N - 1 - C L  

E P O X Y B U T A N E  

2-PROPY N-1 -C L 

2-PROP YN- 1-C L 





0 TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y Name Frequency,MHz MHz 
35790.952 5 9  2-PROPENAL 35834.53 
3 5 7 9 2  .18 5 6  PROPANEN I TR I L E 35834.574 
35792.704 6 5  2-PROPY N-1-CL 35835.494 
35793.417 6 5  1.1-OIFLUORCETHENE 3 5  837.341 
35796.406 5 0  OXETANE 3 5  839.649 
3 5 7 9 6  5 1 5 9  OX I RANE 35 040.210 
35000.46 6 6  1.1-OICHLORCETHANE 3 5  840.31 
35801.639 6 6  2-PROPEN-1-GL 35840.422 
35803.387 6 5  TETR AHYDR OTH I OPH ENE 35841.126 
3 5  804.062 6 1  2-PROPY N-1-CL 35841.74 
35805.506 5 7  OXETANE 35043.165 
35805.523 6 1  C H LOROBENZ Eh E. 3 5 0 4 3  -207 
35806.36 6 3  PROPANEN I TR I L E  35843.57 
35806,052 6 1  2-PROPYN-1-CL 35043.60 
35008.223 6 1  OXETANE 35044.200 
35808.896 6 7  FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 3 5  044.62 
35809.76 63 1rl-DICHLORCETHANE 35845.428 
35810.73 6 1  . l r  1-OICHLOROETHANE 3 5 845.6 8 b 
35810.037 60  2-PROPENAL 35846.296 
35811.652 6 0  OXETANE 35846.510 
3 5 8 1 1  e 7 1  6 3  1,1-0 I C  HL OR OE THANE 35046.805 
35012.161 6 6  , 2-PROPEN-1-OL 35846.993 
35813.94 5 0  PROPANENI TRILE 3 5 04 8.5 2 3  
35814.87 5 6  PROPANENITRILE 3 5  849.64 
3 5 8  15.924 6 6  19 1-0 I C  HLOROE THANE 35849.072 
35817.63 6 4  TETRAHYOROTHIOPHENE 3 5 8 4 9  -964 
3 5 8 18 - 3 0 4  6 3  3-BUTENENITRILE 3 5  0 5 0  914 
35818.975 6 5  C I S  lv2-DICHLCROETHENE 35854.55 
3 5 0 2 0  2 9 2  55  OXETANE 35854.92 
35822.304 6 6  2-PROPYN-1-CL 35855.889 
35  824.197 6 6  OXY B I SHET HANE 3 5  855.93 
3 5 8 2 6  .855 6 5  2-PROPYN- 1-OL 35856.571 
35827.729 6 3  CIS l r2-DICHLOROETHENE 35857.389 
3 5  827.75 6 4  2-PROPENE NI T R I  LE 35057.420 
35829.134 6 3  PYRIDINE 35859.305 
35829.159 6 2  C I S  lr2-OICHLOROETHENE 35859.38 

35829.91 5 6 8  ACETALDEHYDE 3 5 8 6 0  - 2 0  8 

35830.610 6 4  C I S  192-OICHLOROETHENE 

3 5  8 3 1  77 6 1  PROPANENITRILE 35 06 1.914 

3 5  8 3 2  0411 6 2  C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE ’ 35862.54 

3 5 8 6  1 5 3  
-10log y 
6 0  
6 2  
62.4 
6 7  
6 6  
6 1  
6 1  
6 4  
6 5  
6 6  
6 4  
6 2  
6 6  
6 2  
6 4  
6 0  
6 8  
65  
6 7  
6 1  
6 7  
6 6  
59.5 
6 1  
6 6  
6 5  
6 6  
6 4  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 4  
6 3  
61 
5 9  
6 5  
58.6 
6 5  











C I S  1,2-OICHLOROETHENE 

o x m I  SMETHANE 

3-BUT ENENI T  R I LE 

C I S 1, 2-OICHLOROETHENE 







FORMIC A C I D ,  PETHYL ESTER 











ME THY L OX I R AN� 







C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 







C I S  1, 2-DICHLOROETHENE 

METHYLOX IR Ah’� 







C I S  l r  2-OICHLCROETHENE 

C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 







C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 







PROPANENI TR I LE 
TABLE II.-Continued 
: 	 35062.946 50.1 1 ISOXAZOLE 
35063.26 65 I C I S  ~P~-DICHLOROETHENE 
35063.079 66 C I S  112-0  ICHLOROETHENE 
35864.986 62 i C I S  1.2-DICHLCRCETHENE 
35066-25 56 ' PROPANENITRILEI 
I 	 35066.484 I 6 1  TETRAHYOROTHIOPHENE 
35866.760 56.9 CHLORODIFLUCRCMETHANE 
35068.450 5 1  CHLORODIFLUOROHETHANE 
1 35071.74 6 4  PROPANENITRILE, 35873.43 59  METHANETHIOL 
1 35013.622 59.0 TETRAHYDROTHIOPHENE 
35074.324 I 54 ~ 2-PROPENAL 
35875.047 I 6 3  1 2-PROPEN-1-OL 

35877.964 ~ 57 
I 35600.272 1 6 3  
, 35080.9 t3  62 
' 	 35083.01 66 
35803.502 6 3  
35004.592 56.5I 35805.472 67 
631 ;E;;;: 67 
6 4  
i 35892.76 66 
, 35093.057 65 
35093.019 66 








35913.530 6 2  
35916.00 66 
35916.399 6 2  
35916.947 65  
35917 - 8 4 7  6 4  





T ETR AHY OR C T H I C PHENE 
2-PROPANONE 
I2-PROPENAL 
OXETANE' FORMIC A C I D t  METHYL ESTER 
I 










FORMIC A C I D ,  CETHYL ESTER 




























I .  







35929 71 7  5 4  
35930.301 5 4  '35933.355 , 66 
I 




6 8  
35940.54 ' 63 
35940.735 67 
1 35946.27 67 '1 35946.667 1 66 
, 
35950.08 65 
35950.090 64  
35950.33 6 7  
3595 6.23 64  





35963.149 6 1  
, ,  35963.60 65 
35968.176 6 4  
35969.154 66 
35970.015 5 0  
35974.316 6 4  
35916.825 6 2  








THI  ETANE 









CHLORODIFLUOR CME THANE 









3-BUTENENI TRI  LE 































EPO XY BUTANE 

















FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 

C I S  1*2-OICHLCROETHENE 

TABLE E.-Continued 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 





35992.45  66 
35993  -27 6 6  
35993  792 66 
35994.060 6 4  
35957.210 67 
35998  0 5 0  53 
35998.356 6 4  
36004.67 67  
36006.83 8 6 7  
36008.677 53.6 
36008.682 66  
360  10.610 54.1 
36010.973 66 
36012.071 6 4  
36014.855 50 
36015.440 5 2  
36016.06 64  
36017.36 6 4  
36017.401 60.2 
36017.43 62  
365 17 454  6 4  
36017.735 65 
36017.835 68  
36019  e221  67  
36020  e10 65 
36021.263 65 
3 6 0 2 1  - 8 9 2  54.7 
36021.93 68  
36022.135 62  
36022.776 63  
36025.04 58  
36025 - 4 6 3  65  
36026  a09 63  
36026.34 6 5  
36026  - 6 8 '  6 2  
Name 






FORMIC A C I D ,  METHYL ESTER 



































2 ( 3  H 1-DI HY 0ROFUR ANCNE 

2 (  3H)-DIHYOROFURANONE 









C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 

O X Y  8 ISHETHANE 



















3-BUTENE NI TR I LE 

D I C  HLORC MET HARE 

Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
36027.06 62 
36027.92 6 1  
36028.09 58  
36028.964 63 
36031.805 6 4  
3 6 03  2 . 2 83 63  
36032.609 63 
36032.761 53.8 
36033.216 64  
36034.493 63 
36034.872 6 2  
36035.010 67 
36035.093 65  
36036.3 5 1  65 
36036.479 6 4  
36036.574 63  
36036.79 65 
36037.690 67  
36037  .ea3 62  
36038.13 64  
36039.798 63 
36043.360 54  
36043.618 6 7  
36053.591 66  
36053.625 58  
36055.778 56 
36062.143 5 2  
36063.52 55 
36063.63 67  
36064.812 60.2 
36065.277 47.8 
36066.504 66  
3606 6.7 87 '55 
36067.826 53.4 
36069.315 66  




























C I S  lv2-DICHLCROETHENE 

















THI  ETANE 
I SOXAZOLE 
O X Y  B I S M E T H A N E  






















2-CHLO RO P.RO P A  NE 

2 95-01 HY DROFURAN 







TABLE II.- Continued 
I 
36077.67 6 7  
360 80.396 6 0  
3 6 0 8 5  e458 58.2 
3 6 0 8 8  - 2 6 8  59.3 
36088.562 6 1  
36094.34 6 5  
36095.533 6 2  
36099.819 6 1  
3 6 1 0 1e72 6 8  
3 6 1 0 2  146 6 8  
36102.226 59.4 
36104.09 6 4  
36204.24 68  
36104.78 6 8  
36104.789 59.1 
36105.5C;b 6 1  
36107.238 64.0 
36107.99 67 
36110-77 6 5  
36115.122 6 4  
36116.89 6 7  
36120.100 6 6  
36120.262 6 6  
36120.35 6 6  
3 6 1 2 1  5 4  6 8  
3 6 127 8 9 7  6 7  
3 6  1 2 8  - 8 5  6 7  
36129.42 67 
3 6  1 3 2  8 4  6 4  
36134.288 58.7 
36135.64 6 7  
36135.871 6 5  
3 6 137.0 8 6 8  
36138.63 6 7  
3 6  140-017 58.8 
I 
36141.938 55.9 
36143.59 6 1  
36143.85 67 
36144.159 6 2  
3 6  146 2 6  6 3  















C I S  192-0  ICHLOROE THE NE 

C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 





C I S  1,2-D ICHLOROE THENE 

C I S  1,2-OICHLORCEThENE 







1-FLUORO-4-ME THY LEE NZENE 

1-F LUORO-4-M ETHYL BENZ ENE 

2-ME THY LF UR A N 







T H I  ETANE 






















1-FLUORO-4-METHY LBE NZENE 
3 6 1 4 7  -01  66 
3 6 1 4 7  - 5 5 4  6 7  
36150.10 6 0  
3 6 150.944 6 4  
36151.90 69  
3 6 156.341 6 7  
3 6 156.630 5 9  
36159.420 65  
36161.633 62 
36162.005 63  
36 1 60.17 6 66  
36168.003 6 3  
36169.255 49.6 
36171.312 6 3  
36 172.70 6 64 
36173.701 6 4  
36173.859 6 3  
36174.345 63  
3617 5 -71 6 2  
36175.818 6 7  
3 6 1 7 6  -07 6 2  
36177.849 6 2  
36178.100 6 2  
36178.43 6 0  
3 6 1 7 9  - 7 6 4  6 4  
36 180.333 65 
36180.91 5 6 2  
3 6 1 8 1-400 6 0  
36181.86 6 2  
36184.825 53.2 
36185,341 6 3  
36187.813 65  
36188.32 4 9  
36 191.O 3 4  6 7, I  36194.665 , 6 6  
36194.732 65  
36198.33 6 7  
36198.487 6 4  
36210.568 6 4  
36210.719 , 5 5 3  






E THANETHI OL 

































CIS 1, 2-OICHLOROETHENE 







































TABLE II.- Continued 
?requency, -10 log yMHz 
36211.504 68  
36212.291 68 
36212 8 1  2 67 
36213.901 65 
36216.533 6 3  
36216.973 6 1  
36220.42 6 6  
36220  - 5 0  6 7  
36221.16  6 8  
36223  - 8 8 9  59.4 
3 6 2 2 4  - 4 8  0 60  
36224.972 57.7 
36225.57 65  
36226.717 66  
36226.769 6 4  
36227.355 63 
36220  - 6 3  6 3  
36229  a32 6 1  
36229.688 6 4  
36230.752 63  
3 6 2 3 1  - 6 4 7  64  
36233.017 6 5  
3 6 2 3 3  005 66 
36233 77 7 6 4  
36235.148 65  
36236.013 59.7 
36236  03 65  
36 239 - 2 1 9  6 3  
36239.53 66  
36239.842 6 1  
36241.533 66  
36246.29 65 
36247  1 4  6 6  
3 6 2 4 8  1 4 4  53  
36248.525 6 4  
36250.148 6 8  
36253  - 6 7  6 1  
36254.573 66 
36256.058 58.7 



















































































Frequency, -10log yMHz 
36260.111 63  
36267.198 53 
3626 9.30 6 9  
36273.78 66  
36 274 5 20  6 4  
3627 5.2 5 66  
36277.516 54.5 
362 78.459 65 
36 279.3 2 6 7  
36280.059 6 6  
36281.444 52.2 
36282.846 6 5  
36284.30  6 4  
362050297  6 1  
36287.002 65  
3628 8 45  1 64  
36289.631 65 
36290.730 6 3  
36290.835 66  
36295  e090 55.6 
36257.356 6 4  
36298.236 65  
36299.946 64  
3 6 3 1 1  a22 65 
36311.65 65 
36311.679 65 
36313.510 65  
36314.218 63 
36320  a424 65 
36320.621 62 
36322.820 6 4  
36327.658 6 8  
3 6 3 2 9  e99 56  
36330075  67  




36338,689 66  




























O X Y B I  SMETHANE 















































SULFUR D I O X I D E  






TABLE II.- Continued 
' 36342.251 59.0 
36342.501 67 
36344.130 6 4  
36346.11 66 
36346.305 62  
36346 - 7 4 6  65  
36349.506 6 2  
36349.07 65  
36356.60 67 




3 6 3 6 1  - 2 3 9  6 5  
36363.2 00 60 
3 6  364.040 63 
36311 - 4 0 5  56.0 
36372.110 63 
36372.299 62.4 
36373 - 0 2  6 3  
36373.43 6 1  
36374.571 63  




36377.569 6 1  
36377.712 63 
36379 - 1 1 2  59.0 
36300e302 55.6 
36301.607 6 2  
36301.77 6 5  
36302.54 65 
363 04.07 65  




36309 .a35 6 4  
3 6390.35 67 
2-FUR ANCARBO XALDE HYDE 





















1-CH L OR OP R OPA NE 

1-CH LOR DP ROP ANE 



















D I C  HLOROMETHANE 









D ICHLOR O M �  THANE 

C I S  192-DICHLDROETHENE 

CARBON OXIDE SULFIDE 

C I S  lr2-DICHLCR@ETHENE 










36391.546 1 66 
36392.091 63 




36396 -392 6 4  
36396.427 5 2  
36397.72 62 
3 6 3 9 0  .0 14 6 4  
36390.93 66 
36399.901 6 1  
36402.009 5 6  
36 4 03.0 3 7 65 
36407.33 67 
3 6 4  0 0.2 1 6  65  
36410.7 13 52 
36411.230 66 
36412.52 60 
3 6 4 13.000 6 1  
36417.244 94.0 
36421.56 66 
3642 1.902 66 
36422.20 6 5  
3642 5.971 6 4  
36426.25 6 7  
36426.653 6 4  
36426.69 65  
36433.031 52.9 
3643 3.69 65 
36435.751 67 
36435.990 51.3 
3643 6.7 5 2  65  
36437.422 6 4  
36437.045 50 , 
36430.6 6 4  
36430.601 63 
36439.260 66 
3 6 4 4 0  .Ob 6 7  
36441,047 56.2 
2-PROPENAL 




TABLE II.- Continued 
Trequency, -10 log yMHz 
36442.64 6 6  

36444.459 6 2  

3 6 4 4 5  376 50.0 

3 6 4 4 6  1 6 7  59.0 

36448.0 8 9  6 7  





3 6 4 5  1 191 
3 6 4 5  1 310 
3 6 4 5 2  o 8 1  5 9  





36454.707 6 0  

3 6 4 5  5. C 52 60.0 





36457.158 6 3  

3 6 4 5 7  - 7 0 2  64 

3 6 4 5 7  8 9 8  60.0 

3 6 4 5  8.37 6 1  

36458.99 6 1  

3 6 4 6 0  5 2 2  6 2  

36461 0 1  8 6 5  







36467.376 6 5  

36470.479 6 5  

36472.490 6 3  

36478.59 6 6  

36481.113 6 5  

36481.31 8 61 

3 6 4 8 1- 9 7 5  6 7  

36482.399 6 5  

36482.89 6 9  

36482.983 6 3  

3 6 4 8 4  18 6 5  

36404.800 6 5  

36404.890 6 1  

36486.03 8 6 3  

36486.28b 6 7  

Name Frequency, -10 log y Name I 
OXYBISMETHANE 36488.812 37.0 CARBON OX1 DE SULFIDE 
DICHLORCM ETHANE 36488.991 6 3  C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 
DICHLOROMETHAKE 3 6 4 8 9  e 2 2 4  6 2  2 15-DIHYDROFURAN 
DICHLOROMETPANE 36409.395 6 1  ACETALDEHYDE 
1.2-DICHLOROETHANE 6 7  ETHANOL 
0 ICHLOROMETHANE 36492.73 6 7  2-PROP ANONE 
DICHLOROMETkANE ~ 36494.970 6 1  DICHLORODIFLUCROMETHANE 
METHANAMI NE 3 6 4 9 6  -239 63 2-PROP EN-1-OL 
METHANAMINE 36499.154 6 4  1il-01 FLUORGETHENE 
C I S 1r 2-01 CHLCROETHENE 36499.206 56 -4  2 1  5-0 IHYDROFURAN 
DICHLOROMETHANE 36507.636 50.2 ISOXAZOLE 
O X Y B  I SMETHANE 36507.96 6 7  2-PROP ANONE 
1r l -DIFLUORC ETHENE 36509.54  6 0  2-PROPENAL 
DICHLOROMETHANE 36510.437 54.7 2-PROPENAL 
01CHLOROnETP ANE 36512.42 6 7  2-PROPENAL 
DICHLORCMETHANE 36 5 13.39 6 3  C 1S 112-0 ICHLCROETHENE 
PYRROLE 36514.02 65  CIS l r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 
DICHLOROMETHAKE 3 6 5 15.453 6 5  1-PROPANOL 
OXY81 SMETHANE 36515.641 58.6 l r  1-DIFLUDROETHENE 
OXYBISMETHANE 36523.1 1 5  6 6  1-PROPANOL 
3-BUTENENITRILE 36523.537 57.0 2r5-DIHYDROFURAN 
CIS l r2-DICHLCRDETHENE 36525.50 6 2  C I  S 1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 
OXET ANE 36527.228 6 6  OXYBI SMETHANE 
OXIRANE 3 6  527.4 8 6 9  CHLORODIFLUGRCMETHAKE 
295-0  IHYDROFURAN 3 6 5 2  9.72 5 6 4  DICHLORCMEThAhE 
2-PROPYN- 1-OL 3 6 5 3 0  .09 6 7  D I C  HL0ROME T HAN E 
2-PRDPANCL 3 6 5 3 3  - 2 5 2  49.0 CARBON OXIDE SULFIDE 
C I  S 1 1 2 - 0  ICHLOROE THENE 3 6 5 3  5.1 5 6 4  2-PROPENEN ITRILE 
DICHLORODIFLUORCMETHANE 36536.14 67 111-DICHLORPETHANE 
CHLORODIFLUORCMETHANE 36539.245 6 4  C I S  l r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 
OXYBISMETHANE 36539.517 6 4  2.5-01 HYDROFURAN 
PROPANAL 3 6  53 9.815 63 l r l - D I  FLUORCETHENE 
0 IMETHY L DI SULFIDE 3 6  540.8 2 6 6  METHYLOX IR ANE 
1-PROPANOL 36542.286 63  METHYLOX IRANE 
OXY81 SMETHANE 36547.695 5 9  -0 2r5-DIHYDROFURAN 
CHLDRODI F LUORCMETHANE 36548.175 6 6  ACETALDEHYDE 
1-PROPANOL 36549.31 8 61 2-PROP Y N- 1-C L 
OXYBISMETHANE 36549.62  6 4  OXIRANE 
C I S  l r2-DICHLOROETHE NE 36549.654 63  2-PROPANOL 
2-METHYLFURCN ' 3 6 5 5 1  e 1  7 1  6 5  OXY 81SMETHANE 
I 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
I1 
' 36561.492 65 
36563.550 55.6 I 
36 5 t  3 1 4 0  6 1  
36563.14 65 
36563.01 65 
36564.209 6 6  




36568.619 6 2  
36569.009 6 1  
36510*410  54.6 
36571.423 40.9 
36513.549 50.1 
36570.134 6 1  
36503.400 63  
36585.530 6 6  
36506.410 6 3  
36507.05 6 0  
36508 67 62  
365 89.60 6 3  
Name 






C I S  1*2-DICHLOROETHENE 

























































6 1  
63 
65 
6 1  
66 







36664.001 63  , 36664.009 6 1  
36670.051 6 4  
36612 -23 65 
36672  -19 66 






ACETON I T R  I L E  
AC E TAL DEHY0 E 

CARBON OXIDE SULFIDE 

191-01 FLUORCETHENE 
T H I  ETANE 

METHYL SULF I D �  



































































C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 

36509.932 6 1  ' OXETANE 
36 509 95 66 
3 6 5 90.577 62  
36591  -340 67  
36592 313 65 
36594.143 6 4  
36595 56 6 1  
36 596 29 60  
36597.11 , 59 
36601.030 59.1 
36602.071 6 1  
36603.30 67  
36603.570 6 4  
36603.85 6 1  
36605.94 67  
36600.  85 6 1  











































36692.97 67  
36694.320 6 8  
3669  5 23 0 65  
36696.021 6 5  
36696.3 8 6 8  
36698.54 63 
3 6 6 9 8  86 63  
3 6 6 9 9  e444 6 6  
36700.0 5 6 4  
'36701.029 62 
3 6 7 0 1  2 2 1  63  
36701.421 
36701.641 




3 6 7 0 6  0 284 
36706.699 
36707  7 1  9 
36708  e076 
36708.852 













TABLE II.- Continued 
Name 
CHLOROBENZEhE 




CHLOROBEN ZE hE 
CHLOROBENZENE 




36725.734 66  
36727.643 6 2  
36728.23 67 
36729.62 67  
36729.989 54.5 
36730.65 66 










P Y R I D I N E  

CHLOROBENZENE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
1-
MHzFrequency, ' - 1 0 l o g y '  Name , MHz~ Frequency, 1 - lolog Y ' Name I 
i ,- 1-
! 36760.423 6 2  ' C I S  1,2-OICHLCROETHENE 
36766.069 67 ' 2.5-OIPYORGFURAN 




3 6 7 7 1  - 3 6 0  6 4  
36772 06 66 
36773.57 6 0  
36774.431 6 4  
36774.967 ' 66 
36775.935 64  
36776.10 69  
36777.34 66 




3 6 103 3 3  0 60.1 
36705.470 61 
36787.793 65 
I 36791.049 59.9 
, 36792.561 55.6 
i 36792.008 6 4  
36194.37 4 0  
36795.536 4 4  
36796.5 8 63 
36796 -92  * 63  
36797 -001 6 2  
3 6 7 9 1e 5 8 8 5 3  
36790.39 63  
3675 e .73 6 3  
36800.304 61.6 
36005.675 55.5 
36095 - 9 2 2  66 
3680 6.823 64  
36000.56 65  
36009.19 6 5  
36810.641 6 0  
36e 13.205 6 4  
2-PROPANONE 





































! SULFUR D I O X I D E
' METHANAMINE 











l r  1-DIFLUORCETHENE 
1.1-OICHLOROETHANE 
2-PROPEN-1-CL 








36030.10 6 1  
36033.466 5 4  
36834.612 5 3  
3603 5 - 4 1  6 2  
36830.07 67 
36030.567 6 2  
3 6 0 4  1.7 1 67 
36042.254 6 4  
36844.525 6 4  
36045.57 67 
3 6 846.01 5 66 
36046.623 6 2  
36846.0 03 6 0  
3 6 041.8 16 6 2  
3 6  047.902 6 4  




36052.955 6 3  
36053.024 6 3  
36053.245 , 64 
36056.300 6 2  
36057.021 57.0 
36857.24 60 
36859.06 6 4  
36062.160 60 
36867.093 65 
36860.305 6 3  
1 36860.459 50.6 
36069.119 63  
36069.02 5 8  
3 6 8 7  1.13 5 6  
36072.920 50.0 


















PY RI 0 INE 

2-PROPANONE 
























2- PROP ANONE 
THI E TANE 
ETHANETHIGL 
THIOPHENE 








ACETONI TR I LE 
ACETON I T R I L E  
P Y R R O L E  
PYRIDINE 
I 1  1 
(D




36876 -572 57 
36878.082 5’ 
36881.31 66 
36885.13 60  







36891 - 0 8 2  63 
36891 - 2 4 1  68 
36891 -456 66 
36891.712 67 
36892 e292 63 
36892 -706 66 
36894.312 64 
36094 .873 64  
36095.116 62 
36896 -30 64 
36896.5 65 







36904 -34 57 
36905.101 61 
36905 -636 52.5 
36906.05 67 
36906.692 66 
36907 a416 66 
36907.472 63 
36907 603 65 
Name 
O X Y  B I  S M E T H A N E  

O X Y B I  S M E T H A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O N E  

O X Y B I S M E T H A h E  

E T H A N O L  

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  M E T H Y L  E S T E R  

M E T H A N A M I  NE 

T H I A Z O L E  

2- PRO P A N 0  L 

2 - P R O P A N O L  

M E T H Y L  T H I I R A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

T H I A Z O L E  

F L U O R O E T  H E N  E 

P Y R I D I N E  

C I S  1, 2 - D I C H L O R O E  THENE 

C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  

1 . 2 - O I C H L O R C E T H A N E  

T E T R A H Y D R O T I - I O P H E N E  

C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  

C H L O R O D I  F L U C R C M E T H A N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

E T H A N O L  

2 - P R C P E N - 1 - C L  

2 - P R O P A N O N E  

F LUOROBE N Z E h E  

A C E T C N I T R I L E  





A C E T C N I  T R I  L E  

A C E T O N I T R I L E  

C I S  1r2-0  I C H L O R O E T P E N E  

A C E T O N I T R I L E  

C I S  1, 2 - O I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

2 - P R O P E N - 1 - C L  

C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  

E T H A N E T H  I O L  

C I S 112-0 I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

~~ 









36918 .883 65 
36920.39 68 




36927.526 54 .8 
36 92 7.8 5 8 66 
36929.48 64 









36939.340 52 -9  





36942.2 9 56 
36943.501 68 
36945.1 S6 64 
36945.897 63 
36946.13 63 
36 947.01 63 
36 94 8 726 57.4 
I 36949.309 66 
A C E T O N I T R I L E  

C I S  l r  2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

C H L O R O B E N Z  E N �  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I D �  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L O E H Y O E  

F L U O R 0  B E NZ E NE 

E T H A N O L  

F L U O R O B E N  Z E N E  

1 9 1 - D I C H L C R O E T H A N E  

2 9 5-DI HY OROFURAN 

2-F UR ANC A R B  OX A L D E H Y D E  

C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  

C M L O R O B E N Z E N E  

P Y R I  D I  NE 

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  P E T H Y L  E S T E R  





O X Y B I S M E T H A N E  

T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  

2- PRO P AN ONE 

T H I  E T A N E  

I S O X A Z O L E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E H Y O E  

F O R M I C  A C I D ,  M E T H Y L  E S T E R  

D I CH L O R 0  M E T HA K E 

P Y R I D I N E  

A C E T O N I T R I L E  

CHLORO E T H A N  E 

ACE T C N I T R I  L E  

C H L O R D E T H A N E  

CHLORO B E N 2  E NE 

, .  	A C E T O N I T R I L E  
C H L O R O B E N Z E N E  
C H L O R O E T H A N E  
C H L O R O E T  H A N  E 
2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L O E H Y D E  
2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L O E H Y O E  
2 9 5-01 I iYDROFU R A N  
F O R M I C  A C I D ,  M E T H Y L  E S T E R  
TABLE II.-Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
r 
36949.395 5 1  
36949.95 66 
3 6 9 5 1  e 8 9  6 8  
3 6 9 5 2  3 0 4  6 2  
36554.529 60.3 
36955.777 6 3  
36557.010 50 
36957.60  60 
36958 .20  6 4  
36958 .623  6 3  
36959 .04  6 4  
36959.72 6 4  
36962.334 6 3  
36964.581 6 1  
36564.55 65 
36965 .68  6 5  
36966.40  5 4  
36967 .  LO 6 5  
36967.29  6 5  
36967  e47 6 1  
36967.72  6 6  
3 6 5 6 8 . 1 0 3  6 6  
3 6 9 7 1  8e+  61 
36973 .3s  6 3  
3 6 9 7 3  -76  6 5  
3 6974.35 6 3  
36974 .40  6 4  
36974.874 h 3  
36976.15 b L  
36971 .2  12 6 4  
36977.89  6 2  
3 6 9 7 1  e 9 4  6 1  
369  00- 4 2  0 6 7  
36983.035 6 3  
36983.604 6 5  
369e3 .026  6 3  
3 6 9 8 4 .  33  65 
36387.074 6 2  
36987.473 6 3  
36907 67 9 6 5  
Name 
1 9 1 - D I F L U C R C E T H E N E  





2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E P Y D E  

P Y R I D I N E  

O X Y E I S M E T H A N E  

2 - F U R A N C A  R B C X A L D E P Y  DE 

ME T H A NAM I NE 

1 , l - D I C F L C F C E T H A N E  

1 . 1 - D I F L U O R O E T H E N E  

1v 1-D I C  H L  OR CE THANE 

1 9 1 - D I C H L C F C E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  

O X E T A N E  

2-F UR ANC AR BCX A L D E  t Y  D E  

2- P R C P EN- 1-C L 





2-F UR ANC ARBC XALDE HYDE 





2 1 5 - D I H Y D R C F U R A N  

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E  PYDE 

2-F URANC A R 6 C  XA L D E t Y  D E 

2 -PROP AN 0 N E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E H Y D E  

C I S  1 1  2 - D I C H L C R O E T H E N E  







2-PRCPENE K I T R  IL E 

2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E t Y D E  





1 , l - D I C H L C ' F C E T H A N E  

C H L O R O B E N Z E h E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E H Y D E  





D I C k ! L O R C M E T t A h E  

Frequency, -10log yMHz 
36989 .131  66 
36990.45  6 5  
36992 .1  0 6 3  
3 6 9 9 2  -7 5 6 4  
36994.207 52.6 
36  94 5.3 5 6 3  
36996.314 6 0  
36999.608 61 
37000.48 58 
37000.5 5 7 6 4  
3 7 0 0 0  - 6 6  67  
37001.164 61  
3 7 0 0  1.457 6 2  
37005.45 66 
3 7 0 0 9  - 4 7 5  6 6  
3 7 0 1  0 - 5 2  6 3  
37010.63  6 7  
37010 .884  6 4  
37011.197 5 9  
37012.106 6 4  
37012 .463  62 
37013.33  6 5  
37013.559 6 2  
3 7 0 1 3  -6 14  60  
3 7 0 1  5.434 6 3  
37015.49  6 2  
37015.61 6 6  
3 7 0 1  6.417 66 
3 7 0 1  6.54 6 3  
37016 .70  66 
37016 .70  67  . 
3 1 0 1  8.923 49.9 
3 7 0 1 9  -11 6 4  
37020.42 6 3  
3 7 0 2 1  - 3 8 8  6 2  
37022.136 6 2  
37022 .73  66 
37023.2 6 8 5 8  
37023.919 65 
37024 .401  6 1  
Name 
2- PRCP EN-1- C L 

2-FUR ANCAR BOXALOEHYDE 

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E H Y D E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B C X A L D E H Y D E  

P Y R I D I N E  

2 - P R O P E N E N I T R I L E  

2-PROPYN- 1-OL  

PY R I  01N E  

2-F UR ANC AR 8 G XALO EHY DE 

0 XY 8 I S ME T HA k E  

D I C H L O R O D I F L U C R O M E T H A N E  

2 9 5-D I HY DR 0F U  R A N  

P Y R R O L E  

2 - P R O P A N O L  

1 9  1 - O I F L U O R O E T H E N E  





1 9 1-D I CHLOROE TYANE 

A C E T O N I  T R I  L E  

P Y R I  01N E  

C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E T H A h E  

2-FUR ANCAR B C X A L D E H Y D E  

C H L O R O D I F L U O R C N E T H A h E  

A C E T O N I T R  I C E  

l v l - D I F L U C R O E T H E N E  

2 - F U R A N C A R B D X P L D E H Y D E  

C I S  1 9 2 - D I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

2 [ 3H 1 -D I FY DROFURANONE 

2 - F U R A N C A R B O X A L D E H Y C E  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

C I S  1 , Z - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  





E T H A N O L  

2-FUR ANC AR 8 0X A L O  E H Y 0E 

0 ICHLORCME THANE 

2 - F U R A N C A R B D X P L O E P Y  C E  

D ICHLOROME THANE 

D I C H L O R C M E T H A h E  

D I C H L O R O M E T F A K E  

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10log yMHz 
37024.838 0 6  
37025. $77 54.6 
3 7 3  26.40 6 2  
37028.101 66  
37029.017 65  
37029.775 64 
37033.139 6 1  
37025.731 6 4  
37035.922 6 2  
37037.81 8 65 
37040.005 66  
37042.76  0 8  
37 043.250 05 
3 7044.66 6 5 9  
3 7 0 5 1  - 6 4  6 8  
37052.10  6 3  
37052.66 6 5  
37053.465 57.5 
37056.300 6 6  
37057.47 6 4  
37057.702 5 9  
3 7 0  58.3 8 6 7  
37059.229 6 4  
3 7 0 6 1  e64 6 8  
3 7 0 6 1- 6 8 7  57.5 
37064.442 6 5  
37064.56 6 6  
37066.683 55.1 
37069.090 6 7  
37069.504 6 2  
37069.729 59.0 
37070.427 6 1  
37070.63 6 1  
37071.555 6 2  
3 7 0 7 1e77 6 5  
3 7 0 7 1  9 7 4  6 0  
37072.62 6 5  
3 7 0 7 3  e 1  0 4  6 3  
37077.166 57 








2 9 5 -D  I HY DR C FU.R AN 















D I  CHLOROD IFLUDROME THAN 













2-F UR ANCAR E C XALD E HYDE 





2- PROPA NO NE 

C I S  1 9  2-DICHLOROETHENE 































2-PROP Y N- 1 - C  L 

PY R I D  INE 

Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
373 80 - 5  8 8  56.5 
37084.308 6 6  
37085.493 6 2  
37oa5.55 6 2  
37086.07 6 2  
37087.13 6 3  
37088.6 65  
37088.92 6 6  
37089.422 63 
37089.66 6 9  
37090.64 6 6  
37091.88 6 8  
37092.181 53 
37092.543 6 4  
37095.857 6 5  
37096.891 60.5 
37097.46 65  
37097.98 6 5  
37100.14  6 8  
37100.731 6 2  
37102.42 6 7  
37103.70 6 6  
37103.971 62 
37104.290 6 3  
37104.45 6 3  
37105.464 6 2  
37106.374 54.2 
37106.802 6 4  
37 106.948 6 4  
37137.012 6 8  
37108.964 6 3  
37110.27 6 5  
3 7  110 - 4 5  0 64 
37110.493 5 4  
3 7 110.874 6 7  
37111.86 6 4  
3 1112.44 6 4  
3 7  113 4 3 7  6 3  
37115.013 6 7  






















C I S  1,2-DICHLCROETHENE 















































FORMIC ACID, PETHYL ESTER 






TABLE II.- Continued 
I 37116.143 66 ' DICHLOROME TPAhE 
37116 e315 67 ' METHYL SULFIDE 
37117 - 3 1 1  65 METHYL SULFIDE 
I 37117.66 63  ' 2-FURANCARBCXALOEkYDE 
37118.05 65 
37 118.41 5 66  
37119.14 6 4  
37119 -459 65 
37119.e77 6 4  
37122.709 63  
37124 1 9 5  66  
3 7  124.23 a 5 9  
37127 - 3 4  6 6  
37128.957 63  
37129.640 6 6  
37133 .E24 62 
37131.571 62 
37131.957 6 4  
3 7 135. i a 5  6 1  
37135.517 66  
37 135.665 6 1  
37137.390 6 1  
37138.725 6 1  
37139.47 66  
37139.543 6 2  
37139 923 5 7  
37140.08 6 1  
37140.76' 65  
37140.86 63  
3 7 14 1  2 85 6 3  
37142.163 63  
37143.45 5 6 5  
3 7  143.43 68  
37143.534 51. a 
3 7 144.60 67  
1 37145.05 6 7  


































P Y R  IDINE 







































37150.91 67  
37151.901 6 1  
37153.36 1 68 
37153.814 62 
37157.24 6 4  
3 7 157.800 65 
3115 9.04 62 
37162.305 65 
37164.804 6 1  
37166.966 53.6 
37168.759 6 4  
37169.068 6 4  
37169.90 6 6  
37170 - 1 0 4  6 1  
37170.578 6 4  
37170.990 65 
3717 6.5 9 6 2  
37177.507 6 7  
37178.89 64  
3 7 182.106 63  
37 182.42 68  
37183 - 6 5  6 0  
37184.30 66 
37185.52 67  
37187.408 66  
37138.436 6 3  
31189.50 55 
37190.994 66  
37191.951 59.2 
37192.764 6 7  
37195.935 68  
3 7 1 9 9  - 4 0 2  6 3  
37204.273 63  
37205.46 65 
37 206.03 65 
, 	 37207.559 65 
37209.30 66  
37209,652 6 1  














2-PROPENEN ITR I L E  

1r 2-DICHLOROE THANE 





































FORMAM I D E  

1 r 1-0 I CHLOR OE THANE 


























TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 7 2 1 1  86 64 
3 7 2  12.119 6 1  
37214.42 6 1  
3 7 2 1 5  - 6 4  6 1  
37216.304 6 7  
37218.17 6 4  
37 219.27 6 7  
372 19.519 6 6  
37 220 0 4  6 5  
37221.022 6 4  
372 23.10 6 7  
37223.315 6 4  
372 26.317 6 0  
37229.218 6 2  
37229.052 6 1  
37230.070 6 2  
37230.4 6 7  
37230.930 6 2  
3 7  233.52 66 
37233.59 6 0  
37237.32 65  
37238.21 6 40.9 
37238.217 48.7 
37239.56 6 0  
37241.226 66 
37244.46 2 56.8 
37247.265 65  
3 7  247.632 55.7 
37240.73 66 
?7 249.99 64 
37250.522 65  
37250.053 52.3 
37252.355 54.3 
37252.54 6 4  
3 7 2 5  3.67 6 5  
37253 - 9 2 5  52.2 
37250.832 6 4  
37259 6 9 4  66 
37260.400 6 3  












































THI  I RANE 



































Frequency , -10log yMHz 
37261.223 6 3  
3 7 2 6 1- 3 7 2  6 3  
27262.453 5 2  
37263.063 6 1  
37264.466 50.0 
37264.499 6 4  
3 7 2 6 6  - 4 9 7  6 2  
37266.6 6 5  
37267.030 60 
37267.949 64 
37268.86 6 3  
37272.369 6 3  
37272.560 6 3  
37272.63 65  
37274.361 65  
37 27  6.007 63 
3 7  27 9 .2 2 6 7  
37279.297 59.4 
37279.472 6 8  
37279. 6 6  64 
37281.592 66 
37201.056 55.6 
37290.356 6 0  
3 7 2 9 3  - 3 2 4  6 5  
37293.326 57.2 
37294.370 6 1  
37298.56 67 
37290.745 65  
31300.553 6 2  
3 7 3 0 2  - 1 0 2  64 
3 7 3 1 0  - 5 1 8  6 2  
373 2 3.056 65 . 
37323.849 67 
3732 5.45 67  
37326.695 66 
37320.037 42.4 
37329.703 6 0  
37332.30 66 
37332.42  68 


















































WETHANETH I OL 

PY R IO INE 






























Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
37333 9 19 58.5 
37337.562 59.7 
37337.599 6 1  
3 7 3 3 7  - 7 9  65  
37339.105 5 9  
37340.751 6 1  
37343.085 65  
37345.43 64 
37345. 666 6 4  
37346.969 67 
37347.44 6 6  
37 348.59 67 
37340.679 57.3 
37349.621 52.2 
37349.09 66  
3 7 3 5 0  e49 6 4  
37350.74 5 0  
3 7 3 5 1  582 60  
37351.007 44.7 
37352.14 6 7  
37352.37 67 
37352.693 59.7 
37352.707 66  
37 354 7 4 3  53.4 
37354.011 6 4  
37355 - 3 2  6 0  
37355.47 6 0  
37355.750 6 2  
37359.692 63  
37360.747 54.3 
37361.059 55.3 
37361 52 67  
3 1 3 6  1.71 5 5 9  
3 7  362 e l  0 4  6 4  
37362.25 6 1  
372C2. E6 6 6  


































































C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETI-�NE 

ME THYLOX I  R ANE 

C I S  192-DICI-LOROETHENE 

O X E  TANE 

C I S  lv2-DICHLCRCETHENE 





2 I3H 1 - D I  HYDROFURANONE 

T E T R A  HY OR OTH I C  PHENE 

37372.215 6 1  
37372.915 6 4  
3737 3.01 6 4  
37373 - 0 4 6  65 
37 37 3.9 2 6  6 2  
37374.037 66 
3 7 3 7 4  . l a b  65 
37375.19 62 
3 7 3 7 5  - 4 0 2  6 1  
3 1  377.291 55 
37379.612 66 
37300.09 67 




37305.99 6 8  
37308.504 6 1  
37394.05 66  
37335.407 6 1  
37 395.53 6 1  
31351.624 6 4  
37330.083 66 
37398.273 57.4 
37399.722 65  
37401.09 6 1  
3 7 4 0 1  - 5 9  60 
3 7 4 0  2.1 a 67 
3 1 4 0 2  - 7  1 67 
37403.64 67 
3 7403.96 1 67 
3740 3 9 07  59.0 
37404. 60 61 
37405.16 62 
6 4  1 
6 6  
3 7 4 0 9  -10 
Name 




















19 1-0 I FLUOROE THE NE 

FLUOR 0BE NZ E hE 



















DI CHLCRC CETI-Ah� 






























Q, TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency ,
MHz -10 log y Name 
37410.593 6 3  1.1-DICPLOROETHANE 
37411.291 65  F LUOROBENZEhE 37451.028 
37411.362 6 5  2-PROPANONE 37452.191 
3 1 4 1 1  7 3  6 2  2(3Hl-OIVYCROFURANCNE , 37452.065'3 7 4 1 2  -120  6 7  FURAN 37453.91 
31412.154 6 5  lv l -DICHLORCETHAhE 3 7 4 5 4 - 5 1  1 
37413.3 93 6 7  lr2-OICHLOROETHANE 37455.20 
3 1 4  14.9 1 6  5 3  111-DIFLUORCETHENE 37455.455 
37416.425 53.0 1r 1-DIFLUORCETHENE 31451.631 
3 7 4 1 7 . 5 t  3 6 7  C I S 1s2-DICHLOPCETHENE 3745 a. I 
3 1417.92 0 6 0  OXYBISMETHANE 3 7 4 5  8 - 4 6  1 
31419.012 55  FURAN 37459.715 
314 19.14 5 a  PYRIDINE 3 7 4 5  9.810 
31420.236 
37420.69 
6 1  





37421.05 6 6  2(3Hl-OIHYCROFURANONE 3 7 4 6  2.31 0 
31422.92 6 8  FORMAHI DE 37464.213 
37422.905 65 ACETALDEHYDE 37455.289 
31423.371 6 4  TETRAHYDRCFURAN 31466.711 
3 7 4  24  e 05 2 5 9  213M)-DIHYDROFURANONE 37470.57 
37425.024 6 5  TETRAHYDROTHIOPPENE 37471.133 
31426.299 5 4  111-DIFLUOFCETHENE 3 7 4 7 1  - 8 0 1  
37429.70 6 0  2-PROPANONE 31473.17 
37432. a 4  6 6  2-PROPANCNE 37474.341 
37434.731 60.5 1, 1-DIFLUORCETHE hE 31474.3 6 
37434.154 6 4  21 3H 1-DIHYDROFURANONE 37477.739 
37437.43 5 9  HETHANETHI C L  31478.514 
31437.616 6 5  DICHLORODI FLUORCMETHANE 3 1 4 0 0  - 0 9 6  
37430.07 6 6  2-PROPEN-1-CL 37401.946 
374 3 9.5 1 4  6 2  2-PROPANOL 31402.06 
37443.32 6 4  213H)-DIHYOROFURANONE 3 7 4 0  2.74 
37444.73 6 5 2  111-DIFLUORCETHENE 37402.901 
37445.84 6 4  2(3H)-DIHYDRQFURANCNE 31483.055 
3 7445.99 
37446. i a  
6 6  




3 7 4 8 4 . i a  
37447.40 6 1  1rl-DICHLOPCETHANE 37405.763 
3 1 4 4 8  - 6 5 6  6 6  ACETALDEHYDE 37486.245 
3 7 4 4 9  117 57.3 2 ,5-DIHYDROFURAN 37406.560 
3 1450.136 62.1 2-PROPEN-1-CL 31492.10 






6 6  
66  
63 
6 4  
6 6  
65  
7 4  
50.5 
6 6  
6 1  





5 1  - 7  
6 5  
65  
66  
6 2  
6 4  
6 3  
6 1  
65 
6 1  
55  - 2  
6 5  
6 5  




6 6  
b 5  

6 4  
50.4 
6 6  
6 3  
6 6  
Name 


















E THAN0 L 











1P l-DI FLUCRCETHENE 















1v 1-DI FLUORCE THENE 



















l i l -DIFLUORCETHENE 

2 t 5-D I  HYDROFURAN 

TETRA HY0ROF UR P N 





O X  I R  AN E 

1 9 1 - D  I FLUORCETHENE 

TABLE II.- Continued 
374S3.CS2 
37493 - 2  6 7  1 
37493.427 66  
31494.70 67 
I 374S5. t?7  65 ' 
37496.004 66 
3749 8.456 57.8 
37500.007 6 0  
37500.642 63  
3 7 5 0 1  a90 6 4  




37509.961 6 2  
37510.278 6 4  
37511.814 6' 
37512.006 65 
37512 e 4 0  65 
37513.253 55.6 
37513.61 64 




37515.319 5 3  
37515.39 67 
37516.64 6 6  
37517.998 67 
375 19.20 6 6  
37524.976 6 5  
37525.207 61. I 
37525.677 59.5 















19 1 - D  IFLUOR C E  THE NE 





M E T  HANOL 

C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 

2- PR O f  Y N- 1- C  L 



















1 - C  P LOR0 P R O P  AN E 

2 L3H)  -DIHYDRGFURANCNE 







O X E  TANE 















37528.550 1 59.8 
37530.76 6 7  
37532.25 68  




37533.679 , 63 
37534.172 65 
37534.475 64  
375 3 5.02 6 4  
37535.675 65  
375 35.793 58.6 
37536.890 6 2  
37537.919 63  
37538.591 66 
37540.357 6 3  
37540.572 63 
37540.867 60 
37542.21 63  




37550,983 6 4  
37551.427 6 4  
37552.167 57 -0  
37555.681 59.6 
37556.060 63 









2-PROP EN-1- CL 









2- FUR A NCAR 8 C X  ALOEHY0 E 








































37568.199 52.7 PYRROLE 
37568.551 62 2-FURANCARBOXALOEHYDE 
37568.709 6 1  ETHANOL 
W 
03 TABLE II.-Continued 
Frequency,
MHz -10 log y Name 
37571.152 67 OXY51 SMETHAhE 37613.033 
3 7 5 7 1- 4 8 7  65 1 9  1 - 0 1  FLUOI; C ETI-EN E 37613.56 
37573.41 6 6 6  2-F URANCARBCXA LDE HYOE 37613.572 
37574.47 6 7  1 - P R  OPANOL 37616.003 
3 7  576.860 6 5  1el-DICHLORCETHANE 31616.553 
3 7 5 i e . 9 0 9  6 1  CIS l r2-DICHLCRCETHENE 37616 - 0 2 8  
37580.919 59.1 2r5-OIt'YDROfURAN 31617.396 
37580.950 63 191-DIFLUOROETHENE 3 7 6 18.012 
3 7 5  84.13 6 4  2(3H)-OIHYOROfURANONE 37626.145 
37504.00 6 4  2(3H)-CIHYCRCFURANONE 376 27 e769 
3 7 5  0 6 .  0 8  * 66 2-PROPANCNE 376254.751 
37507.692 6 2  1.1-DIf LUORCETHENE 31631.883 
37588.25 5e OXETANE 37634.63 
31588.5t  2 6 7  C I S  lr2-0ICHLCRl2ETHENE 37635.88 
3 7 5  0 8  - 7 6 5  64  2.5-OIHYDROFURAN 37643.90 
37580.01  50 OXETANE 37649.3 98  
37589.31 67 HE THANOL 3 7 6 5 3  e429 
31591.195 b 6  2-FUR ANC AR 8 C XALD E HYOE 37654.275 
37592.627 6 2  191-DIFLUOFCETHENE 3 7 6 5 7  .O 0 1  
37594.15 6 5  2-P ROP E N- 1-C L 3 765 0.040 
37594.e4 6 5  2-PROPEN-1-CL 3 7 6 5  8.99 
37596.903 6 4  1-C HL OROP R O P  ANE 37659.63 
37599.047 6 1  2-PROPEN-1-CL 37659.833 
31599.205 61 PYRIDINE 37659.902 
37599.755 51.6 PYRROLE 3 7 6 6 0  -10 
37601.807 60 2-PROPANOL 37660.31 
3 7 6 0 2  . lo9  6 6  EPOXYBUTANE 37662.867 
37604.7 5 9 65 TETRAHYDROFURAN 37663.038 
37605.373 6 4  OICHLOROME THANE 37663.740 
37605.40 6 8  C I S  1 9 2 - 0  ICHLCROETHENE 3 7 6 6  3 9 2  
31606.16 6 1  OICHLOROMETHANE 37667.494 
37606.776 6 2  0 ICHLORCMETHAhE 3 7 6 6 8  - 6 2  
37609.513 5 2  1 r 1-0 I FLUOR OETHE NE 3 7 6 b  9. 2 2 1  
37609.705 6 4  OICHLCRClMETHANE 37673.007 
37609.944 6 4  C I S  1. 2-D ICHLOROETHENE 3 7 674.02 
31610.36 6 5  2-FURANCARBCXALOEHYOE 37674.1 1 
37610.81 6 1  OICHLORCMETHANE 31674.685 
37611.17 6 2  DICHLQROMETHANE 3 7 6 8 0  -900 
37611.729 6 3  OICHLORCMETHANE 37602.067 
37612.05' 6 1  0 ICHLOROHETHAhE 37684.490 
-10 log y 
63 
6 8  
59.2 
6 3  
63 
6 2  
63  
6 1  
6 7  
65 
6 3  
59.4 
63  
6 7  
6 5  
6 4  
60 - 4  
6 1  
63  
66 
6 2  
6 3  
6 1  
66 
66 
6 3  
6 3  
6 5  
6 6  




6 0  
69 
6 8  
6 2  
5 7  
60 

















































































TABLE II.- Continued 




37606 -98  6 7  















37703.7C4 5 1  

3 7 7 0 3  e096 6 5  

37704.590 6 2  

37708.510 5 4  





37710 841 64  

37711.492 63  

I 	 37712.080 63  

37718.92 1 62 





37720 A 4 6  6 7  

, 	 37720.07 6 4  





37722.89 6 5  

37723.04 6 7  











3 7 136.537 66 

37738.613 60  

37738.646 6 4  










1-PROPANOL 37748.09 65 CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE 
ACETALDEHYDE 37749.  Ob 66 2-PROPEN- 1-OL 
DICHLOROMETHANE 37749.03 65 CHLORODIFL~CRCMETHANE 
DICHLOROMETPAh� 37 757.924 52.1 I SOXAZOLE 
DICHLORCME THANE 37759.341 59.3 191-DIFLUOROETHENE 
2.5-DIHYDROFURAN 37761.249 59.7 2 -PROP ANOL 
ETHANOL 37761.80 63  2-PROPANChE 
D ICHLOROD I F LUCPC METHANE 37762.760 66 O X  ETAN E 
191-DICHLOFCETHANE 37764.099 59.4 ME THY LOX I R ANE 
ACETALDEHYDE 31766.18 60 2-PROP ANOL 
METHANOL 37766.851 6 4  C I S  lr2-DICHLCROETHENE 
FLUOROETHENE 37766.9 6 4  ETHANOL 
TETRAHYDROFURAN 37767.527 60 2- PROP AN0 L 
PYRIDINE 37768.311 64  PYRROLE 
ACET ALCEHY D E 37769.34 65 C I S  192-DICHLCROETHEbE 
METHYLOX I R A N E  37770.02 66  C I S  1,2-DICkLCROETHEhE 
TETRAHYDRCFURAN 37770.072 65  2-FURANCAREOXALDEHYDE 
295-DIHYDROFURAN 37772.490 66 C I S  192-DICHLCROETHENE 
OXETANE 37772.83 67 2-PROP ANONE 
2-PROPANOL 37772.9 6 7  ETHANOL 
ETHANOL 31775.589 67  2-PROPEN-1-CL 
O X E T A N E  37777.417 67 2-EUTENAL 
' C I S  l92-0ICHLOROETHENE 37779.716 66  EPOXYBUTANE 
N I  TROET HA NE 37779.907 54.3 FURAN 
2- P R 0PAN0 L 37780.36 6 2  ETHANOL 
DICHLORODIFLUORCCETHANE 37780.702 44.4 OXIRANE . 
C I S  1,2-DICHLOROETHENE 37781.276 b 5  295-DIHYDROFURAN 
D ICHLDRODI F LUCROMETHANE 37781.662 58  ETHANAMINE 
C I S  112-0 ICHLOROETHENE 37 783 - 9 4  6 9  1-PROPANOL 
OXY 8 ISMETHANE 37784.981 55 PYRIDINE 
ETHANOL 3 1  7 b  6.03 6 2  PYRIOINE 
2-P ROP 4NO NE 37786.337 67 2-PROP EN-1-OL 
C I S  1r2-0  ICHLOROETHENE 37787.56 62 , PYRIDINE 
EPOXYBUTANE 37788.600 6 3  2-FURANCARBCXALDEHYOE 
' DICHLOROMETHANE 37789.396 52.3 I SOXAZOLE 
I 
OXY81 SMETHANE 37789.409 6 7  PROP ANAL 
2(3H)-DIHYCROFURANONE 37789.064 65 2-PROPANONE 
2-PROPEN- 1-CL 37792.399 6 1  lvl-DIFLUOROETHENE 
C I S  1 9 2 - 0  ICHLOROETHENE 37792.583 6 7  C I S  192-DICkLCROETHENE 
ETHANAMINE 3 1793.240 63 2-PROP ANONE 
I I I  
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
3 7 7  95.56 0 6 4  
37796.503 60 
37797.42 63  
37004.25 66 
37005.727 5 7  
31007.95 3 65 
37000.57 65  
37800.803 54.0 
3 7 0 0 9  2 0  6 6  
37010.425 6 6  
37 810.7 6 8  
370 1 3  76.1 67 
37013.069 6 4  
37014.377 6 5  
37014.702 6 2  
37015.355 6 3  
3 7 0  15.405 5 0  
37015.754 65 
3 7 0  17 3 2  62 
3 7 0 2 1e 1 9 6  65  
37 8 2 1  0 0 5  6 5  
37 @ 23.1 C 0 54 
37023.658 6 4  
37023. $ 4 6  6 2  
37026.096 6 5  
3 7 0  28 - 4 5  6 6  
3 7  020.040 6 4  
37 0 28.92 6 6  
37031.074 52.8 
37832,543 6 4  
37039.070 59.4 
37039.37 66  
37039.563 51.7 
3 7 03 9.737 54.3 
37040.752 63  
37042.314 6 3  
37042.320 5 2  
3 1046.059 65  
3 7  047.217 6 4  
37047.602 6 7  
Name -10 log y 
2-PROPE N- 1-CL 37047.90 6 6  
P YR I D I NE 3 7 8 4 8  -480 6 6  
EPOXY BUTANE 37049.4.5 66 
EPOXYBUTANE 37049.469 6 2  























2-F UR ANC A R 8 C XA L D E HYDE 















































37050.017 6 4  
3 7 0 5 0  - 9 5 9  6 1  
37051.43 67 
31851.441 6 0  
3 7 8 5  2 - 3  53 65  
3 185 2.9 6 67 
37054.103 5 9  
37854.714 6 0  
3 7 0 5  5.483 63  
37856.821 65  
37056.8 0 0  56.3 
37057.635 6 7  
37057.093 6 4  
3 7 0 5  0.610 59 
37050.667 6 3  
37 05 0.776 6 1  
37859.20 67 
37059.99 5 0  
37060.322 6 3  
3 7 060.065 6 4  
37863.076 62 
37063.126 6 7  
3 7 0 6 3  -92  6 7  
37065.17 67  
37066.122 63  
3 7 0 6 6  -429 6 3  
3 706 0.35 6 0  
37060.099 6 7  
3 7  870.554 6 7  
37071.247 65  
37074.100 6 6  
3 7 0 15 - 3 4 6  6 1  
3707 5. b 4 1  6 2  
37077.910 50.1 
































































C I S  112-DICI-LCROETHENE 















2 -FUR ANC A R  BCXALDEHYDE 

TABLE 11.- Continued 
1 Frequency, 'I 
MHz -10 log y Name 
Frequency, 1
MHz 1 -lolog Y Name 
' 	 37879.394 61 
3 7 0 0 1  -20  6 3  
37881.236 67  
37001.509 63  
37002.13 65  
37003.331 67  
37003.343 6 4  
37083.42 6 4  
37084.327 6 1  
' 37004.456 6 1  
37004.52 6 7  
37004.710 6 5  
370 04.95 66 
37885.347 6 0  
37005.354 66 
37007.497 55.5 
37000.01 6 4  
37890.449 6 3  
37890.981 6 4  
37891.469 6 3  
37092.356 64  
37092.74 6 3  
37893.599 56.6 
37094.E47 6 5  
37895.606 6 4  
3 1095 6 4  6 4  
37096.742. 63 
37096.773 6 4  
37098. C O  6 4  
37900.261 6 2  














6 4  
CL 
i ETHANOL 
' 	 2(3H)-DIHYDROFURANJNE 
CHLOROETHANE 




2-F UR ANC A R BC XALDE HYDE 





































CHLORODI F  LUOROMET HANE 






























3 7 9 1  5.07 6 6  
37915.316 50.3 
3 7 9 1  9.111 67 
3 7 9 19.764 54.4 
37 92 5.62 6 3  




37930.00 61  
3 7 9 3 1- 1 5 4  63 
37931.325 53 
37935.47 6 0  
37936.506 6 0  
37936.640 6 0  
3 7 9 3 7  - 4 2 0  6 2  
37937 - 7 0  6 0  
37930.023 66 
37930.610 65 
37939.76 6 0  
37939.806 6 1  
37939.010 5 1  
37941.012 63  
379 4  2.0 1 6 0  
31943.2 S 0 56.2 
37944.069 6 2  
37944.112 65 
3 7 9 4 4  - 5 9 6  64  
37946.33 62 
37946.505 63 
37947.400 6 3  
3 7  947.5 9 6 3  
37 9 4 7  9 2 65 
37940.665 4 9 . 0  
3 7 9 4  0 . 0  0 61 
37949 - 1 2  6 0  
I 
ACETALDEHYDE 
1 ~ 1p -TRICHLCROETHANE 
2- PROPAN0 L 
C I S  112-DICHLOROETHENE 
I SOXAZOLE 
C I S  1t2-CICHLCROETHENE 



















































2 t 5-0 I HYDROFURAN 

2 ( 3 H 1 - D I  HY DRO FUR ANON E 













1, It 1-TRICHLOROETHANE 

I I I  I 
TABLE II.- Continued 
7 r equency , -10 log yMHz 
37955.639 55  
37956.07 6 3  
37S56.96 6 4  
37957.092 6 6  
37951.332 6 2  
37957.69 6 8  




37970.22 6 5  
37970.35 1 6 7  
37971.25 65  
37911.829 6 1  
37973.314 6 8  
37974.49 52  
37975.006 6 6  









C I S  1.2-DICPLOROETHENE 

0 XE TAN� 













2-F URA NCA R8 0 XAL DEHY D E 

CHLOROD I F LUORCMETMANE 











38004.4  1 6  6 0  
38006.760 56.3 
38007.620 6 1  
3aoo8.007 6 5  
38008.092 6 0  
3 8 0 0 9  e031 64 
, 38009.10 6 4  
30OO9. 2 3 9  6 3  
38009.7 14 55.1 
3 8 0 10.721 6 2  
3 8 0 11.477 6 6  
3 8 0 1 1  -600 65 
38012.422 63  
38013.315 53.3 
3 8 0 1 3  -70  66 
38017.229 6 5  
38022.45 5 9  
38024.649 66 
38024.744 5 9  
38024.91 5 8  
38025.44 58 
38027.660 6 5  




38034.711 6 4  
38036.33 6 7  
38036.442 6 2  
38039.23 6 5  
38039.457 6 2  
38045.3 67 
38045.956 6 5  
3 8 0 4  5.98 68 
38046.105 65  
38047.852 63 
38048.332 6 0  
38048.595 6 5
















































C I S 1.2-DICHLOROE THENE 


































31 577.979 6 6  2-8 UTENA L 
3 7 9 18.248 6 5  2(3H)-DIHYDROFURANONE 
37984.39 6 7  2 9  5-DIHYDROFURAN 
3 7 9  86.76 66 C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 




37991.54 6 6  
37992.537 6 8. 
3 7 9 9 2  .ea3 6 3  
37993.014 6 0  
37994.055 6 4  
31995.430 6 1  
37957.788 63 
37997.7 9 6 2  
37998.46 6 2  
37998.9 5 9  59.7 
37999.509 6 3  
38002e 4 3  5 9  
38002.96 3 44 


















' Frequency, -10log yMHz 
' 	 38050.156 55 
38052.347 6 7  
38052.859 63 
38053.555 6 6  
38054.4 E3 6 4  
38055.322 6 3  
38057.157 65  
38057 33 9 6 1  
38057.663 65  
38058.80 t 6  
38059.831 6 3  
38059.990 6 2  
38060.120 6 1  
38061.64 65  
38061.750 58.3 
38061.899 6 1  
38062.140 52.0 
38063.152 66  
38063.294 6 1  
38063.65 5 7  
38065.421 52 
38C65.86 1 6 7  
38C 66.41 6 8  
38067 -1 6 4  
38068.000 6 8  
38069.835 6 2  
38070.57 6 4  
3 8  0 7 1  3 16 66  
38071.452 6 4  
38073.31 6 6  
38073.353 6 4  
38074.615 6 4  
30075.21  9 68 
38C 80.016 6 8  
38081.628 65  
38082.329 63  
380 84.15 6 2  
38085.05 6 2  
38085.73 62 
38085.812 6 1  
I 
TABLE II.-Continued 
Frequency, I -10log yMHz 
38386.08 63 
38087.16 5 7  
3 809 0.8 66 
38093.042 6 2  
38093.11 68  
38094.186 6 2  
3 8097.87 63 
38098.288 66 
38100.86 67  
38103.432 67  
38106.24 63  














TETR AHY DR OF UR AN 


















































C I S  1,Z-DICHLCROETHENE 







2-PROP ANON E 









2-C HLOR0PR 0 PA hE 





















D ICHLORCME TPAhE 































38109.91 6 8  
38111.43 68  
38111.88 64  
38112.571 6 7  
38112.652 6 1  
38117.368 65 
38117.813 65 
3 8 1 1  8.664 58 
3 8 1 1  8.78 66  
38119.404 63  
38119.722 57.9 
38121.527 b 7  
38 122.9 8 4  64  
38123.912 6 4  
38124.607 6 3  
38124.667 53 
38126.130 63 
3 5 1 2  8.106 6 2  
38128.58 67  
38129.881 6 4  
38130.690 5 9  


















ETHYLENE GLYCCL CYCLIC SULFITE 38131.355 
TETRAHY GROFUR AN 38131.895 
2( 3H j -DIHYOR JFUR.ANONE 38133.232 6 4  
~ 
2(3HJ-DIHYDPOFURANONE 38133.49 63 I 
PYRIOI,.IE 38137.063 
1 1  
7 
TABLE II.- Continued 
?requency,
MHz -10log y Name -10log y 
38138.18 6 1  ETVANOL 3 8179.67 6 5  2 -PROPENEhITRILE 
38138.87 6 1  ETHANOL 3 8 1 7 9  - 9 6 0  65  2-PROPEk-l-OL 
3 8 1 4 0  - 0 8 0  6 3  2-PROPENE-1-THIOL 38182.013 6 6  2 ( 3 H  1 -DI HY OROFURANCNE 
38140.88 6 6  19 1-0 ICHLOP OETHAN E I
1 
38184.188 6 2  L-PROPYN- 1-CL 





38142.809 6 7  OICHLOROME THAhE 
3 8 1 4 3  0 1 8  6 2  DICHLORODIFLUORGMETHANE 
38143.961 63  1 9  1-OICHLOROE THANE 
3 8  144- 4 1  6 6 1  EPOXYBUTANE 
38144.449 6 1  1.1-DIFLUORCETHENE 
38144.999 6 6  29 5-OIHYDRCFURAN 
38145.672 6 6  191-DICHLORCETHANE 
38146.78 1 60.4 2- PROPYN- 1- C L 
38146.906 5 3  PYRIDINE 
38150.964 65 EPOXYBUTANE 
3 8 1 5  1.004 6 2  ACETALDEHYDE 
38152.07 6 1  171-OICHLORCETHANE 
38153.79 65  2-PROPANONE 
38154.260 55  PYRIDINE 
38155.49@ 6 4  2-PROPANO NE 
3 8 157.864 67  1-CHLORCP F C PANE 
38158.49 6 1  2-PROPENENITRILE 
38158.89 6 7  2-PROPANCNE 
38159.709 6 3  PYRIDINE 
38160.793 50.0 PYRRCLE 
38162.495 6 1  PYRIDINE 
38162.724 51.5 I SOXAZOLE 
30164.364 6 4  1 9  1-OICHLOROETHANE 
38165.722 . 56.0 2(3H)-DIHYOROFURANONE 
38166.599 5 9  HETHANAMINE 
38166.736 6 4  2-CHLOROPROPANE 
38169.359 6 3  2-CHLOROPRCPANE 
38171.957 53.2 OXETANE 
38172.156 6 2  PYRIDINE 
38172.27 6 2  2-PROPENENITRILE 
38173.142 56.1 2-PROPYN- 1-CL 
38175.124 6 5  2-PROPEN-1-OL 
38176.46 6 8  2-PROPANONE 
3 8 1 7 7  8 9 5  6 6  192-DICHLOPCETHANE 
38178.35.5 5 9  2(3H)-DIHYCROFURANONE 
65 






6 7  
63 
5 7  - 6  
6 1  
6 2  
67  
66  
6 4  
6 2  
6 8  
6 0  
5 6  - 4  
6 1  
6 7  
6 7  
6 4  
6 4  
6 4  
6 7  
58 
6 4  
b 7  
6 6  
63  
6 3  
5 6  
63  
5 3  
2 t3H)-OIPYOROFURANONE 

2 r 5 - D I  HYDROFURAN 

















LI-PROPENEN I TR I L E  

F' Y R I O  INE 





L1- PROP ANONE 

C)ICHLORCME THAhE 









I.-CHL 0 RCPRO P AN� 
bIETHANAMI NE 














30229. e33 56.0 









38234.74 6 6  
30235.33 66 
38236 . l a g  63 
3 3 2 3 7 * 0 7 0  63 
38233.245 6 7  
38239.050 6 4  
3 8239 -6 6 4  6 4  
38240. 023 62 
38241 .a7  6 4  
33242.152 64 
38242.5 5 6 3  
38243.02 2 65 
38243.5 53 65 
38 244.25 c 64 
38244.3 53 59.2 
30244.719 b b  







3a24a.640 6 3  

30240.832 6 3  
38252.245 53 
38253.267 . 6 6  
38254.11 6 7  
38254. a 2  66 
30255.30 6 6  
38255.425 6 2  
38215.479 67 
30259.449 57.4 









M E T H Y L  T H I I R A N E  
2-PROPANONE 
I S O X A Z O L E  
3 - B U T E N E N I T R I L E  
I S O X A Z O L E  
C H L O R O D I f  LUCRCME THANE 
1, l - D I C H L O F C E T H A W E  
C H L O R O D I F L U C R C M E  TWANE 
1v l - D I C H L O P O E T H A N E  
D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 
D I C H L O R O M E T H A h E  
D I C H L O R O M E T P A N E  
A C E T A L D E H Y D E  
D I C H L O R O M E T P A N E  
C I C H L C R C M E T k A h E  
D I C H L O P C M E T H A h E  
3 - B U T E N E N I T R I L E  
D I C H LOR CME T  PA NE 
T H I E T A N E  
E P O X Y B U T A N E  
D I C H L O R D M E T H A N E  
D I CHLORC H E  TI- AFiE 
D I C H L O R O M E  THANE 
C I C H L O R C M E T F A N E  
2-PROP ANONE 
2 -P R 0PE N- 1-C L 
METHANAM I NE 
38263.992 1 6 1  
38264.3 15 65 














3a2ai.070 6 9  
30282.315 6 5  
38284.007 66 
38284.566 66 



















F O R M I C  A C I D ,  METHYL E S T E R  38292.42 67 






1 , 1 - O I f L U O R C E T H E N E  







M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

E T H A N O L  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  








38293.768 6 4  
ld194JM 61 
38294.35 6 2  
30295.2ai 6 4  
38296.160 65I /  38296.493 59.6 
38302.259 66 
38303.323 b a  
30303.755 6 8  
I 
C H L O R O B E h L E K E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I O E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

D I C H L O R O M E T h A h E  

P Y R I D I N E  









1* 1-0 I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

F L U O R 0  E T h E N E  

T H I E T A N E  

P Y R R O L E  

C I S  1 . 2 - D I C F L C R O E T H E N E  

I - P R O P A N O L  

2-PROP ANON E 

2 - d U T E N A L  

2 - B U T E N A L  

2 - B U T E N A L  

PYR I D I NE 

1 9 1 - D I  CHLOROETHANE 

C I S  1 , 2 - D I C H L C R O E T H E h E  

C I S  1 , 2 - D I C F L C R O E T H E N E  

P Y R I D I N E  

C I S  1 . 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

EPOXY B U T A N E  

P Y R I D I N E  

E P O X Y B U T A N E  





D I  CHLORCME T h A h E  . 









T H I E T A N E  

EPOXY BUT AN E 

2(  3 H ) - D I H Y D R O f U R A N O N E  

1 1 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H A N E  

2-OXO-PR OP ANA L 

TABLE II.-Continued 
Frequency , -10 log yMHz 
38304.22 6 59.8 
38306.38 6 6  
38306.404 6 0  
38306.79 65 
38306.883 63  
38307.05 8 6 2  
38307.33 9 6 4  
3 8 3 0 7  - 4 9 0  6 0  
38308.40 6 4  
38308.821 6 5  
38300.973 6 5  
38310.77 5 9  
38311.225 60.0 
38312.10 2 6 0  
38312.63 5 1  
38312.75 6 2  
3 8 3  13.47 8 56.9 
38314.632 66  
3 8 3  14.759 5 4  
38316.922 56.6 
38317.880 65  
30310.464 6 3  
38318.07 6 2  
. 	 38319.67 6 2  
38321.632 66  
38221.73 5 8  
38322.144 57.5 
38323.109 6 7  
38323.22 6% 
38323.39 6 4  
38323.87 5 0  
3 8 3  24.96 6 2  
38325.67 5 6  
38326.59 5 6  
38326.665 6 2  
38327.3 5 6 8  
3 8 3 27.9 2 7 6 6  
38328.370 6 7  
3 8  328.466 6 2  






































































T H I  ETANE 











Frequency , -10log yMHz 
38329.15 6 2  
3 8 3 2 9  2 5  6 9  
38330.523 64  
38331.07 6 0  
38331.523 5 6  
3 8  3 3  2.262 6 0  
38332.66 56 
38333.173 65 
38333.843 6 8  
38334.44 5 8  
38335.56 6 4  
38335.901 64  
' 3 8 3 3 6  - 5 2 1  6 2  
38336.550 6 7  
3 8 3 3 6  - 5  0 6 2  
38337.346 6 2  
38337.766 65  
38339.24 5 9  
38339.35 6 6  
38339.713 6 2  
33339.78 6 1  
38339.91  5 8  
38 340.3 3 65 
3 0 3 4 1A 3 0  6 3  
3 8341.25 5 3  
38341.53 5 8  
38343.07 6 2  
38344.65 6 2  
38345.77 6 2  
38346,265 6 7  
38346.795 6 6  
38346.94 6 1  
38348.055 6 8  
30348.77 65  
3 0 3 4 9  - 3  0 6 4  
3 0 3 4 9  - 3 9 3  58.7 
38349.482 57.5 
38350.36 6 2  
3 8 3 5 0  - 6 7  6 1  






























C I S  l r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 



































METHYL SULF ID� 

C I S  192-OICHLCROETbENE 











111-DI  FLUORCETHENE 

6 2  
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
303E1.16 6 1  
3835 1.701 64 
30352.42 66  
30352.45 6 1  
38353.00 66  
303 54.472 60.1 
30354.55 6 3  
30355.66 6 1  
38355.75 6 3  
30356.30 6 2  
30357.591 58.1 
30359.52 6 1  
30359.69 6 2  
38359.863 5 7  
38361.19  67 
30361.543 6 1  
3 8 3 6  3.7 0 6 6  
30364.54 6 2  
30364.720 67 





30360.186 63  
30360.660 56.6 
30360.655 6 2  
30369.30 61 
30370.132 6 2  
30370.40 63  
38373.420 6 1  
30372.705 65  






















2 -P R 0P E N- 1-C L 











2-BU TENA L 




































T E T  R AHY DROFUR AN 

Frequency, ' -10log yMHz 
38377.843 ~ 6 7  
38377.871 64  
38378.23 6 1  
38378.454 59.7 
3 0 3 7 9  - 2 4 1  61  
3 8 3 19 . 7  5 1  6 4  
38379.88 6 1  
38380.63 67 
38380.76 60 
3 0 3 ~ 1 . 5 5 8  64  
38381.56 6 2  
3838 1.628 5 2  
38301.96 62 
3 8 3 8 2  - 6 1  6 3  
38383.413 6 1  
38383.461 62 
38382 .a73 6 2  
38384.765 63 
38385.28 62  
3 8385.70 65 
30385.743 5 9  
3 9387 - 9 0 3  67 
38388.54 5 4  
30308.777 63 
38389.30 67 
38389.933 65  
33390.580 56 
38391.744 65 
3 E 392.3 0 6 3  
38392.99 63  
30 39 5.3 35 6 2  
3 8395 * 973 63  
38396.669 65  
30397.890 6 4  
38399.270 49.6 












































C I S  192-CICHLCROETHENE 

2- BUTENA L 

1p l - D I  FLUCRCETHENE 

C I S  112-DICkCCROETHENE 











2- 8 UTENA L 

ETHANETH I O L  

















GLYCOL CYCLIC SULFITE 38400.40 58  
38376.80 4 2-BUTENAL 39401.834 66
~ 
- 30376.810 66 2-PROPEN-1-CL 38402.69 * 65  CL 




I I  I 
66 
1 38374.614 66 1 THIETANE1 38375.876 ETHYLENE 
L 
TABLE II.- Continued 
'requency , -10 log yMHz 
30404 .905  6 5  
3 0 4 0 5  -06 6 6  
30405 .45  5 9  
30405.46  66 
304C0.14  6 3  
30400 .75  6 3  
3 8 4 0 0 . 7 8 7  67 
30409.21  63 
30411 .03  6 0  
3 0 4 1 1  8 2  67 
3 0 4 1 3  e 0  8 6  6 6  
30413 .21  7 6 6  
30413 .387  53.1 
30413 .56  53  
30414 .66  67 
38414 .956  6 5  
30415 .140  6 6  
30415 .65  6 3  
30416.403 6 5  
30419 .05  6 8  
3 0 4 2 1 . 6 3  6 3  
30421 .800  66  
30423 .29  6 3  
3 0 4 2 4  - 2 4  6 2  
30425.46  6 5  
3 0 4 2 6  a 1 8  67 
30426 .330  6 2  
30429.40  6 4  
3 0 4 2 9 . 0 1 3  56.1 
3 0 4 3 0  166 50.0 
30430 .646  6 7  
30430 .01  6 5  
30431.237 6 6  
3 0 4 3 2  - 0 0  6 5  
3 0 4 3 2  - 6 0  5 55.0 
38432 .766  66 
3 0 4 3 3  e 3  53 59.1 
30434 .827  6 1  
3 0 4 3 5  e 0 0 0  6 8  
3 0 4 3 1  .OO' 6 5  
Name 
2-P ROPEN- 1-C L  
































































CHLORODIF LUCRCMET HANE 

ACETALOE HYO E 





2 9 5-0 I HY DROFURAN 





Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
38437 .126  60.4 
38431.354 56 - 4  
3 8 4 3 1  - 5 5  6 5  
38437.89  6 5  
3 8 4 3 8 . 1 4  5 3  
30439 .275  6 4  
38440 .09  6 3  
38 4 4  1.4 2 2  6 4  
38444 .004  6 5  
3 0 4 4 9  .lo9 57 
38450.46  65  
3 8 4 5 1 . 9 0 9  6 6  
38452.682 55 
38453.548 6 2  
38454 .039  6 2  
3 8454 .91  6 4  
38456 .115  6 5  
3 0 4 5 6 . 5 9 1  6 5  
30456 .60  5 5  
3 8 4 5 7  - 1 0 3  6 4  
30451 .566  6 5  
3 8451.840 66 
38459 .430  6 5  
38461 .001  67 
38462 .202  55.0 
3 0 4 6 3 . 3 8 9  56.9 
38465 .39  60 
3 8 4 6 5 . 6 0 0  6 1  
30465.91  0 6 4  
38467 .214  62  
39467.226 62 
30467 .646  6 4  
3 046 0.706 6 5  
3 0 4 1 0  -989 40.9 
30471 .427  6 5  
3 e472 .89  6 0  
3 0 4 7 3 . 6 3  5 4  
30474 .07  62 
30474.66  6 3  






































PYRI D I  NE 



























C I S  192-OICHLCROETHENE 






















38415.365 6 8  

3 8475.5a8 56.1 
3947 5.66 6 3  





38476.71 6 8  

38476.869 6 4  

30476.97 6 5  







3 8479.92 5 66 

38480.68 6 3  









38485.469 5 6  

3 84 85.88 62  

38486.34 62  

3 8481.5 5 9 6 5  

38408.544 5 6  





3849 6.503, 6 4  







38500.139 6 3  

39500 -31 66 

38501 e00  6 8  

3 0 5 0 1-799  57.2 

38 504 3 6 66 

30506.036 5 3  

385C8.036 6 2  

30509.983 6 1  

38510.178 6 2  

33510.355 I 66 









ACETAL DEhY D E 
2-PROPANOL 38512.19 6 2  D ICHLORCME THAhE 
2-BUTENAL 38513.557 5 8  C I S  192-OICHLCROETHENE 
2-PROPENE-1-THIOL 38513.755 62 D ICHLOROMETkANE 
ACETALDEHYDE 38515.501 6 4  2- PROPAhGN E 
OXE TANE 38515.741 6 8  DICHLOROOIFLUOROMETHANE 
ETHANAMINE 38516.26 66 C I S  1.2-OICHLCROEThENE 
2-BUTE NA L 58516.678 6 2  FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 
PYRIDINE 38517.17 63 C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 
O X Y  8 ISMETHANE 33518.224 44.3 SULFUR DICXIOE 
OXETANE 3e5 1 a .40 6 4  C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 
FURAN 38519.08 66 C I S  lv2-0ICHLGROETHEhE 
METHYLOXIRAhE 38522.121 6 7  111-OIFLUOROETHENE 
MET HY LOX IR Ah E 38522.760 55.7 ACETALDEHYDE 
METHYLOXIRAhE 38522.994 6 7  1,2-OICHLOROETHANE 
ACETALDEPY D E  3a 523.89 64 2-PROPENE-1-THIOL 
2-PROPEN-1-CL 38525.108 6 2  T H I  ETANE 
2-PROPANOL 38525.668 66 EPOXYBUTANE 
2-PROPENE-1-THIOL 38527.117 67 CHLOROBENZENE 
2 -PROPANOL 38527.713 6 1  D ICHLORCMETHAkE 
2-PROPEN- 1-CL 38528.168 5 9  ETHANOL 
2-PROPANGL 3a528.370 59.0 OICHLORCMETHAhE 
2-PRO PE NE-1- TH IOL 3a52a.962 61  OICHLOROMETHPNE 
CYLCRODIFLUORCMETHANE 38529.10 66 CHLOROBENZENE 
2,5-OIHYDROFURAN 38529.952 6 5  THI  ETANE 
PYR I O 1NE 38531.982 6 3  2,- FUR A NCAR B0X AL DE HY D E 
CHLORODIFLUOROHETHANE 38532.339 6 2  PYRIDINE 
1,2-OICHLOROETHANE 38532.575 6 5  PYkROLE 
ETHYLENE GLYCOL CYCLIC SULFITE 38533. b e 7  6 4  TETRAHYDROFURAN 
C I S  1,2-DICHLOROEMENE 38534.924 67 2 (3H)-OIFY DROFURANONE 
C I S  112-OICHLOPOETHENE 38535.21 6 2  2-BUTENAL 
P YR IO1NE 38536.53 6 2  2-EUTENAL 
2 - PROPANON E 38538.541 6 3  OXETANE 
ACETALDEHYDE 38539.009 66 2-PROP ANONE 
FORMIC A C I D ,  PETHYL ESTER 38541.538 5 1.8 OXIRANE 
C I S  192-0  ICHLOROE THENE 38543.002 6 3  TETRAHYDRCFURPN 
OICHLORCMETHANE 38545.046 65  FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 
2-PROPEN- 1-OL 38541.032 6 3  lvl-DICHLORCETHANE 
TABLE E.-Continued 
?requency, -10 log yMHz 











3 8 5 6  2- 2 0 2  
38562.633 
38563.8 
3 8 5 6 4  6 86  
38565.20 
30566.069 

























6 7  
6 4  
6 4  
65 




6 5  
6 6  
6 7  
67 
6 4  
6 8  
60.1 
6 7  
6 6  
6 8  
6 0  
5 6  
6 7  
59.8 
Name 






































2-PROP� PS-1-C L 

THIETANE 
38600.578 1 6 3  
38600.616 63 
38601.366 6 3  
38601.822 62 
38604.144 66  
30604.997 6 4  
38605.131 6 7  
38605.30 6 4  
3 8 6 0 5  - 6 4  6 5  
38606.62 6 7  
38637.373 6 2  
38608.58 6 5  
38609.047 6 6  
3 8 6 0 9  . i o 2  56.8 
3 8610.150 66 
38610.365 6 6  
38614.81 6 1  
38615.044 6 3  
38621.01 6 4  
38622.696 6 7  
38624.80 6 3  . 
38625.767 6 3  
38626.45 . 6 0  
38627.1 5 9  5 3  .O 
38627.235 56.6 
38627. 8 3 5  57.0 
38629.531 5 7  
30629.54 6 7  
3 8630.72 6 6  
38631.95 6 8  
3 363 3.241 5 4  
38636.41  6 8  
38636.54 6 6  
38637.21 1 66 
3 8 6 3 7  -53 6 7  
38637.57 1 65  
38 t37 .71  60 
3 8 6 3 0  -119 63 
38638.42 6 0  
' 38638.459 63 
Name 








D I CHLORO ME T b Ah E 





C I S  112-DICHLCROETHENE 





ETHYLENE GLYCCL CYCLIC SULFITE 

E P O X Y  BUT AN E 













N I  TROETHANE 

C I S l r  2-0 ICHLOROETHENE 



























2-PROPEN- 1- C L 





CHLOROOIF LUDR C METHANE 







6 2  . 2-FUR ANCARBOXALDEHYDE 
6 4  2-FURANCARBGXALDEhYDE 
5 4  I SOXAZOLE 
6 7  1 1-0 I C  HLOF C ETH AN E 
6 2  OXY BISMETHANE 
6 6  111-DICHLOPCETHANE 
4.9 M ET HANAM I NE 
52 METHANAMI NE 
6 4  PYRROLE 
6 3  2-F UR ANC ARBCXALDEHYDE 
52.3 1 1-DIFLUOFCETHENE 
6 6  2-FUR ANCAR BOXALDEHYDE 
6 7  2 p5-0 IHY DROFURAN 
6 8  191-DI  FLUOR OE TbENE 
6 3  2-PROPANOL 
5 9  Z*S-DIHYDRGFURAN 
6 8  	 : D ICHLORODIFLUORCMETHANE 
6 4  1 C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 
6 1  : 2p5-DIHYOROFURAN 
! 
TABLE II.- Continued 
1 30639.507 60 EPOXYBUTANE 38606.17 I 66 1-FLUOR 0-4-ME THY L BEN2ENE 
, 30640.87 60 EPOXYBUTANE ' 30607.36 6 4  N I  TROETHANE 
6 1  OXYBI SMETHANE I 38680.021 66 1-PROPANOLi ~~~~~;~~~6 5  THIETANE 30609.05 67 1-FLUORO-4-CE THYLBEkZENE 
' 30647.543 67 ' FORMIC A C I D 9  METHYL ESTER 38609.729 57.2 191-OICHLOROETHANE 
30647.522 6 5  
~ 
, DICHLOROMEWANE 30690.096 65 295-DIHYOROFURAN 
30650.985 63 ME THANETH I O L  38692.607 60 ' FURAN 
30651.004 62 PYR I D  I N �  30694.131 65  3-BUTENENITRILE 
, 30652.303 6 4  2- PR0PA NONE 30694.20 6 5  N I TROE THANE 
30653.415 , 5 1  ACETALDEHYDE 38694.47 6 6  
I 





6 5  
67 











30656.510 65  ACETALDEHYDE 30697.67 ~ 6 2  OXYBI SMETHANE 





C I S 1t 2-0 I CHLOR OE THE NE 
' PYRROLE 
l ,  30699,079
1 ;  30699.27 
65  
6 7  




6 4  




, .  38699.625 
67 
6 4  
2-FURANCARBOXALDEHYDE 
C I S  192-OICHLCROETHEhE 
30663 -025 60 I FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 
I 
30699.791 62 DICHLORCMETPP&E 
30668.00 63 NITROETHANE' 30701.079 41.4 , OXIRANE 30668.760 6 2  ETHANETHIOL 30701.000 61 ' METHYL SULFIDE 
30610.952 56.4 ~ OXYBISCETHANE I 30701.954 I 67 I C I  S 1r2-DICHLOROETHENE 
3 0 6 7 1  - 1 6 2  56.1 D I C  HLOROMETHA NE 30701.966 5 0  ETHANAMINE 
30671.991 6 4  2-FURANCAR BC XALDEPYDE 38702.09 1 65  NITROEThANE 
30673.310 67 2-PROPEN-1-CL 30702.35 6 1  ETHAhAMIhE 
30674 4 2  6 5  I - F  L UOR 0-4- ME TH Y L BENZENE 6 7  ' l-FLUORO-4-METHYL0ENZENE 
~ 30674.526 60.3 ETHANOL 65 1-F L UORG-4- FETHY L 0ENZEN� 
i 30677.043 63  , 2.5-OIHYDRCFURAN 65 NITROETHANE 
30670.71 60 CHLOROO I F  LUCRCMETHANE 6 1  THIETANE 
I 30679.951 
38600.223 
6 7  
6 4  
1 9 2 - 0  I CHL OR OE THANE! EPOXYBUTANE 66 6 3  l-FLUORG-4-METHYLBENZENE TETRAHYDROTHI OPHENE 
30600.533 i 6 4  ACETALDEHYDE 65 1-FLUORO-4-METHYLBENZENE 
30640 069 63 , 2-PROPEN-1-CL 30691.566 I 63  DICHLORCMETbAhE 
30601.10 62  ' NITROMETHANE 5 2  FURAN 
I 
30602.09  66 1-F LUORC-4-METHYL BENZENE 30713.934 6 3  PYRROLE 
30602.16 67 CHLOROO I F LUCRCMETHANE 30714.02 6 2  N I TRO E TI- AN E 

30603.72 6 4  1.1-DICHLOPGETHANE 30714.031 59.0 METHYL SULFIDE 

30603.75 6 4  NITROETHANE 30715.149 64 THIETANE 

30604.36 6 2  111-DICHLOROETHANE 3 0 7 16.3 9 6 7  1-F LUORC-4- M E  THY L 0 E kZEN� 

TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y 
38717.06 66 

38719.679 6 4  







38123 70 6 8  







38 726 -73 66 





38729-18 6 3  

38729 440 66 

387 29 7 0  67 





38738.209 7 0  

38740 -61 6 7  









. 	 38745.674 66 
38749.705 67 
38750.13 6 0  
38750 591 57.0 
387 51 05 6 0  
3875 3.206 65 
38753.933 6 4  
38754.544 60.2 




38766.076 6 4  
38766 - 9 0  66 
30761e33 6 5  










N I  TROETHANE 

2 ( 3H 1-0 I HYO F  OFUR ANON E 





















2-PROPENENITRI LE  
1- F LUORO-4- METHY L8 E NZ E NE 
ETHANOL 
' 	 C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 








C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 















C I S  1. 2-D ICHLOROETHENE 

1-F LUORO-4-M ETHY L BENZENE 










30711 -40 69 

















30191.463 6 5  

38792 .OOO 65 





3 8 1 9 4 . 2  14 60.1 
38794.224 6 4  
38794.407 57.3 
38795.241 6 4  
30795.947 51 .O 
30796 010 57.3 
381S7.6 67 
30197.670 63 
30197.712 6 4  
30757.937 65 
38790.141 65 
30002-511 6 7  
30002.030 63 
38 00 3.1 54 6 4  
30807.91 65 




38010.525 6 1  























2-PROP EN-1 -C L 













D ICHLORGME THAhE 



























D I C HLOROH E T PAhE 





H �THYLOX I R  ANE 

C I S  lp2-DICPLCROETHENE 









C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 

l r  1-CICHLORGETHANE 







C I S  I r  2-DICHLOROETHENE 

TABLE II.- Continued 
I Frequency, -10 log y NameMHz 
.­
38013.623 6 L  I-PR OPANOL 
38813.637 6 1  I EPCXY BUTANE 
388 1 4 - 3 4  00 




38816. OR 6 4  
30816.487 6 4  
38816.547 6 4  
38816. F5 66 
3 8 8 2 1  -575 57.8 
30822.616 5 8  




3a827.';17 6 2  
1 	 30827.524 , 6 3  
38828.046 ' 6 3  
38828.40 65  
38829.506 6 2  





3 8 8 3 7 . 0 5 i  66 
3 8 8.3 8.76 65  
3ae39.85 66  
38840.86 6 1  
3881.3.995 6 5  
38846.095 67 
38847.735 49.2 
38852.434 6 2  
38853.372 55.0 
I 38854.090 6 4  











C I  S 192-01 CHLCROETHENE 

















METHYLOXI R A N E  










1 9 1-0ICHLOROE TY A NE 
275-DIHYDROFURAN 
METHYL SULf IDE 
I 
38859.788 58.7 
38859.968 59.0 ' 
30861.168 66 
38862.50 62 
38864.692 6 2  
38866.675 67 
30 861.83 65 
38868.52 65 
38871.538 63 
3 8 8 11.8 5 65 
38874.826 6 6  
38E75.375 63  
3 a ~ 7 7 . 8 2  66  
3 887 8. Ob 6 4  
3 8 8 18.55 66 
38879.521 67 
30880.608 6 4  
3a881.991 63 
38885.011 ' 67 ' 
38885.225 56.3 
38887.558 60.2 














ACETAL DE HY D E  























CIS 1 9  2-OICbLOROETHENE 




















2- PROPEN-1 -C L 
OXETANE 
2 15-DI HYOROFURAN 
METHANAMINE 
METHANAMINE 
SULFUR D I O X I D E  
METHANACINE 





FORMIC A C I C ) ,  PETHYL E S T E R  30897 - 2 3  6 6  
METHYLOXIRANE 











30857.510 6 2  
38900.352 58 - 0  
38901.049 64 
38901.988 59.5 
38904.069 55 - 0  
30908.278 4 4  
38908.896 4 7  
38909.706 54.6 
38910.34 6 4  
38910.981 6 4  
a !  	 38914.158 6 5  ' 
38915.35 64(I 38919.38 I i; 1 
38920.684 
2v5-0IHYDFOFURAN 
38859.923 D ICHLOROMEThANE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log y 
5 9  
30923.20 6 3  
3 0 9  24.15 66  
3 0 9  24.7 1 3  6 6  
30925.179 6 6  
30920.200 51.0 
30929.220 6 6  
30930.662 6 3  
38932.022 6 3  
30933.506 59.9 
30935.33 6 5  
30935.555 54.6 
30936.306 60.4 
30930.200 6 6  
3 0 9 3 9  - 6 5 6  6 1  
3 0 9 4 1  - 4 0 9  6 6  
30944.017 6 0  
30944.112 6 2  
3 8 9 4 0  3 4 1  6 3  
30940.60 6 0  
30940.709 6 5  
3 0 9 4 9  e 2 3 7  6 6  
30949.29 6 6  
3 0 9 4 9  5 0  66  
30949.600 6 1  
38950 90 67 
38954.150 6 4  
38957.634 6 3  
3 0 9 5 0 - 6 3 7  6 2  
30961.56 7 1  
30962.137 6 2  
30962.05 6 7  
3 0 9 6 7  -019 6 7  
30969.190 61 
30969.700 6 4  
38970.44 6 7  
38970.50 6 4  
30970.77 2 6 3  
3 8 9 7 1  - 0 5 5  57.4 






































T ET R AHY OR 0FUR AN 







2-PROP AN0 NE 











FORMIC ACID, METHYL ESTER 























Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
38974.507 59.6 
30975.65 6 6  
38976.05 5 9  
30976.274 59.2 
30976.21 5 59.1 
38976.66 6 5  
30977.36 6 4  
30977.39 6 4  
30977.496 6 6  
30977.547 6 6  
3 0978.349 6 5  
38979.42 6 6  
30980.31 1 65 
3 0 9 0  0.0 06 54.1 
30900.81 0 59.4 
30900.903 6 2  
30901.630 6 1  
3 0 9 0 1  -741 65 
30903.009 66 
30905.1 00 5 6  
30907.542 5 6  
38900.922 64 
30909.502 6 1  
30990 2 5 1  63  
30990 .001  6 7  
30991.441 6 4  
30992.603 6 4  
30993.195 6 2  
30993.912 6 7  
30990.669 65 
30S9 8.740 55.7 
30999.32 65  
39000.031 67 
39002.324 65  
39002.68 6 1  
39004.503 6 4  
39004 -77 6 1  
39007.372 6 7  
39009.271 64 
















































EPOXYBUT A NE 









C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 





















C I S  112-DICHLOROETHENE 

TABLE n.- Continued 
I 

39011 11 67 

39 0 13.3 2 61 

, 39016.342 66




























3902 6 4 8 65 

39026.72 , 6 1  

39020.751 I 6 4  

39029.04 63  





39030.765 , 66 

39034.593 ~ 63 





39039.927 1 6 4  

~ 	 39039.930 59.1 

39043.772 6 6  















PROP A N A L  
P Y R I D I N E  
P Y R I D I N E
1 2 - P R O P E N E N I T R I L E  
1 E T H A N O L  
I . 

CHLOROTR IFLUOROME THANE 
M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  
, 	 D I C H L O R O M E T H A N E  
C H L O R O T R I F L U O R C M E T P A N E  
C H L O R O T R I F L I J O R C M E T H A N E  
C Y L O R O T R I F L U O R C M E  THANE 
' CHLOROTR IF LUOROMETHANE 
' C H L O R O T R I  F L U O R C M E T H A N E  
C H L O R O T R I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  





C I S  1 92-0 I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

' E P O X Y B U T A N E 

' T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

C I S  l r 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  

I O X Y B I S M E T H A N E  
C I S  1 9 2 - O I C H L O R O E T H E N E  
' OXY B I S M E T H A N E  
E P O X Y B U T A N E  
' C I S  1 9 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E N E  
C I S  1 9 2 - D I C H L D R O E T H E N E  
I F L U O R C B E N Z E h E  
I :PEOTZ?%EURAN 
I 2-PRoPANaNE 
T E T R A H Y D R O F U R A N  
, 	 1t 1-0 I C H L O F  CE T H A N  E 
F O R M I C  A C I O ,  C E T H Y L  E S T E R  
OXY B ISMETHAN Ei O X Y B I S M E T H A h E  ' 
O X Y B  I S M E T H A N E  





21 3H 1 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N O N E  

2 - M E T H Y L F U R d N  

1 ;  39053.52 6 4  2 ( 3 H ) - O I H Y D P C F U R A N C N E  
1 )  39054.09 63 A C E T A L D E k Y D E  , 	 39055.909 66 C I S  1 9 2 - D I C H L O R O E T H E A E  
39056.135 67 T H I O P H E N E  
39056.464 , 55 P YR I C I N E  
39050.687 63 T E T R A H Y D R C F U R A N  
39059.297 , 63  E T H A N E T H I  0 L 
39061.021 62  P R O P A N A L  
39062.300 66 2( 3 H ) - D I H Y O R O F U R A N O N E  
39063.410 63 2 , 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  
39064.507 64  1 2 -OXO-PROPANAL 
39069.009 56.5 D I C H L O R C M E T k A k E  
, 39069.400 63  T H I E T A N E  
39069.571 ' 59.9 2 9 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  
39073.699 6 2  T E T R A H Y D R O T H I O P H E N E  
39071.103 67 2-PROPANDNE 
39071.693 67 2-PROPEN-1-CL  
I 39072.455 67 2 - M E T H Y L F U R A N  
39072.94 6 4  P Y R R O L E  
39074.023 61 Z v 5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  
' '35075.051 65 A C  E T ALDEHY DE 
39075.471 49.0 P Y R R O L E  
39071.935 6 4  E T H A N A M I  N E  
39078.819 1 66 2-PROPEN- 1 - O L  






3 9092.01 1 

39092 .  ao 





39097 .817  
39098.139 

3909a .a i  66 PROP A N A L  

39 103.1 0 1  57.7 O X E T A N E  

39104.1 17 61 T E T R A H Y  DROFURPN 

39106.570 60 M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

I 
TABLE II.- Continued 
?requency, -10 log y Name Frequency, MHz ~ MHz 
~~ ~ 
39 107.143 6 4  2-PROP A NO NE 39165,955 
39111.687 58.7 2-PROPENENITRILE 39166.537 
3 9 116.63 6 3  ETHANOL 39169.963 
39117.06 6 3  C I S  ~T~-DICHCOROETHENE . 29170.566 
39117.167 60  THIOPHENE 3 9 1 7 2  - 0 7  
3 9  118.551 60 2-PROPY N-1-CC 3 9 1 7 3  -704 
39119.681 6 1  THIETANE 3 9  176.0 92 
39121.221 6 4  METHYL SULFIDE 39176.40 
39125.53 6 5  D ICHLOROO I F  LUCRCMETHANE 39177.130 
39127.01  6 0  1rl-DICWLOPCETHANE 39 177.76 
39127.125 50.2 I SOXAZOL E 39178.510 
3 9  127.44 9 5 9  METHANAMI NE 39178.53 
39128.681 6 4  OXYBISMETHANE 39178.600 
3 9  1 3 0  5 13 6 4  C I S  1.2-DICHLCROETHENE 3 9 1 7 9  -000 
39132.017 6 4  3-BUTENEN I T R I L E  39180.857 
39133.88 6 8  2-PROPANOL 39181.86 
39 136.21 6 8  ACETALDEHYDE 39181.87 
3 9  1 3 6  - 5 1  8 6 6  2 r 5-01 HYDROFURAN 39182.057 
39136.730 54.4 DICHLORCMETPAhE 39182.615 
39138.081 6 2  2-PROPANOL 39184.88 
39141.301 6 8  lr2-OICHLOFCETHANE 39185.57 
3 9 1 4 1  -422 6 5  1 9  1 - D  ICHL OROE THANE 3918 8.599 
39142.680 6 3  THIOPHENE 3 9 1 8 9  - 5 9 5  
39142.79 6 7  IT~-DICHLOROETHANE 39192.356 
39143.144 6 1  2 rS-DIHYOROFURAN 3 9  1 9 2  -7  
39143.99 6 0  T ETRAHYORCFURAN 39195.191 
39144.32 6 7  2-PROPANOL 3 9 195.199 
39144.590 6 8  2-PROPEN-1-OL 3 9 1 9 6  9 1 
39144. B O 9  60.4 2-PROPANONE 3 9  1 9  8.209 
39146.030 66 ACETALDEHYDE 39198.467 
39149.31  6 6  CHLOROBENZENE 39201.56 
39149.75 6 8  2-PROPANONE 39202.206 
3 9 1 4 9 - 8 3  6 6  CHLOROBENZENE 39203.12 
39150.793 6 1  TH I E TAN� 39204.673 
39151.526 6 3  OXETANE 39207.16 
39 153.24 6 7  EPOXYBUTANE 39208.952 
39153.836 6 2  AG ET ALDEHY OE 39210.105 
39 154.28 6 5  EPOXYBUTANE 39210.621 
39161.445 6 7  2.5-OIHYDROFURAN 3 9 2 12.139 
39163.27 6 7  2- PR0PE N- 1- 0L * 39214.355 
-10 log y 





6 4  
54.3 
6 7  
6 1  
6 1  
66 
5 9  
6 0  
6 2  
6 2  
6 6  
6 6  
6 5  
63 
6 3  
6 6  
6 3  
6 0  
6 7  
65  
5 9  
6 6  
6 7  
6 4  
6 7  
6 2  
6 7  
6 8  
6 4  
6 7  
6 1  
61 
6 1  









FORMIC ACIDT PETHYL ESTER 

ACETAL DEFY D E  

T ETR AH YOROTHI CPHE NE 











































1T 1-0 I CHLOR OETHANE 

























TABLE II.- Continued 
I. 
39216.665 56.4 ! ISOXAZOLE 39250.10 I 65 
3 9 2 1 6 - 7 5 7  64 
39217.147 6 7  
39219.353 64  
39222.66 69  
39233.201 6 8  
39233 - 2 2  6 2  
39233.833 , 66  
39234.300 I 6 1  
39239 2 4  6 6  
39240 * 28 63 
39240.61 . 66 
39240.664 6 0  
39241.424 6 4  
, 39241.72 6 7  
39242.612 65 




39244.292 6 1  
I 
6 8 
I 3::::::38 1 6 4  

39245.376 6 6  

3 9  245 57 6 6  

39246 - 3 5  66  

1 C I S  lr2-DICHLOROETHENE 39250 - 9 2  6 4  
29 5-DIHYDROFURAN 39251.915 63
' F LUOROBENZEhE 39252.584 6 7  
2-PROPANOL 39253.1 8 65 
39253.475 6 1  
39253 7 5 8 6 6  
39254.13 65 
39254.29 6 6  
3 9 2 5 7  .077 56.2 
39257.945 52.7 ' 
39257.91 6 1  
39258.48 6 3  
39260.765 59.8 
3926 1.077 6 5  
3 9 2 6 1- 7 7 1  6 2  
I lr2-0ICHLOROETHANE , )  39264.854 65  
2- PROP ANON E 39268.190 6 2  
' EPOXYBUTANE 39269.353 63  ' 
OXYBISMEThANE ; I  39271.210 65  
C I S  1.2-OICHCOROEThENE 
2-PROPENE N I  TR I LE 
CHLORODIFLUOQOMETHANE 
C I S 1 r 2-0 I CHLOROE THENE 
O X Y  8 1SMETHANE 
C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 
2-0 XO-PROP ANA L 
2-PROPANCNE 
TETRAHYDROFURAN 
1v 1-13I F  LUOROEThE NE 
I 
1 ACETALDEHYDE CHLORODIFLUCRCMETHANE 
92-DICHLORDETHENEi DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE' s 
2-PROPANOL 
6 5  
65  




6 6  
65 
61  
6 0  
67  
65  
6 7  
68  
63  











C I S  1,2-DICHLGROETHENE 





2- PROP EN- 1- C L 

EPOXY8 UT AN E 















3-BUTENENI TRI LE 

C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETHENE 



















C I S 1t 2-0 ICHL O R 0  �THENE 



























TABLE II.- Continued 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
39293.867 6 6  
392S4.292 6 0  
39296.373 6 9  




3 9 3 0 0  355 6 2  
3 9 3 0 0  5 0 2  6 4  
39300.866 6 6  
39302.348 6 2  
39302.913 55.1 
39305.13 6 8  
39306.518 6 7  
39306.55 65  
3 9 3 0 7  53 6 4  
3930 8.242 6 5  
39308.44 65  
39308.639 6 3  
39308.64 6 7  
3 9 3 0 9  - 7 7 6  6 8  
3 9 3 0 9  85 6 1  
3 9  3 10 473 6 5  
6 6393 11 1 2 7  
39313.965 6 6  
39314.046 5 2  
39314.51 6 8  
3 9 3 1 4  0 7 4  67 
39315.463 6 5  
39318.773 6 4  
39318.80 6 3  
39320.469 5 9  
39320.831 6 1  
39321.728 ' 6 9  
3 9 3 2 2  943 7 0  
39326.563 ' 6 5  
39327.83 66  
39328.502 60.4 
39329.77 6 8  















































































Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
39331.127 6 1  
39334.228 6 6  
39334.869 6 7  
39335.78  65  
39337.88 68  
39338.1 e4 60.2 
3 9 3 3  8.90 65  
39  3 3 9  - 7 1 2  6 7  
39341.52 8 6 7  
39  342.697 ' 6 4  
39343.574 6 0  
39349.893 6 7  
39352,717 6 1  
39354.3 19 6 6  
39354.803 6 4  
39354.805 6 4  
39355.25 65  
39355.341 6 1  
39355.55 6 6  
39356.164 6 4  
39356.717 58.6 
39358.015 49.5 
3935 8.133 6 6  
39360.91 67  
39361.76 67  
39362.235 65  
39  36 2.559 5 4  
39363.352 6 1  
3 9 3 6 3  -7  3 1  6 3  
39364.362 60.7 
39364.613 6 6  
39364.68 6 5  
39366.841 65  
39369.057 6 3  
39369.267 53.9 
39369.314 55.7 
' 	 3 9 3 7 1-005 6 0  
39371.256 55.8 
39374.764 6 6  
























METHYL SULF I D �  





































2- PROP ANON E 

T ETR AH YDRO TH I OPHENE 


















TABLE lI.- Continued 
I 	 39375.732 60 
39376.131 66 
39316 326 6 1  
' 	 39371.571 6 1  
39378.150 6 4  
39378.169 53.8 





i 	 39381.469 66 
39381.689 6 1  
' 35382.295 6 2  
1 39304.2.47 57.6 
39385.443 6 4  






393e8.646 6 2  
39 390.670 66 









39393 11 0 62 
39393.107 6 1  
39395 024 6 1  
39395 104 6 4  
39398 a617 6 4  










1 39403.921 6 3  

F I 39409.289 I 67 
TETRAHYDROFURAN 
I 	 2.5-DIHYDROFURAN 










T H I  ETANE 

























































39411,436 1 62 
39417.57 6 1  
39418.004 65 
39418.112 66 
3941 8.399 52.3 
39420.809 65 









39426.93 , 60 
3942% 144 62 
3942 9.100 65 
39429.41 67 
39430 -173 62 
















39445.3 3 8 58 









39452.371 6 1  

35452.511 6 1  

39454.365 54.4 
39454 -142 51 .O 
3945 5.2 IO 62  
39455.595 6 2  
39455.909 6 1  
39456.681 6 1  






1 1  39458.724 61 ' 
TETRAHYDRCTHIOPHENE 



























T U 1  ETANE 
























































39460 e636 65  
39461.563 65 
39461.825 6 2  
39462 -33 6 1  
39464 170  6 6  
39464.421 6 4  
39465.378 .64 
3 94 68 507 53.0 
39469.34 66 
39469.53 65 
39469 94 66  
39470.63 6 3  
39470 a870 63 
39471 56 6 2  
39472 e 23 5 5 1  
39472.37 6 0  
39473.17 6 2  
3947 4 e 07 6 7  
39414 e 7 0  67  
39474.949 6 1  
39477 994 47.9 
394780782 65  
39479 52 6 4  
39480.844 59  
39400.955 6 2  
39481 a 078 55 
39481.769 6 7  
39486.75 63  
39406 e 7 8  67 
39487.23 63  




39491.15 6 4  
39491 95 6 7  
39494.593 51.1 






































T J i IAZOLE 

























3 9 4 9 7 ~ 6 2 7  60.2 









395100153 64  
39511.530 64 
39512 e 1  2 5 56 -7 
3 9 5 12.66 59 
395 13.30 64 
39513.729 6 2  
39514.985 56 




39519.78 6 1  
3 9 5 2 1  -109 6 1  
39521.529 55 
39522 0217 59 
39525.1 1 68 
39526.040 67 
39527.223 64  
39529.375 65 
39531.293 6 3  
39531.59 59 
3 9 5 3 3 ~ 4 0  55 
39534.655 6 4  
3953 6.874 6 7  
39537 9 56 67 












1t 1-01 FLUOROETHENE 













































OXY B I S METHANE 





























39545.28 6 1  
39545.906 6 6  I 
34548.94 2 6 6  
' 39549.10 66 
39549.265 57.6 
39544.4G 6 4  
33550.433 ' 50.1 
39 5 5 1 . 1 2 7  66 
39552.59 68 
~ 39553.19 66 
~ 39563.123 6 6  
, 39564.251 52.5 ' 
39565.472 6 5  
39567.623 67 
39 568.620 65 
39509.023 65 
39569.144 6 5  
C H L O R O B E N L E N E  

1, l - D I C H L O F C E T H A h E  

F L U O R O B E N Z  E A �  

C H L O R O B E h L E k E  











D I C H L O R O D I F L d C R C M E T b A N E  

F O R M A M I  DE 

1 1 - D I F  LUORCETHENE 

D I C  H LCRC M ET b Ah E 

2 -FUR ANCA R SO XBLO E 9vil E 

A C E T A L D E P Y D E  

1 , Z - D I C Y L C F C E T H f I N E  
















39606.30 1 58.3 
39607.124 57.3 
39658 320 63 








3S020.2G3 6 1  
33620.95 67 
19621.35 70 ' 
39621.72 60 
39522 .48  68 
3 9 6 2 3 . 2 5 0  67 
39623 3 5 63 
39624.13 63 
3 9 6 2 4  - 9 8  67 
39625.912 66 
, 39626.03 b 9  
39626.775 5 2  
, 39626.86 7 0  
30626.92 f 66 
39627.429 / 
~ 3 9 6 2 8 . 7 8 5  
15 
64 I 
1 ,  3q623.340 54.1l j  39630.39a j 61 
3'1634.396 66 
O X Y B I S M E T H A N E  

C H L O R O B E N L E N E  











E T H A N O L  





FLUO RO 6EN2EN E  

2 t 5-D I KYDROFIJ R AN 

1'5 TR A H  YDRG TH I CPHEKE 

C I S  5 D 2 - D I C H L C R O E T H E N E  

L? X Y e I  SMETHANE 

C I S 1, 2-0 I C  K L C R O E T H E N E  













f L U O R U B E N Z E N E  

TP, lCHLORUb!E THANE 

T R  ICHLOROM E T F  R N E  

1 R  I C H L O H O H E T H C N E  





TR I C H  LORCY E T +  PNE 

TR I C H L G R O H i T k A N E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F  I D �  

T R I CH iCR 0H E T h A N E 

CYLOROB EN2 E NE 

T R I C l iLOR OM ET I- b N E  

2 9  5 - D I H Y D R O F U R A N  

O X Y B I  S H E T H A N E  

C t i i O K O B E N Z E N E  

L r 5 - D I H Y O R O F U R B N  

H E T H Y L  SULF I D 5  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

~ 39569.45 67 : ,?-PROPANOL 
39567.67 6' 
3957G.185 I 65 
37573 .a46 6 5  
, 35574.33 61 
' 39574.600 , 64 
, 39574.7217 
3457 6 .5 + b7 69 
39579.31 Ob 
39530.52 5 6 6  
39581.11 5 6 3  
' 39501.266 ', 64 
3950l.589 , 46.5 




! 39597.04 67 
1 , 2 - D I C H L C R O E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O Y E T ~ A N E  

D i C H L O R O K E T k A N E  

OX I RAN� 

T E TF?AH YDR C T H I 0 P t< E NE 

1 , 2 - D I C H L O F C E T H A N E  

M E T H Y L  S U L F I D E  

C t'L0 RCB E N2 E NE 

T ET R Akir D i7 CT k I CP r E N  E 

D I c LOP. o M E :H A R E  

C tiL OR@ BE N L E  t4E 

@ X I P . A N E  

2-F UR ANC AR SC X4 L 3 E1.Y DE 

A C E T A L D E H Y D E  

z - c H L n e w R s P m E  

0ICHLDROME T P  AN: 

, 2 --C HL CR CP A C P A I 4  E 
i 3 9 5 0 7 . 4 3 3  , 65 b i E T C L O E h Y C f  
34569.033 65 F L u O R 3 6 E N S E h E
1 3959003~i i 64 ; 9 iC HLOF SHETI- AP(Ej 3S570.569 i1 63 C HL 0 90BE 14 ZE R E 39501.706 65 i, 2 --CHi0 ;? 0 ? R C PANE 
prequency, -10 log yMHz 
39635.737 6 1  
39637.860 6 1  
39641.04 65  
39642.168 6 6  
39 643.23 6 6  
39643.65 65  
39645.851 6 3  
39646.563 6 1  
39649.517 6 7  
39651.33 6 7  
39651.65 6 8  
39652.33 2 5 9  
39 6 5  2 6 0  6 7  
396 53.576 6 2  
39653.635 5 9  
39655.381 6 7  
39 6 56.02 70  
39656.258 49.8 
3 9 6  56.5 02 48.5 
39656.682 6 5  
39656.990 60.2 
39657.143 5 1  
39660.321 6 1  
3 9 6 6 1-028 6 2  
39661.34 71 
39603.034 6 2  
39663.12 6 8  
39664.80 6 3  
39665.49 6 6  
3 9 6 6 6  e 1  5 6  6 0  
39666.94 6 5  
39667.520 6 3  
396 6 7  7 4 3  6 5  
39668.S75 6 9  
39672,170 6 5  
39613.345 6 7  
39676.56 8 56.8 
39680.088 46.1 
39680.95 6 5  
39680.96 6 5  
TABLE II.-Continued 
Name -10 log y 1 Name 
F LUOROBENZE NE 39681.780 6 3  1.2-DICHLOROETHANE 
T ETRAHYOROTHIOPHENE 
CHLOROD I F LUGRCMETHANE 
39681.782 
39682.64 
6 2  
45 
1,2-DICHLORCETHANE 
1.2-DI CHLOROE THANE 
NITROMETHANE 39682.64 6 6  1p 2-D I CHLOR 0E THANE 
C ICHLOROD I F  LUORCCETHANE 39682.955 6 7  FORMIC ACID, CETHYL ESTER 
CHLORCOIFLUCRCMETHANE 6 3  OXY81 SMETHANE 
2-PROPYN-1-OL 6 3  C I S  lv2-DICkLGROETt'ENE 
DICHLOROMETPANE 6 4  C I S  1.2-DICHLOROETHENE 
2-PROPEN-1-CL 6 5  2-PROP ANONE 
DICHLORCMETHANE 57.2 METHYL T H I  IRAhE 
DICHLOROMETHANE 6 5  C I S  lg2-DICHLCROETHENE 
ETHANETHICL . 49.1 PYRROLE 
DICHLOROMETI-ANE 65 EPOXYBUTANE 
OXETANE 6 7  CHLOROBENZ�NE 
ETHANETHIOL 6 4  2r5-DIHYDROFURAN 
T H I  ETANE 63 OXETANE 
TRICHLOROMETHANE 68 1 9  1-DICHLORCETHANE 
1. 1-DIFLUOROETHENE 6 4  FLUOROETHENE 
METHANAMINE 5 4  I SOXAZOLE 
3-BUTENE NI TR I LE 6 3  PYRIDINE 
1. 2-OICHLORCETHANE 39744.872 6 5  FORMIC A C I O I  CETHYL ESTER 

2-PROPY N- 1-OL 6 3  EPOXYBUTANE 
METHANAHI NE 6 6  213H)-DIHYDRCFURANONE 
2-PROPE N- 1-OL 6 7  2-OXO-PROP ANAL 
TETRAHYDRCTH IOPHENE 6 2  295-01 HY DROFURAN 
TRICHLOROMETHANE 6 7  2(3Hl-DI~YDROFURANONE 
2.5-DIHYDRCFURAN 6 3  2l3HI-DIHYDROFURANONE 
2-PROPANONE 6 7  2-PROPEN-1 -0L  
CHLOROBENZENE 64 2 ( 3H 1-D IHYDROFURANOhE 
C I S  1.2-OICHLCROETHENE 6 2  2 95-01 HY DROFURAN 
CHLOROBENZENE 6 9  THIOPHENE 
C I S  1.2-OICHLORCETHENE 39737.252 6 2  TETRAHYOROTHICPHENE 
CHLOROBEN2 EhE 39137.540 59 FLUOROBENZENE 
1.1-DICHLOROETHANE 39738- 800 6 4  Zp5-DIHYDROFURAN 
METHYL SULFIDE 39739.289 6 6  FLUOROEENZENE 
2.5-DIHYDROFURAN 39740.35 5 9  FLUOROBENZEhE 









6 8  
6 6  
2r5-OIHYOROfURAN , FORMAMIDE I 
1t 2-01 CHLORCE THANE , '  39746.012 ! 63  1 ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ Z Y D E I 

TABLE II.- Continued 
35741.64 57 
35149.9 6 5 6 2  
39751.120 6 2  
35751.42 5 8  
39751.536 6 6  
39751.605 6 8  
39152.06 6 8  
3 5154.281 6 3  
36755.64 64  
39151.512 6 3  
39757.82 68 
39758.49 63  
39758.634 6 7  
39760.658 63  
34761.75C 6 4  
39763.601 65  
35764.10 6 7  
34767.6Sl 64  
39769.667 59.8 
39770.47 6 6  
39771.43 6 3  
34112.88 6 4  
39773.350 6 4  
39773.43 6 6  
39775.09 6 8  
39775.202 56.3 
39 7 1 6  931 63 
39118 .Q91 6 7  
39779.203 6 6  
39779 e441 6 4  
39780.445 6 4  
35781.045 6 7  
39781.299 6 2  
39782.697 6 7  
35785.2 66  
39788.19 63  
39789.56 6 7  
39794.333 63  
39795.03 6 2  







C I S  112-DICHLOROETHENE 











































































39795.619 ' 65~~ 
3 9 1 9 5  - 7 3 3  63  
3919 5.85 62 
39796.17 6 3  
39196.23 63  
39796.239 63  
39796.56 6 5  
39796.57 6 6  
3 9 7 9 7  - 0 7 2  6 3  
39798.089 6 0  
39800.58 6 4  
39801.38 6 6  
39801.66 59 
39 802.400 63 
39802.45 6 6  
39802.876 6 4  
39803.24 59  
39804.369 65  
39804.602 6 7  
39805 .833 64  
3980 5.937 66  
3 9  807 - 6 1 6  6 2  
39809-182 6 3  
39859.25 6 7  
39810.08 65 
39810.798 65 
3 9 8 1 1  .sa7 5 9  
3 9811.811 63  
39812.854 6 9  
39813.07 65  
3 9 8 13.292 6 5  
39814.528 6 4  
39815.48 6 6  
3 9 8 16.7 1 6  6 6  
39817.714 66  
39818.25 6 8  
39818.670 62 
39820.26 65  
39822.114 6 0  
39823.209 6 2  


















EPOXY BUT AN E 

191-CICHLOROETHANE 












NI TR OME THA NE 











C I S  112-DICHLDROETHENE 

C I S  112-CICHLCRDETHENE 

~ 	 CHLOROBENZENE 







C I S  1.2-DICFLCROETHENE 





















TABLE h[.- Con.tiriued 
39823,238 6 5  
39024.59 6 8  
6 3  
1 39325.252 64\ 39E29.586 61 
i 39832.36 64 
39833.89 6 5  
3 9 8 3 5 . 5 4 1  6 4  
! 39836,444 14 
: 39837.50 65  
39640.031 6 6  
39846.289 . 6 8  
29847.214 62 
i 3984a.946 65  
~ 396L9.463 65  
39849.858 65  
390 51.0 8 6 7  
39851.339 65  
39352.723 66  
39852.965 67 
3 9 8 5 4  -10 6 7  
30856.363 6 4  
39858.043 i 67 
3 9 8 5 8 . 7 7 2  59 
3 9 a ~ 9 . 1 0 2  6 6  
39859.56 6 2  , 33a60.05 66 
39860.17 6 2  
3 9 660.47 67 
39e60.87 6 63 
39862.05 5 9  
39862.599 57 
39064.20 I 6 6  
39865 -485 6 8  
39566.942 61 
39067.02 65  
39061.936 6 2  
39868.770 61 
39069.35 1 54 
39869.37 5 9  
1 p 2- D I C HL 0 il C ETtA A N E 
, DICYLOROO IFLUOROMET~ANE1 o x y 6 1  S M E T H A N E  
I I:i C HLOR C M  E T  f i  4:: E 




C ICHLOP 3M E T  + A 4  E 
3-BCTENE N I  TR i LE 
C hLOROET HE N E  
PROPANAL 
2-PROP4NONE 
CHLOR OB E 14 2 E NE 
i 1 1-u I f LCI c F c E T H i t u  i 
C H L 0R 0 8  Eiq ZEK i 
1.1-OICHLORCETHANE 
2 i 5 - 0  [ t lY D P 0 FUR A N  
Lrl-DICHLOROETHANk 
METHYL SULFiDE 
, 	1r ?-OXCHLOROETHANE 
FORMIC 4CIUv CETHYL E S T E R  
l r  2-DICHLOROETHANE 
2-FURANCARBCXALDEHYDE 
C HLilR DE .rI?A Fi E 




























METHANAMI N E  

!~ 	 39869,959 64 
39870.19 65  
j 	 39070.26'1 6 2  
39870.386 6 4  
3 9 8 7 1  " 2 0 8  55 
30872.16rJ 64 
3 9 8 7  2.29 67 
39874.32  ! h 4  
3 9 8 7 4 , 3 5  , bfi 
39174.615 6 2  
3 9  e 7  4.77 t 5 3  
3 9  874.92 15 
39875.120 45 
3 9  875 0 8 4 4  65  
3 9 0 7  7.3 33 6 2  
39 aac e 121 6 4  
3 9 8 8 0 . 2 6 8  6 2  
I 39aao.272 6 2  
! 33880.634 55.1 
3 9  882.32 63  
3JR82.918 t 7  
39882.973 I 6 2  , 	 3'3898,27 6 2  
33891. s 5 59 66 
3 9 ~ ~ 3 2 . 1 3  67  
33893.0 a6 5 6
' 3 9 894 4 7  5 60  
3 9 8 9 4 - 1 9 4  67 
39296.14 60 
3 9 8 9  5 a 2b7 67 
3 9  898 642 66 
39899.643 , 65  
: 39902.93 t 0  
~ 	 C I S  1eZ-DIC.PLCRCETHENE 
DICHLORODIFi~CROMETHANE j 
E P C X Y  BUT ANE 
O X Y 8 1  SMETHAME 
1i l-C!ChLOROETt!A%E 
C I S  1 7  2-DICkLCROEll iENE 

i , l -DICHLC&GEiH&NE 

C I CHL OROH E T I -A NE 







D ICHL 0 R C#E T k b NE 

1 r 2---0I C HLOR OE THANE 















NETtiYL SULF I C E  





















C I S  1r2-DICHLCROETHENE 

2- PR 0 PANObiE 

39906.632 55.  L 2i5-DIHYDROFURAN 
' 39908.689 ; 65 
' 39911.443 61 
, 39911.938 65 
39912.66 63 
3 9 9  1 2  -8  59 5 1  
4 39914.694 52 
! 2-F UR A NC A?. BO X ALOEHY DE 
PYRICINE 
2.5-3IhYDROFURAN 
, 	 FYRiDINE 
I SOXAZCLE 
I SOXALOLE 
TABLE II.- Continued 
i Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
It, .­
39914 - 6 5 6  6 5  
3 9916.900 66 
39916.91 6 1  
39916.90 6 4  
39917.677 57.6 
39917.793 59.0 
39910.9 1 63 
39922.70 6 7  
39923.50 67  
39924.590 54. a 
39924 .a54 6 3  
39924.06 66  
39926.54 65 
399 27.152 52 
39920.451 53.5 
39928.990 64  
39929.1 92 5 0  
399 34.900 60.3 




39943.609 6 2  
3 3944. 86 63 
3SS45.64 6 1  
39946.500 6 1  
39940.247 62 
39540.309 5 4  
39940.504 66 
39952.04 6 4  
399 53.2 59 65 
39953.997 66 
39555.480 6 6  
3 9 9  55. $71 65 
Name 




































P Y  R I D  INE 































39956.420 60  ' PYRROLE 
, 39956.63 6 3  191-DICHLOROETHANE 




Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
_____1 
39950.230 6 1  
39550.240 6 1  
39950.407 50.6 
39950.923 65 




39965.550 6 3  
39965.049 60 
39969.03 66 
3 9 9 7 1  -67 66 
3 9 9 7 2 . 0 0  6 4  
3 9 9 7 2  - 9 4 5  59.7 
39S74.11 65 
39975.276 65 
39976.975 6 5  
39977.541 66  
39970.14 65 
39979.552 62 
3 9 9 0 0  .OO 65 
39980.04 66 
3 9 9 a i . a 4 7  6 3  
399a6.00 6 4  
39906.644 66 
39987.5 05 6 0  
34500.944 6 7  
39909.34 6 9  
39909.94  65 
39990.36 6 2  
3999 1.339 65  
39992.63 66 
39993 e 5 0 67 
3 9 9 9 4  778 62 
39994.910 60 













2 9 5-0 IHY DROFURAN 




C I S  l92-0ICl-LCROETHENE 
2-PROPYN-1-OL 






C I S  112-DIChLCROETHENE 
FLUORGBENZENE 
C I S  1,2-DICHLCROETHENE 
lr2-DICHLORCETHANE 
192-DICHLOROETHANE 
2- PROP ANONE 
C I S  192-DICHLOROETHENE 
2 9 5-01 HYOROFURAN 
DICHLORODIFLUGRO~ETHANE 
1.1-DICHLGRCETHANE 







TABLE 11.- Concluded 
Frequency, -10 log yMHz 
40000.300 60 

40000 -623 51.6 







40023u431 6 1  












O I C H L O R C C E T ~ A N E  

I SO X A Z O L E  

O I C H L O R O H E T H A N E  

D I C H L O R O M E T H A E E  

C H L OR CT R I F L U  0 R O M  E T H A N  E 

C H L O R O T R I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  





-10log y I Name 






40026.53 8 62 









C H L O R O T R I F  L U O P C M E T H A N E  
C H L O R O T R I F L U O R O M E T H A N E  
C d L O R O T R I F L U O R C M E T H A N E  
C Y L O R O T R I F L U O P O M E T H A N E  
C H L O R O T R I F L U O R O M E  THANE 
C H L O R O T R I F L U O P C M E T H A K E  
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